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15  THE SCROLLS OF THE LAMB OF GOD REPRESENT THE 

MATERIALIZATION OF THE LIVING VISION OF JOHN; FOR IN 

THE LIVING UNIVERSE OF THE DIVINE FATHER JEHOVAH, 

EVERY DREAM AND EVERY VISION, TURN INTO REALITY AS 

TIME GOES BY; IF IT DOES NOT TAKE PLACE IN A DETERMINED 

EXISTENCE, IT HAPPENS IN ANOTHER; FOR EVERY SPIRIT IS 

BORN AGAIN; ALL THE SENSATION WHICH THE SPIRIT FEELS, 

ABSOLUTELY ALL, BECOME MATERIALIZED IN MICROSCOPIC 

PLANETS, COSMOS, UNIVERSES; THE EVERYTHING ABOVE 

EVERYTHING GETS EXPANDED FROM WHAT IS INVISIBLE TO 

THE VISIBLE; FOR NO ONE IS BORN GIGANTIC; ONE HAS TO 

START BY BEING VERY LITTLE AND HUMBLE, IN ORDER TO 

BECOME GREAT IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS.-

21  DIVINE LAMB OF GOD; A NEW PHILOSOPHY COMES TO THE 

WORLD; FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WAS ANNOUNCED IN THE 

DIVINE APOCALYPSE; A NEW UNIVERSAL GOVERNMENT 

IS BORN WHOSE CORNERSTONE IS THE DIVINE EQUALITY 

TAUGHT BY FATHER JEHOVAH.-

28 THE DIVINE REVELATION OF GOD DOES NOT COME OUT 

OF ANY HUMAN KNOWLEDGE; THE SAME LAW WHICH WAS 

FULFILLED WITH THE MOSAIC LAW AND WITH THE DIVINE 

GOSPEL OF FATHER JEHOVAH IS FULFILLED; THE ETERNAL 

DOES NOT COPY WHAT IS OF HIS CHILDREN; THE REVELATION 

OF GOD, IS A KNOWLEDGE THAT EVERYTHING THAT EXISTS 

EXPLAINS IT; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE WHO DID NOT 
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BELIEVE THAT WHAT IS OF GOD CAME OUT OF MEN TO ENTER 

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR ONE WHO GETTING 

INSPIRED IN THE WORK OF MEN, BELITTLED GOD.-

41  THE SO-CALLED CATHOLIC CHURCH HID THE EXISTENCE 

OF THE ROLLS OF THE LAMB OF GOD FROM THE WORLD; 

MANY YEARS HAVE GONE BY SINCE THE MOMENT THEY 

WERE PRESENTED THE ROLLS; THE RELIGIOUS ROCK WITH 

HER STRANGE SKEPTICISM AND STRANGE FAITH, DELAYED 

THE DIVINE REVELATION TO THE WORLD; THE SO-CALLED 

RELIGIOUS MUST PAY SECOND BY SECOND OF THE TOTAL 

TIME OF HIDING THE TRUTH … 

55  THE REVELATION OF FATHER JEHOVAH IS DIFFERENT FROM 

EVERY HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY; WHAT IS OF THE FATHER HAS 

GOT NO LIMITS; THAT IS WHY NO HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY 

WILL BE ABLE TO JUDGE THE WORLD, FOR NO ONE CREATED 

THE WORLD; THE REVELATION SHALL BE EXTENDED 

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD …

88  THE REVELATION THAT WAS PROMISED TO THE WORLD SHALL 

BE EXTENDED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, WITHOUT FORMING 

EITHER RELIGION OR CHURCH; FOR FAITH HAS GOT FREE 

WILL; NO ONE REQUESTED THE FATHER TO BE EXCLUSIVE IN 

THE FAITH; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE WHO CULTIVATED THE 

STUDY OF THE FATHER’S SCRIPTURES, IN AN INDIVIDUAL WAY 

TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR ONE WHO 

CULTIVATED THEM BY MEANS OF RELIGION; NEVERTHELESS, 

HE/SHE DID NOT HAVE ANY PROHIBITION IN CHOOSING.-

101  THOSE WHO BECAUSE OF THEIR STRANGE OR LITTLE FAITH 
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DELAYED THE TRUTH TO THE WORLD, SHALL NOT ENTER 

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; IT IS ENOUGH TO HEAR THE 

WORD GOD, FOR THE CREATURE TO BECOME THE GREATEST 

INVESTIGATOR, ABOVE ALL THE INTERESTS OF THE WORLD.-

115  MANY OF THOSE WHO REQUESTED TO BE THE FIRST IN 

SEEING THE REVELATION, CONFUSED WHAT CAME OUT OF 

GOD WITH WHAT MEN CREATED; THESE BLINDS AND LITTLE 

PROFOUND OF THE TRUE SPIRITUALITY, DID NOT MAKE THE 

EFFORT OF STUDYING THE CONSEQUENCES OF A REVELATION 

WHICH HAS NO END; ONLY WHEN THEY SEE THAT IT INVADES 

EVERYTHING, THEN THEY SHALL BELIEVE; BUT, FOR NOT 

HAVING BELIEVED AT THE FIRST INSTANT, THEY SHALL NOT 

ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS AGAIN…

125  ALL THOSE WHO HEARD OR SAW PEOPLE TALKING ABOUT THE 

ROLLS OF THE LAMB OF GOD, AND DID NOT TELL ANYBODY, 

CAUSED A TRAGEDY IN OTHERS; FOR EVERY THINKING SPIRIT 

PROMISED THE FATHER TO COMMUNICATE THE FATHER’S 

NEWS, ABOVE EVERYTHING ELSE; THIS INCLUDES THE NO 

ENTRANCE TO THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; SO IT IS THAT THE 

SO-CALLED CATHOLIC CHURCH LEFT THE CHRISTIAN WORLD 

WITH NO ENTRANCE; FOR THEY DID NOT COMMUNICATE 

ANYTHING TO THIS WORLD OF FAITH; THE RELIGIOUS ROCK 

HID THE TRUTH TO THE WORLD; IT HAS BEEN MANY YEARS 

SINCE THE ROCK KNEW ABOUT THE TELEPATHIC SCRIPTURE 

OF FATHER JEHOVAH…

155  ALL THOSE WHO CONSIDERED THE REVELATION OF FATHER 

JEHOVAH AS A SIMPLE IDEALISM, SHALL NOT ENTER THE 
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KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THE INFINITE UNIVERSES EXIST 

BECAUSE OF THE IDEALISM WHICH CAME OUT OF FATHER 

JEHOVAH; EVERYTHING THAT EXISTS CAME OUT OF A 

MICROSCOPIC IDEA; THE DIVINE IDEA WHICH CAME OUT OF 

THE FATHER CONTINUES GETTING EXPANDED; AND ALL THE 

OTHER IDEAS WITH NO EXCEPTION, CAME OUT OF THE IDEA 

WHICH CAME OUT OF THE FATHER; THE FIRST MENTAL-DIVINE 

IDEA SAID BY FATHER JEHOVAH WAS: LET THERE BE LIGHT 

AND THERE WAS LIGHT…

169  ALL THOSE WHO REQUESTED THAT THE REVELATION BE 

SHOWN TO THEM FIRST, AND DID NOT BELIEVE, SHALL NOT 

ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THE FIRST WHO DID NOT 

BELIEVE SHALL REMAIN IN THE GREATEST MISERY; THEY 

THEMSELVES REQUESTED SUCH PUNISHMENT TO THEIR OWN 

SKEPTICISM…

178  IF A RELIGIOUS BEING DOES NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM 

OF HEAVENS FOR DIVIDING THE WORLD IN MANY BELIEFS, 

OTHERS WHO FOR SERVING THE SCRIPTURES OF THE 

FATHER, ALSO DIVIDED, THESE DO ENTER THE FATHER’S 

KINGDOM; THERE ARE INFINITE KINDS OF DIVISION: BETWEEN 

RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS AND THE DIVINE SCRIPTURES OF 

FATHER JEHOVAH, THE FATHER’S SCRIPTURES ARE FIRST; 

THE RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS REQUESTED THE FATHER TO BE 

TRIALED AND JUDGED, ACCORDING TO THE SPIRIT’S WORK,-

193  ALL THOSE WHO CULTIVATED THE RELIGIOUS FAITH IN THE 

TRIALS OF LIFE, MUST ADD UP ALL THE SECONDS OF SUCH 

BELIEF; AND MUST DIVIDE THEIR AWARD BY THE TOTAL 
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NUMBER OF RELIGIONS, WHICH THE HUMAN FREE WILL 

CREATED; IT WAS WRITTEN: ONLY SATAN DIVIDES AND HE 

DIVIDES HIMSELF; ON THING IS THE DIVINE PSYCHOLOGY OF 

THE DIVINE GOSPEL OF FATHER JEHOVAH; AND ANOTHER 

THING IS THE STRANGE PSYCHOLOGY, WHICH CAME OUT OF 

THE STRANGE RELIGIONS…

221  ALL THOSE WHO DID NOT DEEPEN CAUSES WHICH THEY 

THEMSELVES PROPAGATED, SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM 

OF HEAVENS; THEY HELPED THE DEMON IN HIS REIGN OF 

UNCERTAINTY AND MENTAL CONFUSION; THE SO-CALLED 

BROADCASTERS OF THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM OF GOLD, ARE 

CONDEMNED…

235  ALL THOSE WHO REQUESTED TO BE FIRST IN SEEING THE 

REVELATION OF FATHER JEHOVAH, FELL IN THEIR TRIAL; FOR 

THEY DID NOT KNOW HOW TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN WHAT 

IS OF FATHER AND WHAT IS OF MEN … 

247  ONE THING IS THE BELIEF THAT ONE CULTIVATED IN LIFE, AND 

ANOTHER IS THE FORM OF THE FINAL JUDGMENT, REQUESTED 

IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THE FIRST ONE COMES OUT 

OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT’S FREE WILL, THE SECOND ONE COMES 

OUT OF THE DIVINE FREE WILL OF FATHER JEHOVAH…

261  ALL THOSE WHO STOLE SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF 

HEAVENS; EVERY THIEF MUST ADD UP ALL THE SECOND OF 

THE TIME OF HIDING THE THEFT; UNTIL THE STOLEN OBJECT 

BECOMES DUST; THOSE WHO STOLE IN A LIFE SYSTEM WHICH 

DID NOT HAVE THE MORALITY OF THE FATHER, HAVE TO 

PUT ON THEMSELVES ONE THIRD OF THE TOTAL POINTS OF 
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DARKNESS; THE OTHER TWO THIRDS LEFT ARE FOR THOSE 

WHO CREATED SUCH LIFE SYSTEM.-

271  THE THIEVES OF THE WORLD WERE CREATED BY THE 

IMMORAL AND UNFAIR LIFE SYSTEM BASED ON GOLD; A FEW 

HAD A LOT AND MANY HAD A LITTLE OR NOTHING; EACH 

MORAL PAIN PROVOKED IN THE SPIRIT OF THE THIEF, FALLS 

ON THE SUSTAINERS OF THE IMMORAL LIFE SYSTEM BASED 

ON GOLD…

284  EVERY LAWYER OF THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM BASED ON 

GOLD, WHO DID NOT CONSIDER JUSTICE IN A UNIVERSAL 

WAY, SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THE 

TERRESTRIAL JUSTICE SHOULD HAVE BEEN THE SAME IN ANY 

POINT OF THE PLANET.-

299  EVERY REVOLUTIONARY IS A PROPHET IN THE 

CORRESPONDING HIERARCHY; THE REVOLUTIONARY 

REQUESTED FATHER JEHOVAH TO STRUGGLE AGAINST THE 

INJUSTICE OF THE WORLD; EVERY INJUSTICE OF THIS WORLD 

IS BORN FROM THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM BASED ON GOLD; 

AND ALL THOSE WHO STRUGGLE AGAINST SOMETHING, 

WHICH DID NOT COME OUT OF THE FATHER, ARE GREAT IN 

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS.-

312  IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE WHO PERSONALLY 

PARTICIPATED IN THE REVOLUTIONS WHICH EMERGED FROM 

THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM, WHICH CAME OUT OF THE LAWS 

OF GOLD TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR 

THOSE WHO WERE CONTEMPLATIVE AND DID NOTHING 

BEFORE THE STRUGGLE OF OTHERS…
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DIVINE TITLE TO THE EDITORS OF THE PLANET:
87.- THE SO-CALLED EDITORS WHO EMERGED DURING THE TRIALS OF LIFE, 
SHOULD NOT HAVE CHANGED NEITHER EXPRESSION NOR A SINGLE LETTER 
OF THE DIVINE REVELATION SENT BY THE DIVINE FATHER JEHOVAH TO THE 
WORLD OF TRIALS; THE LIVING EXPRESSION AND THE LETTERS COMPLAIN 
TO GOD IN THEIR RESPECTIVE LAWS; JUST AS A SPIRIT WOULD COMPLAIN 
IN ITS LAWS OF SPIRIT; THOSE WHO FALSIFIED AND TOOK OFF FROM THE 
CONTENT THAT WAS SENT BY GOD, THEY SHALL ALSO BE FALSIFIED AND 
TAKEN OFF IN THIS LIFE AND IN OTHER LIVES; WHEN IN THE FUTURE THEY 
REQUEST GOD AGAIN TO BE BORN AGAIN, IN ORDER TO KNOW A NEW 
LIFE.- 

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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It was written in the divine Apocalypse

REVELATION 1:7 Behold he comes with the clouds, and 
every eye shall see him, and those who trespassed him; 
and all the lineages of the earth shall lament for him. Yes, 
amen. 

1:8 I am the Alpha and the Omega, beginning and end, 
says the Lord, the one who is and was and shall come, the 
Almighty.

A vision of the Son of Man

REVELATION 1:9 I John, your brother, and your partner in 
the tribulation, in the kingdom and in the patience of 
Jesus Christ, was in the island called Patmos, by cause of 
the word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ.

1:10 I was in the spirit in the day of the Lord, and heard a 
great voice like a trumpet behind me. 

1:11 which said: I am the alpha and the Omega, the first 
and the last. Write in a book what you see, and send 
them to the seven churches which are in Asia; to Ephesus, 
Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia and 
Laodicea. 

REVELATION 5 The roll and lamb 

5:1 And I saw a book written inside and outside, sealed 
with seven seals in the right hand of the one who was 
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sitting in the throne. 

5:2 And I saw a strong angel who proclaimed at great 
voice: Who is worthy of opening the book and untie its 
seals? 

5:3 And no one, neither in heaven nor on earth nor under 
the earth could open the book, not even see it. 

5:4 And I cried so much, for no one worthy of opening the 
book had been found, or of reading it, nor even seeing it.

5:5 And one of the elders told me; Do not cry, Behold the 
Lion of the tribe of Judah, the root of David, has overcome 
to open the book and untie its seven seals. 

5:6 And I looked, and I saw that in the middle of the 
throne and the four living beings, and in the middle of 
the elders, there was a Lamb standing as if being slain, 
who had seven horns, and seven eyes, which are the 
seven spirits of God sent all over the earth.

5:7 And it came and took the book from the right hand of 
the one who was sitting in the throne.

5:8 And when it had taken the book, the four living beings 
and the twenty elders prostrated before the Lamb; all 
of them had harps, and cups of gold filled with incense, 
which are the prayers of the saints; 

5:9 and they sang a new song, saying: You are worthy of 
taking the book and opening its seals; for you were slain, 
and with your blood you have redeemed us to God, of all 
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lineage and language and people and nation; 

5:10 and you have made of us kings and priests for our 
God, and we shall reign over the earth. 

5:11 And I looked, and heard the voices of many angels 
around the throne, and the living beings, and the elders; 
and their number was millions of millions,

5:12 who said loudly: The Lamb who was slain is worthy of 
taking power, wealth, wisdom, strength, honor, glory and 
praise. 

5:13 and to everything that was created in heaven, on the 
earth and under  the earth, and in the sea, and to all the 
things that exist in them, I heard them say: To the one 
who is sitting in the throne and the Lamb be the praise, 
honor, glory and the power, forever and ever. 

5:14 The four living beings said: Amen; and the twenty 
four elders prostrated on their faces and worshipped the 
one who lives forever and ever.

The Eternal Gospel

REVELATION 14:6 I looked at another angel fly in the 
middle of heaven, who had the eternal Gospel to be 
preached to the inhabitants of the earth, to every nation, 
tribe, language and people,

14:7 saying loudly: Fear God, and give Him glory, for the 
time of His judgment has come; and adore He who made 
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heaven and earth, the sea and the fountains of water. 

CHRIST SAID: I AM THE ALPHA AND THE OMEGA.

REVELATION 21:5 And he who was sitting in the throne 
said: Behold I am making all things new. And he said to 
me: Write, for these words are faithful and true. 

21:6 And he said to me: It is done. I am the Alpha and the 
Omega, the beginning and the end. I will give to the one 
who thirsts from the spring of the water of life without 
cost.

REVELATION 22:12 Behold I am coming soon, and My 
reward is with Me, to render to every man according to 
what he has done. 

22:13 I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and 
the end, the first and the last. 

22:14 Blessed are those who wash their clothes, so that 
they may have the right to the tree of life, and may enter 
by the gates into the city.
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THE SCROLLS OF THE LAMB OF GOD, REPRESENT 
THE MATERIALIZATION OF JOHN’S LIVING VISION; 
FOR IN THE LIVING UNIVERSE OF THE DIVINE FA-
THER JEHOVAH, EVERY DREAM AND EVERY VISION, 
BECOME TRUE AS TIME PASSES BY; IF IT DOES NOT 
TAKE PLACE IN A DETERMINED EXISTENCE, IT HAP-
PENS IN ANOTHER; FOR EVERY SPIRIT IS BORN 
AGAIN; ALL THE SENSATIONS THAT THE SPIRIT 
FEELS, ABSOLUTELY ALL OF THEM MATERIALIZE 
THEMSELVES INTO MICROSCOPIC PLANETS, GAL-
AXIES, COSMOS, UNIVERSES; THE EVERYTHING 
ABOVE EVERYTHING GETS EXPANDED FROM THE 
INVISIBLE TO THE VISIBLE; FOR NO ONE IS BORN 
GIGANTIC; ONE HAS TO START BY BEING VERY LIT-
TLE AND HUMBLE, IN ORDER TO BECOME GREAT IN 
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS.-
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The Revelation requested and awaited by the 

world of trials, shall not build any material tem-

ple; any luxurious cathedral; for what came out of 

the divine Father Jehovah does not imitate what 

men did in the trials of life; the material temples 

emerged from a strange form of faith, called reli-

gion; it is said strange, for the so-called religions 

are not known in the Kingdom of Heavens; nor any 

philosophy that divides the Father’s children, on 

the remote planets; the divine Revelation, which 

came out of the free will of Father Jehovah, is mani-

fested through knowledge; for every human spirit 

requested the Father the knowledge called Light 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; the world of trials 

created a form of faith from their free will, called 

religion; they could have created another; but, this 

form of faith with which they wanted to interpret 

the divine Gospel of Father Jehovah, fell before the 

divine Father; this strange form of faith divided the 

own world of faith; and it divided itself; all those 

who were influenced by the strange religions, in 
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the trials of life, divided their fruit; the religious 

fruit is divided by the number of religions which 

there were in the world; the so-called religious 

beings who emerged in the world of trials, did not 

have the mental ability of maintaining the world of 

faith unified; every religious being is accused in the 

Revelation of the Lamb of God of having divided 

the world in many beliefs, being there just one 

God only; because of the religious beings was it 

written: Only satan divides, and he divides himself; 

just as satan divided the angels in the Kingdom of 

Heavens, the so-called religious divided men in 

the trials of life; all those who imitate satan in the 

remote worlds, do not enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens again; division is living in the Kingdom; and 

division speaks before the divine Father; likewise 

imitation; division whichever it may be, expresses 

itself before the Father, in its laws of division; imi-

tation expresses itself in its laws of imitation; just 

as every spirit expresses itself before the Father, in 

its laws of spirit; everything imaginable expresses 
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itself before its Creator, in its respective law; matter 

and spirit express themselves; matter in its laws 

of matter; and the spirit in its laws of spirit; no 

one is less before God; neither matter nor spirit; 

this is why it was written: No one is less before 

the Father; the Revelation shall be extended all 

over the world; the Telepathic Scripture, dictated 

by Father Jehovah, shall be translated to all the 

languages of the Earth; for what is of God is uni-

versal; the Revelation is one; those who did not 

believe at the beginning that the Rolls of the Lamb 

were the Revelation, they divided themselves; for 

what is of God has got no end; and having no end, 

it covers everything; the Revelation explains the 

origin of everything; for being all equal in rights, 

before God, is that everything imaginable has got 

an origin and a destiny; what cannot be proved on 

Earth, is proved out of the Earth; for the Earth is 

not the only one that exists; no one is unique in 

the Universe, only the Father is; just as the Father’s 

creation is infinite, the explanation of how all 
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things were done is too; creation and explanation 

go parallel in the knowledge; even the most micro-

scopic have got their law to explain; the Revelation 

explains what men do not know; it does not explain 

what men already know; and among what men do 

not know, are their origin and their destiny; he 

who did not believe in origin and in destiny, shall 

not know origin and destiny anymore; for origin 

complains to the Father, in its laws of origin; and 

so does destiny; neither origin nor destiny which 

were denied by a determined spirit, render their 

divine presence when the spirit who denied them 

requests the Father again, to know a new form of 

life; for every spirit is born again.- 

ALPHA AND OMEGA.- 

Nº 3311.- 
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DIVINE LAMB OF GOD; A NEW PHILOSOPHY 
COMES TO THE WORLD; FULFILLMENT OF WHAT 
WAS ANNOUNCED IN THE DIVINE APOCALYPSE; 
A UNIVERSAL GOVERNMENT IS BORN, WHOSE 
CORNERSTONE IS THE DIVINE EQUALITY TAUGHT 
BY FATHER JEHOVAH.-

Yes little son; the divine rolls of the Lamb of God, 

is the fulfillment of a divine promise made many 

centuries ago; the Apocalypse is initiated with a 

new Doctrine to the world; thus the human spirits 

requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens; for every-

thing imagined is requested in the Kingdom of the 

Father; even the own life is requested; I verily say 

unto you that the Doctrine of the Lamb of God, is 

not coming to perturb the world; it is coming to 

fulfill what you yourselves requested in the King-

dom of Heavens; it is coming to judge the world; 
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every world is judged by the living Knowledge of 

Father Jehovah; I verily say unto you that you are 

trialed up to the last instant of the trials of life; 

for your strange world which took gold as a basis, 

shall fall with its gold; your world and its immoral 

customs come to an end, just at the right instant 

in which your mind reads the divine lamb of God; 

certainly it is the Doctrine and its content which 

must be extolled; since this world was mandated 

to be humble above everything, not even the own 

Emissaries of the Father, to give new Light, must be 

extolled; for only the Father is unique; no one who 

extolled and exalted himself in this world, shall 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for he unfulfilled 

the promise made to the Father; and he unfulfilled 

the given word to the living humility; and he unful-

filled the human morality; the doctrine of the Lamb 

of God shall also be called the Celestial Science; for 

it is not Doctrine of men; its knowledge is not in 

any book of this world; the Father does not need to 

copy His children; rather His children imitate Him; 
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I verily say unto you that every human knowledge 

that did not praise the Father, above everything, 

shall not remain in this world; for the divine Father 

Jehovah gives and takes away; every life system 

which did not guide itself by their Holy Scriptures 

and divine Commandments, is pulled out from its 

roots from the human evolution; at every instant 

in the eternity of the Universe, infinite worlds are 

pulled out from the respective evolutions of their 

creatures; for what is of the Father is not for just 

one world; what is of the Father is infinite; His 

laws and Holy Scriptures are for infinite planetary 

dwellings; it was written: Many dwellings does 

my Father have; for the planets are dwellings for 

the infinite humanities created by the Father; I 

verily say unto you that there shall not be a single 

human creature who shall not read and at the same 

time cry for his own future; it was written that this 

world which came out of gold, would have weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth; you shall cry because 

of your work; for they were work and intentions 
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which came out of a strange life system; a life sys-

tem unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily 

say unto you that everything that is created and 

is not in the Father’s Scriptures, is unknown in 

the Kingdom of Heavens; this world was deceived; 

since none of you is going to enter the Kingdom 

of Heavens; the culprits are those who imposed 

on you a life system based on calculation, shrewd-

ness, deceit, usury; I verily say unto you that if you 

children of the world, would not have lived the so-

called capitalism, all of you would have entered the 

Kingdom of Heavens; Father Jehovah would have 

nothing against you; you would not have known 

the living immorality; you would have the same 

innocence, with which you came out of the King-

dom of the Father; your spirit would not be divided 

between light and darkness; your divine Father 

Jehovah would not be accusing you of serving two 

masters; you would not have a divine judgment; 

behold the infinite difference between fulfilling 

and not fulfilling the Father’s Mandates; it costs a 
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tragedy; this divine justice was requested by your 

own selves; it may seem excessively severe to many; 

but, the divine promise of adoring the Father above 

everything imagined, came out of your own selves; 

but, it was not so; no one in this world fulfilled it; 

for they built their hopes up on gold.- 
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Yes little son; so it is; just as you have been see-

ing since you were a boy; this celestial drawing 

shows the divine Cup of the Macrocosm; a divine 

term which is mentioned in the Apocalypse; the 

divine Cup has got no end; for the Macrocosm or 

Kingdom of Heavens is infinite in its molecular 

dimensions; the divine Cup is an infinite galaxy; 

for each microscopic act that came out of the mind 

does not die; every act travels to the cosmos and 

becomes infinitely expansive; forever and ever; 

each act explained by the divinity has got its divine 

beginning, before it was explained; what you are 

living in a given instant, has already been lived by 

other human creatures; for no one is unique in any 

imaginable beginning; only the Father is unique; 

and being unique, He teaches everything; for the 

everything above everything is translated to live 

forever and ever; the divine Cup is living before 

Father Jehovah; for in His divine presence no one 

is dead; matter and spirit have got the same rights 

to express themselves in their respective laws; life 
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is not exclusive to anyone; for the Father is infinite; 

I verily say unto you that he who limited what is of 

the Father, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; 

for every limitation expressed by the creature is liv-

ing; he/she asserts his/her rights before the Father; 

he/she struggles against every eternity; and he/she 

who expressed limitation is snatched from every 

eternity; I verily say unto you that every thought 

that came out of you, if it was not in the divine 

morality of the Father, it charges against you; for 

every idea that came out of you, has got every hope 

in you; and if you as spirits are condemned, you 

also take your mental inheritance to tragedy; every 

idea that you generated in life.- 

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THE DIVINE REVELATION OF GOD DOES NOT COME 
OUT OF ANY HUMAN KNOWLEDGE; THE SAME LAW 
IS FULFILLED, WHICH WAS FULFILLED WITH THE 
MOSAIC LAW AND WITH THE DIVINE GOSPEL OF 
FATHER JEHOVAH; THE ETERNAL DOES NOT COPY 
WHAT IS OF HIS CHILDREN; THE REVELATION OF 
GOD IS A KNOWLEDGE WHICH EVERYTHING THAT 
EXISTS EXPLAINS IT; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE 
WHO DID NOT BELIEVE THAT WHAT IS OF GOD 
CAME OUT OF MEN TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF 
HEAVENS, THAN FOR ONE WHO GETTING INSPIRED 
IN THE WORK OF MEN, BELITTLED GOD.-

Yes little son; many of the trials of life belittle 

their Creator; they shall not enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; for they let themselves be influenced by a 

strange sensation, which not even them requested 

it; he who belittles his Creator, does not see Him; 
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he who exalts Him, does see Him; every mentally 

limited being, divided his own fruit; the trials of 

life consisted in having requested the sensation of 

forgetfulness, no one would put limits to the divine 

power of God; trials are trials; some fall, others tri-

umph; the divine Revelation that was promised to 

the world of trials, comes to the world in the form 

of knowledge; this knowledge covers the entire 

Earth with the pseudonym of Alpha and Omega; 

those who did not think of knowledge when they 

were imagining how the Revelation of God would 

be, fell in their trials; none of them enters the 

Kingdom of Heavens again; erring in the trials of 

life is also taken into account in the divine judg-

ment of God; for the characteristic of the divine 

judgment which everyone requested, was above 

everything; and within the term: Above everything, 

are also the mistakes which each one committed 

in the trials of life; those who defended psycholo-

gies which divided others, belittled their own 

fruit; for they divided it by believing in a strange 
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psychology, which in its teachings included the 

division of others; the forms of faith of the indi-

vidualities of the world, should have never been 

constituted themselves into a dogma; for they had 

a divine pending judgment; it is the judgment of 

God, the only one which has the authority of being 

proclaimed; for it surpasses in power the science 

of men; men created a strange belief, which con-

tradicts the divine Gospel of God; God divides no 

one; and if the Father divides no one, men should 

have created a form of faith in which division would 

not be known; the strange licentiousness of the 

individualities, should have known an egalitarian 

discipline into one sole concept of God; those who 

created the so-called religions did not have the suf-

ficient spiritual deepening as to have unified the 

world of trials, into one sole belief towards God; 

they were not he most intelligent of the planet; 

they were the most backward; everybody fell into 

the beast’s materiality; no one wanted to fight 

against the strange life system, which came out of 
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the strange laws of gold; they preferred to serve 

two masters; the master of their beliefs, and the 

master who represented a strange and unequal 

life system; the serious thing is that they said they 

served the true God; to serve the true God one has 

to struggle against everything unfair; and the head 

of every injustice, is the own life system; this was 

the greatest blindness of the so-called religious 

beings and of all those who defended them; the 

so-called christian world was also blind to what is 

unfair; this is why it was written: Blinds leading 

other blinds; for following the blinds of the trials 

of life, the so-called christian world shall not enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens again; it is more likely 

for those who neither knew the so-called religious 

nor received as a teaching, the strange sensation of 

division to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for 

those who got to know them; in the divine Gospel 

of God, the world of trials was warned that only 

satan divides and he divides himself; the divine 

warnings of the divine Gospel of God, one had to 
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take them into account during the trials of life; for 

he who despised them, shall have a greater weep-

ing, in the weeping and gnashing of teeth; he who 

does not give any importance to the divine warn-

ings of the Kingdom, commits a greater number 

of errors; and mainly belittles his points of light; it 

is more likely for one who valued the warnings of 

God to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one 

who fell into an odd indifference; the indifferent of 

the world shall not receive anything in the divine 

events which are about to happen in the world of 

trials; he who was indifference shall also find a 

judgment, which shall be for the indifferent; the 

divine judgment of God is sensation by sensation; 

he who acted evilly shall find for himself, a divine 

judgment which shall also be evilly towards him; 

he who acted goodly shall find a judgment which 

shall be goodly to him, in the divine judgment of 

God; all the sensations that each had and felt in the 

trials of life; each one shall be judged by the Son of 

God before the solar television; only the children 
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up to the age of twelve shall have no judgment; for 

they are the blessed ones of the planet, and there 

is no other one.-

He who confused what is of God with the work of 

men, confused himself; they shall feel the confu-

sion when their own points of light are discounted, 

in the divine judgment; not understanding what is 
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of God even when seeing Him, has as a cause the 

strange form of faith which one received from the 

so-called religions; those who invented the strange 

material adoration, did so by being influenced by 

the pharaonic rites; it is a strange inheritance from 

creatures who coming from remote galaxies, vio-

lated the law of God on Earth; the bad example that 

they left and which was copied by the humans, was 

to manifest humility by means of material manifes-

tations; the true faith and humility do not need to 

be expressed in material luxury; the strange osten-

tation was not of the Son of God; and it is more 

likely for those who in their forms of faith, imitated 

the humility and simplicity of the First-born Son 

to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those 

who imitated what is pharaonic; the simplest form 

of faith is the only one that enters the Kingdom of 

Heavens; those who in their forms of faith lived 

the strange influence of what is pharaonic repre-

sented in what is religious, shall not enter the King-

dom of Heavens again; for everyone had requested 
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simplicity in order to cultivate it in the trials of life; 

the strange religious faith is not from the Kingdom 

of Heavens; for no one divides anyone there; nor 

is the limit in God known there; the so-called reli-

gious created a strange church, which included the 

division of the belief in God; such strange church 

was not what the Son of God imagined; for He 

himself sustained and thus was taught by Him, 

that only satan divides; and who ends up dividing 

himself; this means that those who were religious, 

when the instant of the divine judgment arrives, get 

divided and end up disappearing from the human 

evolution; every imitation to satan’s division, even 

if it is the most microscopic, always ends up in 

tragedy to those who imitate him; the tragedy of 

division and the disappearance of the so-called reli-

gious from the human evolution, was written in the 

divine Gospel of God as the weeping and gnashing 

of teeth; and this is not only fulfilled in the so-

called religious, but all those who imitated them 

in their forms of faith; the imitators belong to the 
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so-called christian world, emerged in the trials of 

life; those who imitated the religious beings, shall 

be accused of being accomplices of the demon of 

division by the Son of God; one had to know how 

to distinguish who one followed in the trials of life; 

and in order not to fall, one had to deepen into the 

divine Gospel of God, above everything; that is why 

it was said: He who searches shall find; he who 

searches the divine scriptures of God, astonishingly 

realizes that what is religious is not of the Kingdom 

of Heavens; he sees that no philosophy that divides 

others, none of them is known in the Kingdom of 

Heavens; he sees and learns that the divine equal-

ity taught by God, does not include division in 

any imaginable form; he sees and observes that 

the strange division of satan among the angels, 

is not known in the Kingdom of Heavens; this is 

seen by those who care and deepen what is of God; 

those who do not see are those who fell asleep in 

their own individual forms of faith; a lot of faith 

and weak knowledge; this is why it was written: 
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Every spirit sleeps; it sleeps in its own weakness of 

knowledge, which should have attained in its own 

search, during the trials of life; what is intuitive 

enclosed the weak knowledge that one had of God; 

he/she did not illustrate his/her little knowledge; 

and being their voluntary knowledge a little, this 

was just a strange imitation of what was religious; 

this is a faith divided by a strange imitation; and the 

interested one instead of receiving all his points of 

faith, receives a little or nothing; it is said nothing 

because what is religious is not of the Kingdom of 

Heavens; and it shall be called strange to the King-

dom; what was strange in the Kingdom, has got 

no destiny in the Kingdom; and what is strange in 

the Kingdom is what had not been requested in the 

Kingdom of God, is not written in the Kingdom; 

the strange work of the so-called religious was not 

requested by anybody to God; for no one makes 

requests to God in which an imitation of satan 

is included; for all knew that those who imitated 

satan on the remote planets of trials, no one would 
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enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; this is why 

no so-called religious nor any of their followers, 

no one enters the Kingdom of Heavens again; it is 

more likely for one who in his planetary experience 

did neither know nor heard anyone talk about the 

religious beings to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, 

than for one who had the misfortune of knowing 

them; for in his own work which shall be judged 

by molecule-second, the first one shall not have a 

discount for mental division in the belief towards 

God; the second one shall have it; the strange reli-

gious faith divides its own points of faith by the 

total number of religions that existed in the world 

of trials; and since the religious division and the 

own religion was not requested by anyone to God, 

the religious and their followers receive nothing; 

they wasted their time, second by second while 

the strange sensation of what is religious lasted 

in them; all the sensations that each one got to 

know, felt, and lived are judged by seconds and 

by molecules; thus the own humanity requested 
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God; everything that is requested to God, must be 

fulfilled from the first up to the last molecule; it 

is what corresponds to the divine Final Judgment, 

above everything imaginable; which means that in 

the divine request of divine justice, which each one 

requested God, the human creature did not forget 

even a single molecule for himself; the divine judg-

ments are requested to God according to the evolu-

tion attained by the creature; God does not impose 

anything; He obliges no one, for He is infinite; one 

requests Him, and if His divine free will is pleased, 

He concedes; there is no other law, but the request 

to God; the weeping and gnashing of teeth starts 

from those who divided God’s children, in the tri-

als of life; it starts from those who in their own 

beliefs, imitated satan; the weeping and gnashing 

of teeth which the world of trials shall undergo, 

the culprits are the religious beings; for every work 

whether it is for good or bad, comes out of the own 

creature; it comes out of oneself; this is why it was 

written: Thou shalt be judged by thy work; for each 
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one requested God the responsibility of their own 

acts; and every responsibility that was requested 

in divine covenant, for the spirit to know a new 

form of life, which he himself requested God, shall 

speak in the divine judgment of God; responsibil-

ity speaks before God, in its laws of responsibility; 

just as the spirit shall speak in its laws of spirit; it 

is more likely for one who was responsible in the 

trials of life to enter the Kingdom of God, than for 

one who was not.- 

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-

Nº 3419.- 
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THE SO-CALLED CATHOLIC CHURCH HID THE 
WORLD THE EXISTENCE OF THE ROLLS OF THE 
LAMB OF GOD; SEVERAL YEARS HAVE PASSED BY 
SINCE THE MOMENT THE ROLLS WERE PRESENTED 
TO HER; THE RELIGIOUS ROCK WITH HER STRANGE 
SKEPTICISM AND STRANGE FAITH, DELAYS THE DI-
VINE REVELATION TO THE WORLD; THE SO-CALLED 
RELIGIOUS MUST PAY SECOND BY SECOND OF THE 
TOTALITY OF TIME OF OCCULTISM OF THE TRUTH; 
THESE SKEPTICAL BEINGS MUST CALCULATE THE 
NUMBER OF SECONDS WHICH ARE CONTAINED IN 
THE YEARS OF BACKWARDNESS; FOR EACH SEC-
OND OF STRANGE SILENCE, THEY MUST LIVE AN 
EXISTENCE OUT OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; 
ANTICIPATING THE DIVINE FATHER JEHOVAH TO 
THIS DECEIT, IS THAT HE SPOKE BY MEANS OF HIS 
FIRST-BORN SON: UPON THIS ROCK I SHALL BUILD 
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MY CHURCH; HE MEANT: UPON THESE SELFISH BE-
INGS I SHALL BUILD MY CHURCH; THE TERM ROCK 
MEANS MENTAL OR SPIRITUAL SELFISHNESS IN 
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS.-

Yes little son; the Revelation promised to the world 

was despised by the so-called Catholic Church; this 

religion has always been the last one in believing; 

for the representatives of this strange belief, are 

the least evolved spirits of this world; they have 

kept the world backward in many centuries; in their 

moral and spiritual level; the so-called religious are 

accused by Father Jehovah of teaching this world 

the material adoration; I verily say unto you that 

the only adoration that pleases the Father is work; 

the spiritual merit; every religious being who par-

ticipated in the teaching of the strange material 

adoration, must add up all the seconds of the time 

in which they taught it; and of being accused before 

the world and the Kingdom of Heavens of dividing 

a humanity in many strange beliefs, being there 
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one sole God only; only satan divides in the worlds 

in order to fight against the equality taught by the 

Father; behold the blindness of those who are less 

evolved; behold the blinds leading other blinds; for 

they transmitted their own errors to many genera-

tions; no generation that got to know the religious 

rock has entered the Kingdom of Heavens; nor shall 

anyone of them enter; no one who belonged to the 

christian world has seen the Father’s Kingdom; nor 

shall anyone of them see it; no thinking being who 

got to know the mental division of the Father’s 

divine mandates, shall enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; for no one requested the Father to divide his/

her own true; behold a Revelation which shall 

shudder the creators of the religious rock; because 

of their strange religions was it written: Only satan 

divides and he divides himself; for every religious 

being by teaching the strange practice of religion, 

imitated satan; who also divided the angels in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; the world is divided in many 

beliefs; being there just one God only; the culprits 
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of this world for being divided are the religious 

beings; I verily say unto you that no so-called reli-

gious shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor have 

any of them entered; the so-called religions are not 

trees planted by Father Jehovah; and they shall be 

pulled out from their roots from the human evolu-

tion; the Father left a Gospel which should have 

been studied in each one’s home; for it was writ-

ten that God is everywhere; and being everywhere, 

He does not need material temples; and neverthe-

less, you had free will to choose; the trials of life 

consisted in your not being divided; for flags and 

nations are infinitely away from the equality taught 

by the Father; I verily say unto you that neither 

flags nor nations shall remain in this world; such 

strange organization came out of men and not of 

God; it came out of men who did not take what is 

of the Father into account; and he who does not 

consider the Father, does not attain eternity; I verily 

say unto you that neither religious nor capitalists 

shall remain in this world; for they have had their 
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time; it was only a trial; for every spirit is trialed 

by Father Jehovah; after the trial comes the Final 

Judgment; a divine judgment whose characteris-

tics only the Father knew; for the Father has got 

free will; just as you have it; what is up above is 

the same as down below; the Final Judgment is 

a Doctrine at the beginning; just as it was in the 

planetary past; first I sent you the Mosaic Law; 

following the Christian Doctrine; and the third 

one is the Doctrine of the Lamb of God; this last 

Doctrine was announced by the Apocalypse of 

John; behold the point of departure of the new 

Kingdom; you were trialed in life, starting from the 

own Scriptures of the Father; Scriptures which you 

yourselves requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

for everything is requested in the Kingdom; every 

Scripture of every planet is a covenant between 

the Creator and His children; every world has got 

its Scriptures; for no one is disinherited in the cre-

ation; every world promises to fulfill the Father’s 

Scriptures, above everything; behold every world 
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has got a mission to fulfill; every world is born in 

order to glorify the Creator, above everything; your 

present world is a strange world; for the standard 

gold is not known in the Kingdom of Heavens; your 

life system has come out of the own darkness; for 

it is darkness which does not want to recognize 

the Father’s light; every strange life system is of 

darkness; for one cannot serve two masters; one 

cannot serve two philosophies, and say that one is 

serving one; behold the fall of the christian world; a 

world of hypocrisy; a world that says to be serving 

God; and it serves gold at the same time; it does it 

by living the strange form of life which came out of 

gold; behold the living hypocrisy; I verily say unto 

you that this hypocritical world shall not enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens; nor anyone who belonged to 

this strange world has entered the Kingdom again; 

such tragedy falls on the so-called capitalists or 

sustainers of the life system based on gold; the reli-

gious beings are also guilty; for they entered into 

alliances with the beast of gold; knowing that no 
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rich would enter the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily 

say unto you that if the so-called religious would 

have kept themselves to the foot of the letter in 

the Father’s Scriptures, they would have to have 

become the greatest revolutionaries; but it did not 

go that way; what shows that the so-called reli-

gious do not have the elevated spirituality in order 

to defend what is of the Father; these little evolved 

children created a strange belief, whose fruit is the 

material adoration; a strange adoration, unknown 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; the so-called popes 

have elected themselves; a strange and unknown 

title in the Kingdom of Heavens; no apostle was 

a Pope; for all of them knew by the knowledge in 

their trinities that faith and belief have got free 

will; and they knew that the greater in humility is 

that one who never felt attracted to any title; for 

because of the titles, no humble has been able to 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold no so-called 

Pope has entered the Kingdom of Heavens again; 

nor shall any of them enter; the so-called religious 
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have committed many errors; for they were not 

loyal to the Father’s Scriptures; if they had been 

loyal, they would not have divided the world in 

many beliefs; they would not have confused them; 

the world would have been unified; equality would 

be reigning in the world; I verily say unto you reli-

gious of the world, that you made the trials of the 

human lives even more painful; for you prolonged 

the reign of satan; represented in the life style; for 

you legalized it and blessed it; behold the weeping 

and gnashing of teeth of every religious being; for 

the world that you deceived shall come over you; 

the own Scriptures that you falsified shall judge 

you; with the same rod that you measured, you 

shall be measured.-
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Yes little son; every idea that every mind emanates, 

travels to the cosmos; the flying saucers collect the 

ideas; for even the ideas have got an eternal des-

tiny; no one is disinherited in the Father’s creation; 

neither matter nor spirit; the ideas are microscopic 

magnetic forces in eternal expansion; the ideas are 

expansive as the own Universe; what is up above 

is the same as down below; behold that the every-

thing comes out of all; for the living eternity is in 

all; the universes of the infinite space have come 

out of the invisible ideas of the creatures who have 
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always existed; but, this law is one of the infinite 

which came out of the Father; what is of the Father 

has got no limit in anything imaginable; His divine 

forms of creation, have got no number; the ideas 

as they are being generated by the mind, are occu-

pying a place in space; behold the beginning of 

the planetary antiquity; for the age of the worlds 

are infinitely relative; the Earth that you inhabit, 

has got as many centuries as molecules the planet 

has; behold no one in this world has been able to 

calculate it that way; every humble or microscopic 

creates what is colossal; if the molecules did not 

exist, there would neither be a planet nor would 

the centuries exist; and if there were no ideas, there 

would not be any creation; all that exists whether 

it is colossal or a microbe, came out of living ideas; 

behold every galactic beginning was very little and 

humble, to become great in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; whoever did not have this beginning, does not 

get to know a greater size; I verily say unto you that 

as so important as the creature thinks he/she is, in 
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their beginning in life, he/she stops being so before 

the infinity of another beginning; no one is unique 

in the Universe; no one is king of creation; only the 

Father is so; I verily say unto you that all those who 

proclaimed themselves as being kings of creation, 

no one shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for 

all promised the Father to be humble in life; to 

proclaim oneself king of a creation, whose origin 

was ignored, has got nothing of humility; the liv-

ing nature shall accuse these false kings before the 

Father; I verily say unto you that neither the word 

king or queen should this world have known; for 

the so-called kings of the Earth; were trialed in life; 

if all the spirits promised humility to the Father, 

no one should have proclaimed him/herself king 

or queen; for one cannot serve two masters; one 

cannot serve two philosophies and say that he/she 

is serving one; one cannot be a noble and say that 

he/she is humble; for from the so-called nobility a 

strange humility is born; behold the fall of a surfeit 

which is not of the Father; behold every spirit who 
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was noble in this world, fell in his/her trials of 

life; for they should have opposed a mental resis-

tance to the desire of being so; their trials in the 

existence consisted in that; the true humility, the 

humility that enters the Kingdom of Heavens, does 

not need any titles; the true humility surpasses the 

ephemeral; what only lasts an instant; no so-called 

noble has entered the Kingdom of Heavens; nor 

shall any of them enter; the so-called nobility is a 

supreme pride of believing oneself to be superior 

to another; these demons of pride forget that all 

are equal in rights before the Father; the so-called 

nobility has always been a yoke, in the beliefs of 

all the generations; the majority of the so-called 

kings, end up becoming tyrants; the own pride of 

believing oneself of being superior to others, makes 

them blind; they do not see the necessities of the 

people; not a single nobility shall remain in this 

world; for the future is of the humble; not of the 

proud ones; every spirit that was noble suffers the 

greatest complex of inferiority before the Father; 
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he/she sees horrified that no one knows him/her in 

the Kingdom of Heavens; nobility is from darkness; 

it belongs to the living vanity; it is a strange form of 

imposing oneself over others; a form which deludes 

and draws the spirit away from the true humility; 

it is impossible to be humble being a noble; no 

so-called noble shall be resurrected into a child of 

twelve years old; for no proud one of this strange 

life system shall be awarded; behold the weeping 

and gnashing of teeth of those who felt themselves 

as being superior; I verily say unto you that it is 

more likely for a commoner to enter the Kingdom 

of Heavens, than for a noble; neither commoners 

nor nobles are known in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; such terms came out of a strange life system, 

based on gold; a life system also unknown in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; everything that the strange 

life systems produce, do not enter the Kingdom of 

the Father; the so-called capitalism is not written 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; for no one requested 

to be exploited in any imaginable way; all those 
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who exploited others, shall also be exploited, in 

other existences in other worlds; those who taught 

exploitation in this world, did so in others too; 

for every spirit is born again; by being born again, 

they got to know many worlds; they incurred into 

many debts; very soon the exploiters of this world 

shall be before the Father requesting Him a new 

opportunity; requesting to being born again on 

some planet; but, every exploiter who contributed 

to the poverty of this world, shall be burned in the 

solar fire; many of these demons shall commit sui-

cide; worse for them; for they shall be resurrected 

from the own tomb, in order to be burnt, as they 

requested it themselves; for everything is requested 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; and everything that 

is requested is fulfilled; behold the weeping and 

gnashing of teeth of all who came from darkness; 

it would have been better for the exploiters not to 

have requested the trials of life.- 

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THE REVELATION OF FATHER JEHOVAH IS DIFFER-
ENT FROM EVERY HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY; WHAT IS 
OF THE FATHER HAS GOT NO LIMITS; THAT IS WHY 
NO HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY SHALL BE ABLE TO JUDGE 
THE WORLD, FOR NO ONE CREATED THE WORLD; 
THE REVELATION SHALL BE EXTENDED THROUGH-
OUT THE EARTH; FOR EVERYTHING THAT WAS 
CREATED REQUESTED THE FINAL JUDGMENT; IT IS 
MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE WHO NEVER FORGOT THE 
FINAL JUDGMENT, DURING THE TRIALS OF LIFE, 
TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR 
THOSE WHO HAVING REQUESTED IT, FORGOT IT.- 

Yes little son; the Revelation has got a divine 

Author; just as men make themselves authors of 

their own work; what is up above is the same as 

down below; just as each of you has got a human 

free will, likewise has the Father got a divine free 
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will; the divine Revelation coming out of the Father, 

has got no limits; and His Celestial Science shall 

cover everything; behold the difference between 

what is human and what comes out of what is 

divine; what is divine is conquered with the sweat 

on one’s face; for the divine mandate of Father 

Jehovah that says: Thou shalt earn thy bread on 

the sweat of thy face, was so, it is, and it shall be 

for the entire Universe; what is divine underwent 

the same as you are going through now; they 

underwent in worlds and universes, which by their 

infinite antiquity are in space no more; the divine 

Father Jehovah gives nothing without merit; per-

fection without merit does not exist; and he who 

believes he is attaining it with no merit, does not 

receive an award from the Father; Revelation was 

requested by the Author, just as all of you requested 

your work; the Revelation fulfills solar laws; for 

the content of the Knowledge it brings to the world, 

does not come out of the human knowledge; if the 

Revelation taught what men already know, it would 
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not be a Revelation; it would simply be an imita-

tion; Revelation was requested by the entire 

humanity; for by requesting to know a new form 

of life, every thinking creature requested its own 

judgment; it is said that everything imaginable is 

requested to the Father; and in what is imaginable 

the judgments are there too; behold being the 

Final Judgment just one, it must be infinite judg-

ments at the same time; for what a determined 

creature did in the trials of life, was not the same 

as what the other one did; no trial of life is identi-

cally the same as another; therefore, there is a 

different judgment for each one; and being the 

judgments different, the law of the point where 

the Final Judgment comes from, is the same one; 

the original cause comes out of a place in the Uni-

verse, where the same psychology reigns; the 

variation of the judgment in each one is in each 

one’s feelings, starting from the most microscopic 

unit of time; and within this microscopic dimen-

sion, is the classified intention; in its attribute and 
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quality; attribute is the psychology used in the 

microscopic unit of time; it is the intention which 

was generated by the free will in the given instant; 

the quality is the hierarchy of the philosophy that 

was thought; hierarchy is like one who achieved a 

degree; hierarchy is the possession attained by the 

virtue which manifested itself in a sensation, by 

the own spirit; hierarchy constitutes thinking uni-

verses with their own laws; the Revelation also 

constitutes universes; the Revelation which this 

world requested, was studied by your own selves; 

for each one saw on the solar televisions of the 

Kingdom of Heavens, his own future life; why 

nobody remembers this celestial law is because you 

also requested the forgetfulness of the past; every 

human creature requested to know the forgetful-

ness of the past, as an experience; for no one of 

this world knew the forgetfulness of a past; every-

thing that does not exist is requested to the Father; 

and the no Revelation was also requested by you; 

the no Revelation is the time of waiting for the own 
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Revelation; it is the trial of waiting; for every spirit 

is trialed by the Father; the wait constituted an 

entire world of opinions and ideas; opinions and 

ideas in respect to what was said in the wait, are 

also judged by the Father; ideas by ideas; opinions 

by opinions; instant by instant; the Revelation was 

for you a future of hope; and he who nurtured hope 

in the trials of life, shall know the fruit of hope; 

the fruit is born from your own selves; the Revela-

tion was requested by you, in order to be inter-

preted by you yourselves; for you did not know 

how this experience was; your task should have 

been to interpret what was to come, in your own 

individuality; for he who did not care about his 

future, shall not have a future; it is more likely for 

one who cared for his destiny for just one second 

to have a future, than for one who did not care at 

all; this is why it was written: Man does not live 

on bread alone; not only on his material worries; 

for you are flesh and spirit; you are two living laws; 

he who only improved what is of the flesh, has not 
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got an award of the spirit; he who improved only 

what is of the flesh thinking of doing it only spiri-

tually, shall not have an award of physical laws; for 

you should have been egalitarian in your own 

selves; you should have imitated what is of the 

Father in yourselves, above everything; you should 

have given opportunities equally to spirit and mat-

ter; he who imitates the Father even in a micro-

scopic way, is infinitely awarded by the Father; if 

you cultivated equality, starting on your own selves, 

you shall find equality in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

I verily say unto you that the demon, turned into 

a strange life system, made you forget the judgment 

requested by your own selves; for all the content 

of the Scriptures was requested by you; from the 

first up to the last letter; gold entertained you and 

built your hopes up; and your drama was getting 

consummated second by second; instant by instant; 

behold your weeping and gnashing of teeth; for the 

Final Judgment which came out of the Father is 

second by second; and even less than a second; 
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your judgment is a judgment above everything; you 

requested this term yourselves; nothing forcefully 

comes out of the Father; the Final Judgment is a 

judgment which has as an attribute and quality 

that is total in future flesh and spirit in glory of 

cosmic journeys; the Final Judgment marks the end 

of a strange life system; it marks the end of an 

Earth and the beginning of another; the Final judg-

ment marks the end of those who created evil and 

injustice in this world; it marks the end of those 

who created licentiousness; the Final Judgment 

puts an end to a strange world, which came out of 

a delusion of a metal called gold; the Final Judg-

ment puts an end to a strange form of life; a form 

of life which no human creature requested; the 

Final Judgment marks the fall of those who believed 

that they would never render account to anyone; 

of those who lived a strange psychology, which 

made them know strange and immoral customs; 

since for each strange custom, you have got infinite 

points of darkness; you must add up all the seconds 
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of time in which you were influenced by strange 

customs; everything microscopic and everything 

big which the strange form of life contained is paid 

before the Father; behold your psychology before 

your own violations; behold you came out of the 

Kingdom of Heavens with a psychology of struggle 

against every form of darkness; and the greater 

darkness was the strange life system that came out 

of gold; the same darkness which the minor dark-

ness made you live, called bad habits; for every-

thing microscopically bad that your mind can 

imagine, shall stop you from entering the Kingdom 

of Heavens; this makes none of you enter the King-

dom of Heavens; for in the term which you your-

selves requested, the most microscopic thing that 

your mind felt and lived is included; behold your 

weeping and gnashing of teeth shall be so by start-

ing from the most microscopic violation; behold 

the justice on the generation lied in you; you shall 

be called the Strange Generation of the Final Judg-

ment by the generations of the future; for you are 
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strange in the divine mandates of Father Jehovah; 

all that is done on the planets must be written in 

the Kingdom of Heavens; what you did and created 

is not of the Kingdom; for those who created your 

life system, did not take the Father into account, 

above everything; what is equivalent to say, above 

the own way of living; I verily say unto you that if 

your ancestors had taken Me into account, you 

would not have known injustice in this world; for 

my divine Gospel teaches that you are all equal in 

rights before God; and having Him taught you, you 

did not imitate Him in your way of life; you did not 

create equality in your own selves; you did not do 

it to the image and resemblance of the Father; every 

imitation of the Father is infinitely awarded by the 

Father; behold the greatest licentiousness; which 

all the rest have come out of; the greatest licen-

tiousness of this world is not to have considered 

the Father above everything; the demons of gold 

deceived you, in the greatest deceit of this world; 

this deceit disguised itself with a strange legality 
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which had no cause in eternity; it was just an illu-

sion with a mundane influence; for the strange 

psychology of gold, is not of eternity; for their cre-

ators wanted it that way; he who does not take the 

Father into consideration, limits himself; every 

eternity comes out of the Father; I verily say unto 

you that the use you gave your free will, is the kind 

of judgment you shall have; your heaven comes out 

of yourself; you created them yourselves; for each 

one makes his own heaven; you always carried the 

heaven within yourselves; but, there are infinite 

kinds of heavens; as there are infinite ways of 

thinking; and each thinking has got its own heaven; 

for no one is disinherited; the heaven which one 

hears people talk so much about in this world, was 

always in you; for you came out of a heaven; you 

have got a celestial origin; heaven can be at any 

point in the Universe; for all the heavens make one 

sole heaven; there is the trinity of the heavens; but, 

your place of origin continues in its same place; 

they are the suns Alpha and Omega; to return to 
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one’s place of origin constitutes the supreme award 

for every spirit; to return to one’s celestial place of 

origin, and to witness again the preparations of the 

birth of others; behold none of you shall see their 

place of origin again; because of the strange influ-

ence which came out of gold; because of the so-

called religious, who took the licentiousness of 

falsifying the Father’s Gospel, for one third of the 

divine Gospel was hidden from you; the religious 

rock always hid their own fall; they only made 

known what was convenient to them; behold a 

deceit that many had knowledge of; and knowing 

it, they remained silent; none of those who knew, 

no one shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; 

the world shall know them; the strange faith called 

religion, falsified everything; they fell into material-

ism and became traders of the faith; they are 

accomplices of the beast; they served it; they 

crowned their kings; the judgment which is coming 

starts with these spirits; who gave the world a 

strange faith, which divided everyone; there shall 
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be no religious being who shall not have his/her 

weeping and gnashing of teeth; for the Father’s 

judgment is the same for everyone; the so-called 

religions sank the world’s hopes of entering the 

Kingdom of Heavens again; for the strange psychol-

ogy of dividing the Father’s Gospel came out of 

every religion; they created the intellectual rivalry 

regarding the Father; an immorality among the 

immoralities; the strange religious beings were so 

backward that centuries have gone by, and they 

have never unified the world of faith; nor shall they 

ever unify it; it is because of the so-called religious 

that it was written: Only satan divides; and he 

divides himself; for just as the religious rock took 

the licentiousness of dividing the world of faith, 

likewise shall she be divided; with the same rod 

that she measured others, shall she be measured; 

with the same Scriptures which she falsified, she 

shall be judged; for the Revelation of Father Jeho-

vah, comes out of the own Gospel; a new psychol-

ogy is extended by the Father over the world; a 
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psychology that He takes out of the one that the 

world already knows; but, it is not the repetition 

of the same; there is no sense in repeating what is 

already known; I verily say unto you that the 

Father’s divine judgment acts in this world by start-

ing from the basis that you know the Father’s 

Scriptures, above every imaginable thing; for thus 

you promised it yourselves; if shame comes out of 

you, it is because you did opposite things to what 

you promised the Father; and your Father Jehovah 

starts from the basis the you are being governed 

according to His divine Gospel; and not according 

to gold; your Father Jehovah starts from the basis 

that you are living the same equality that you lived 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; your Creators starts 

from the basis that no one divided you in anything; 

but, the Eternal Father sees that satan repeated in 

this world what he did in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

your Creator sees how you were also divided by 

the demon; just as he divided the Father’s angels 

in the Kingdom; I verily say unto you that every 
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divided one does not enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens again; not even satan has entered again; not 

even his followers and imitators shall enter either; 

I verily say unto you that the merchants called capi-

talists, were your satan; for they made you forget 

everything that you promised the Father; they 

entertained you while the seconds of time of the 

trials of life slipped away; behold he who called 

himself legal in this world, was the own demon; 

behold he who created masters of materialism, was 

the own demon; behold those who dictated your 

strange laws, were the imitators of the demon of 

gold; behold the entire empire of gold was the trag-

edy for an entire generation; and for all that pre-

ceded it; behold all those who passed through this 

world were divided; and no one who has passed 

through this world, has entered the Kingdom of 

Heavens; and none of you shall enter; and it is more 

likely for one who did not know the strange influ-

ence of the capitalists to enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; behold your demon was the same one 
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who dictated your laws, in the trials of life; you 

served the own demon; and the transformation 

comes out of the own demon; and not from another; 

for your Father takes out light from evil; the right 

answers of the light come out of your errors; your 

heaven come out of your violations to the Father’s 

law; for in the Father’s judgment good and evil are 

judged; the two living experiences which you 

requested to know on Earth; for you did not know 

them; drawing away from the Kingdom of Heavens 

is born from your illusion in the ephemeral; miss-

ing the opportunity of entering the Kingdom of 

Heavens again is born from the first skeptical 

beings who saw and did not believe in the Rolls of 

the Lamb of God; for these first ones who despised 

what is of the Father, represented all humanity; for 

the strange licentiousness of not telling an entire 

world, was not requested by anyone to the Father; 

all agreed in the Kingdom of Heavens that it was 

enough for one to know it to be spread throughout 

the world; behold these selfish beings by remaining 
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silent about the Revelation, condemned the entire 

world with their strange selfish attitudes; for con-

tempt beat this planetary trial; the drama was con-

summated in the midst of the everyday life; fulfilling 

the divine parable that says: And the truth shall 

arrive by surprise; as the surprise caused by a bur-

glar; behold the first fall of the world, who trusted 

some selfish men; and it is not the first that it hap-

pens; it has happened, it is happening, and it shall 

be happening; for what is of the Father has neither 

a beginning nor an end; infinite worlds cannot 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for those who 

promised to receive their respective Revelations, 

denied them when the instant of doing it arrived; 

every negation to the Father becomes a drama; for 

limitation is not known in the Father in any imag-

inable way; the most microscopic act constitutes 

colossal universes in other dimensions; it is the 

invisible part of the material world; the dimension 

which the human eye does not see; what is felt and 

not seen constitutes cosmos, space, philosophy, 
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galaxy, universes, out of the Earth; I verily say unto 

you that what you felt and did not see is judged by 

the Father; what is invisible in you was requested 

by you; for you did not know it; the sensation 

which each individuality requested to feel is also 

judged; for no one from the everything above every-

thing is less before the Father; every judgment 

requested to the Father includes all that one was 

in life; that everything surpasses the limited experi-

ence, which the creature was subdued to, during 

the trials of life; the inferiority experienced by every 

creature, was requested by the spirit; for he/she 

did not know it; but, there is a strange inferiority; 

a provoked inferiority, a demoniac inferiority; a 

strange inferiority, which no one requested in this 

world; an inferiority which came out of a strange 

and unknown life system, which no one requested 

to know; an inferiority which came out of a strange 

group called rich of the world; an illegal inferiority; 

for every so-called rich who made another feel infe-

rior must pay for such strange sensation, provoked 
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in another; the world of the ephemeral illusion, the 

world influenced by gold must pay for every strange 

psychology which it made others feel; for its own 

cause is not written in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

that is why the creators and sustainers of the 

strange life system, based on gold, must pay three 

quarters of a totality that a sinner has; the sinner, 

a product of a strange unfair life system, only pays 

one quarter of his/her sins; for every sinner got to 

know his/her falls, in a strange life system, which 

he/she did not request to know; behold every hum-

ble of this world is first before the Father; for he/

she had to endure a strange form of life; which 

made injustice greater; I verily say unto you that 

every self-exalted of this strange world which came 

out of gold, has got a judgment infinitely more 

severe than the most humble among the humble; 

for the self-exalted, those who occupied the highest 

positions, were more immoral in the trials of life; 

they were blinder in humility; they were more rock 

in what is spiritual; they were more scandalous; 
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they gave themselves the great life without caring 

that millions of my children were undergoing hun-

ger; every self-exalted must have to return up to 

the last molecule of abundance, which never 

belonged to them; for they requested the Father, 

like others, to live in equality in the trials of life; 

all the thinking spirits promised Father Jehovah to 

imitate the equality which they saw in the Kingdom 

of Heavens, in the remote worlds; behold the Com-

munism of the Earth; a glorious and unique phi-

losophy of the Kingdom of Heavens; which was 

said by the Father in His Scriptures: All are equal 

in rights before God; behold the triumph of every 

humble; behold the triumph of all those who were 

exploited; behold the triumph of all those who 

imitated the Father with their work; behold what 

was prophesied by the Father is fulfilled; behold 

the equality of the Father’s Scriptures, gives place 

to the greatest Revolution that one can have mem-

ory of on this planet, for the Father created every-

thing imaginable; behold every human revolution 
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is subordinated to what came out of the Father; 

what is of the Father transforms the entire planet; 

it makes life systems change; for by creating every-

thing, the entire nature is subordinated to its Cre-

ator; behold this world shall tremble before the 

divine mandate over the terrestrial nature; it is the 

Glory and Majesty of a solar First-born Son; for all 

of you requested to know the Glory of the Son of 

God in your Final judgment; which is the divine 

Glory of the Father; the strange world called capi-

talism shall be frightened; for it never deepened 

the true spirituality; behold the cause of the beast’s 

horror; as it never ever cared for the Final Judg-

ment, its horror lies in ignorance; the beast never 

wanted to understand what is spiritual; for it was 

not convenient to it; for it possessed a lot; they 

possessed more than what they promised the 

Father to possess; the beast, composed of the great-

est usury which this world has produced, never 

wanted to talk about the Father’s Glory; for they 

knew of their hypocritical roll; the beast shall 
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despair when it sees that its damned gold is not 

worthy anymore; when it sees that the power over 

nature is not bought with gold; the beast shall go 

crazy; the world by changing their morality, shall 

abandon the beast; the beast shall end in a pile of 

gold bars, hidden in some place in North America; 

and the strange beast shall leave this world without 

a trace of humility; it shall die with its arrogance; 

the strange pride of the white race; the beast shall 

try to use the atomic arms against the First-born 

Son; but it shall not succeed; for even the atomic 

cherubs shall obey the Solar Son; there shall be no 

molecule which will not be subordinated to the 

Son of God; the beast shall end up being burnt in 

the solar fire; for thus they requested it in the King-

dom of Heavens; the beast who deceived the world 

for centuries, shall definitely fall in three seconds; 

the fall of the beast marks the beginning of the 

greatest happiness known in this world; a happi-

ness which the beast could never give; for the hap-

piness which the beast gave the world, was a false 
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happiness; it was a strange happiness which did 

not contain eternity; it was a happiness which came 

out of an ephemeral cause; it was a happiness 

which came out of gold; it was a strange happiness 

which came out of the ephemeral; it was a happi-

ness whose cause had violated the Father’s law; it 

was a happiness which covered up the moral pain; 

for it was a strange happiness with a strange condi-

tion; which consisted in taking away from some, 

while others had in excess; it was a strange happi-

ness with a dose of unhappiness; it was a happiness 

which was not requested by anybody in the trials 

of life, it was a happiness which was created with 

calculation and shrewdness; it was a happiness at 

the expense of many corpses; it was a happiness 

in which the humble of the Father were the last 

ones; it was a happiness which included the influ-

ence of pain; it was a strange and unknown happi-

ness, which came out of spirits who came from 

darkness; it was a happiness subject to a yoke; it 

was a happiness in which the ideals were bought; 
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it was a happiness given by the use of force, force-

fully; it was a happiness which was weighed by 

gold; it was a happiness which was measured with 

the meter of the gold standard; it was a happiness 

whose price was fixed by the strange beast; it was 

such strange and self-interested happiness that it 

built the Father’s children to the point of making 

them forget the Father’s divine Gospel; it was a 

happiness which did not give the eternal happiness; 

a strange happiness which made a living ignorant 

of the Father’s Knowledge; it was a strange happi-

ness which carried in its germ, the tragedy of the 

weeping and gnashing of teeth; it was a strange 

happiness which no one requested in the Kingdom 

of Heavens; it was an unknown darkness in the 

thinking spirits; it was a beast which came from 

remote galaxies, which had requested Father Jeho-

vah to know the light of a planetary living; it was 

a living trial of a strange hierarchy of darkness; it 

was a beast which risked itself everything above 

everything; it was a happiness whose price was the 
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no entrance to the Kingdom of Heavens; it was a 

strange happiness which contained the tragedy of 

a planet; it was a strange happiness, whose psy-

chology shall be studied by the creatures of the 

future, as the most strange and baffling, which 

came out of the human gender; it was a strange 

happiness which shall be a synonym of perdition 

for the new thinking of the new world; it was a 

strange happiness which ended up in judgment; it 

was a strange happiness with a strange pain and 

injustice; it was such strange happiness that it shall 

be cursed by those who got to know it; for no one 

shall see his/her place of origin again; it was a hap-

piness which from the beginning, from the first 

instant made tragedy germinate; it was a strange 

happiness, which second by second was drawing 

the spirit away from the Kingdom of Heavens; it 

was a happiness that was enclosing the knowledge 

of every spirit, in a microscopic present; it was a 

happiness which contained in itself, the fall before 

the Father; it was a strange happiness unknown in 
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the Kingdom of Heavens; it was a happiness which 

emerged from calculation and shrewdness; it was 

a strange happiness with the seal of satan; it was 

a happiness which carried in itself the spirit’s per-

dition; for no one who got to know and feel the 

strange influence of this strange happiness, none 

of them shall meet again out of the Earth, with 

their loved ones; for everything strange with the 

seal of satan, divides; behold the strange happiness 

which the beast of capitalism gave to you; which 

built everyone’s hopes up with its gold; behold a 

strange and unknown psychology, which was 

imposed by the use of force; behold how the human 

innocence was sullied; behold the supreme trial in 

every human experience; for the strange beast 

encompassed too much; and since it encompassed 

too much, it shall be taken away from it a lot too; 

for the strange beast abused the power of gold; it 

immoralized the morality of many humble beings; 

it was written: May the left be aware of what the 

right does; may the morality of the poor be aware 
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of the strange morality of a rich; for not even the 

infected ones shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; 

the strange morality drove the generation of this 

world astray; for no creature of this world has been 

successful in entering the Kingdom of Heavens 

again; nor shall any of them enter; while the strange 

beast continues to exert on you its strange influ-

ence; for up to the last instant, second by second, 

you are drawing away from the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; up to the last instant, spiritually and materi-

ally, you shall be trialed; for every spirit is trialed 

in life; the strange beast starts to agonize; for its 

reign is coming to an end; for even the demon has 

got his hours numbered; the demon and his odd 

reign do not reach the year 2000; for the Final 

Judgment starts; the judgment to an odd life sys-

tem, not written in the Kingdom of Heavens, starts; 

the most expected event by the oppressed of this 

world starts; the greatest event awaited by all the 

generations who have passed through this world 

starts; the greatest Revolution of this world starts; 
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a Revolution which marks the fall of a strange way 

of being; a living which took the licentiousness of 

not taking the Father into consideration in the cre-

ation of a life system; the fall of a strange world 

who praised and worshipped the god gold; an 

ephemeral reign of darkness falls; what one believed 

would never end, comes to an end; the judgment 

requested by all the thinking spirits arrives; Alpha 

and Omega in the form of a Living Knowledge 

arrives; the Comforting Doctrine arrives; behold 

its arrival surprises everyone; for all are deluded 

and materialized; the beast has fulfilled its work; 

it has entertained everybody; the Final Judgment 

demands being instantaneous regarding what is of 

the Father; for the biblical term that says: Above 

everything, was requested by your own selves; 

those who requested in the Kingdom of Heavens 

to be the first in receiving the Revelation of the 

Father, and were not instantaneous, shall not enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; just as they were apa-

thetic and indifferent regarding the Father’s affairs, 
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likewise shall they be treated when they leave this 

world; for they shall find apathy and indifference 

when they request justice to the Father; none of 

those who requested to be the first in receiving the 

Revelation were instantaneous when the instant 

and circumstances arrived, which were requested 

by they themselves; behold the first shall be the 

last; and the last, who were despised by this world, 

shall be the first; for your strange psychology influ-

enced by gold made of your wait and consolations, 

the opposite to the destinies requested by each one 

of you; and as you did the opposite in the trials of 

life is that you shall also receive the opposite; many 

in this world think that they are the chosen ones 

by God; I verily say unto you that with your odd 

and immoral life system, no one is chosen before 

the Father; and those who are closer to the Father 

are not certainly the easy-attitude ones; the so-

called rich of the world; these are the last ones to 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; those who are 

closer to the Father are the ones who you thought 
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of the least; they are the same ones who you 

despised in the trials of life; for every despised 

one, finds love in the Father; the most long-suf-

fering among the long-suffering are the first before 

the Father; the most despised among the despised, 

are the ones chosen by the Father; behold the suf-

fering as a spiritual experience, is the first one 

before God; for those who requested the experi-

ences of pain, have attained the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; every spiritual pain or physical pain, imitated 

the divine mandate of the Father that says: Thou 

shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face; every 

imitation of the divine living mandates of the 

Father, is infinitely awarded by the Father; the 

minor among you, is the greatest in the Kingdom 

of Heavens; those who self-exalted themselves the 

most in the strange life system of gold, are the 

last among the last in being able to enter the King-

dom of Heavens again; none of those who made 

others call them important in the odd life system 

of gold, shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; and 
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no so-called important shall be resurrected in new 

flesh in the year 2001; I verily say unto you that all 

those who forgot the Father, in the trials of life, 

they shall also be forgotten in the approaching bib-

lical events which are coming to this world; no 

ungrateful being shall receive any award from the 

Father; the Final Judgment shall make every strange 

immoral custom disappear from the daily coexis-

tence; for during the trials of life, those who spoke 

bad words were drawing themselves away from the 

Kingdom of Heavens, in proportion to the number 

of bad words spoken; this drawing away is one of 

the many which came out of the odd way of think-

ing, from the strange psychology of the strange life 

system of gold; the human thinking is not just one; 

the human thinking is composed by 318 virtues; 

and all of them were subject to a certain inclina-

tion; all the virtues were trialed in good and evil; 

every evil is decomposed in a geometry which 

destroys itself; the thinking spirit is made and 

remade in its microscopic dimension; it advances 
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and fills itself of itself; it is transformed in mag-

netism to the rhythm of the noise which its ideas 

make; for by generating mental waves, called 

ideas, is to produce a microscopic noise; this noise 

is not felt by the creature; but, that noise shall 

become expansive and gigantic, as the invisible 

idea matures and becomes a colossal planet; that 

noise shall become the father noise of all the 

noises that emerge in the planet; all the content 

of the idea turns into matter; and since the idea 

was flesh and mind, the dust-creature is born from 

its own magnetism; the microscopic creature of 

flesh is born; it is born from the own elements of 

formation of the planet; I verily say unto you that 

everything was born a microbe; and that every 

microbe was born from the invisible to the visible; 

every gigantic thing was a microbe; before, now 

and after; the law of what is microscopic is fulfilled 

by everyone; he who was not little, does not see 

the Kingdom of God; the divine inheritance of the 

Father, has been happening from dimension to 
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dimension; forever and ever; what is microscopic 

is born from solar fibers; which are like invisible 

threads; what is microscopic is born in a dimen-

sion which gets expanded, and gets contracted all 

the same; what is microscopic has got the inheri-

tance of the gigantic universe; for what is gigantic 

was also a microbe; behold the expansive inheri-

tance of the living Universe of the Father; an 

inheritance which manifests itself infinite for each 

characteristic; the microscopic idea also expands 

and perpetuates its characteristics; every invisible 

idea when it gets materialized into a planet, does 

it in a microscopic time, space and philosophy; for 

the trinity in what is microscopic exists; the trinity 

in what is invisible; the trinity in the transfers 

from invisible to visible; the molecular trinity; the 

cellular trinity; the trinity in what is expansive; 

the trinity in what is contractive; the trinity in 

what is numeral; for neither the visible nor the 

invisible are disinherited; every microscopic begin-

ning of any point of the cosmos, expands what 
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was and what shall be.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THE REVELATION PROMISED TO THE WORLD, 
SHALL GET EXTENDED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, 
WITHOUT FORMING ANY RELIGION NOR ANY 
CHURCH; FOR FAITH HAS GOT FREE WILL; NO ONE 
REQUESTED THE FATHER TO BE EXCLUSIVE IN THE 
FAITH; IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE WHO CULTIVATED 
THE STUDY OF THE FATHER’S SCRIPTURES, IN AN 
INDIVIDUAL MANNER TO ENTER THE KINGDOM 
OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR ONE WHO CULTIVATED IT 
THROUGH RELIGION; NEVERTHELESS, HE/SHE DID 
NOT HAVE PROHIBITION IN CHOOSING.-

Yes little son; faith should have never been any-

body’s exclusivity; the beliefs are not monopo-

lized; for all are trialed by the Father in their 

living free wills; this means that Father Jehovah 

is moved when he is searched for and studied by 
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individuality; it was written: He who searches shall 

find; and he who searches is the individual; he who 

searches is the humility contained in his interior; 

the humbler the search for the Father was, in the 

trials of life, the greater is the award; I verily say 

unto you that every search in the material temples, 

does not please the Father; for they overlooked 

the divine Commandment that says: Thou shalt 

not worship images, temples, or any resemblance; 

all those who did the opposite, have got points 

against; they must add up all the seconds in which 

they were inside the material temples; the Father 

does not take away from you the points of adora-

tion for each second of adoration, you have got one 

little point of light; but you annul yourselves; for 

not respecting to the foot of the letter, the content 

of the Father’s Scriptures; it would have been bet-

ter for you not to have known the material temples; 

for you would not have points against; and you 

would be closer to the Kingdom of Heavens; every 

warning which came out of the divine Father, has 
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got its reason; every form of material adoration; 

came out of the free will of men; it did not come out 

of the Father; the Father does no praise Himself; 

for He is the greatest humility of the Universe; all 

the virtues in an infinite degree of purity are in the 

Father; behold every form of material adoration is a 

product of backward spirits; still attached to certain 

materiality; the more evolved spirits do not need 

the material adoration; for the concept they have 

of the Father’s cause, surpasses the limits of the 

known matter; behold these beings are in the own 

people; and not in the creators of the religious rock; 

if these spirits had been more evolved, they would 

not have divided the world in so many beliefs; they 

would have sowed so much confusion; there is one 

God only; behold the tragedy of all those who fol-

lowed the religious beings of this world; for none 

of them shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; no 

one who got to know a strange religious belief, 

shall see the Father’s Glory; the so-called religions 

are unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; as every 
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philosophy that divides others is unknown; I ver-

ily say unto you that the human free will should 

have created an egalitarian belief; imitating the 

psychology of the Father as close as possible; the 

Father told you: All are equal before God; behold 

such equality could not be created in this world, 

for the ambitious spirits anticipated it; the creators 

of privileges; who wanted nothing from equality; 

these ambitious beings who are a nuisance in all 

the worlds, invented the odd capitalist system; in 

which some have got a lot, and others a little or 

nothing; the so-called religious did not have the 

sufficient morality in order to struggle against this 

strange unequal life system; they took the name 

of the Father for them; and they did not hesitate 

in getting allied with the authors of a life system 

which is illegal before the Father; for it is unfair; 

behold the cause of poor morality of the Catholic 

Church; or weak morality; for it became mundane; 

it traded with its postulate; and everything that 

allows being influenced by commerce is immoral 
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before the Father; for the morality of commerce is 

not a morality of a true spirituality; the true moral-

ity has nothing to do with self-interest; behold 

no religious rock shall remain in this world; for 

religion is not a tree planted by the Father; and it 

shall be pulled out from its roots from the human 

evolution; the rocks were trialed; rock means spiri-

tual selfishness of the beings; who believe that 

their belief is unique; what is of the Father is not 

enclosed in one sole belief; what is of the Father 

is infinite; He is in all the thinking individualities; 

no selfish being of his own belief shall enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens; the so-called religious are 

the first to be judged by the Father; for they were 

the first ones to make use of His divine Name; 

Father Jehovah left a Gospel; the Gospel divides 

no one; the religions divide everyone; all in the 

world who got to know the strange division, shall 

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for such world 

imitated satan; who divided the angels of the King-

dom; no one requested the Father to divide others, 
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not even in the most microscopic way; it is why 

it was written: Only satan divides himself and he 

divides others; for every divided idea is inherited; 

no generation of this world has been able to enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; nor shall any of the world 

of trials enter; because of the inheritance of divi-

sion; one enters the Kingdom of Heavens just as 

one came out of it; one enters with the same inno-

cence; an innocence which never saw any vice; not 

even the word division was heard by him/her; an 

innocence which did not draw away a single bit 

from the equality or communism taught by the 

Father; if men influenced in the innocences, they 

have to render account of it; I verily say unto you 

that if because of men the innocence stopped being 

so, it would have been better for those men not 

to have been born in this world; because of the 

strange life system of gold, the innocence of all 

the generations got corrupted; men should have 

created another life system that did not corrupt 

anybody; the ambitious beings of this world were 
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trialed; these demons who sow pain and injustice 

everywhere, promised the Father before coming 

to the human life, not to divide a world again; for 

they did the same thing in other requests of life; for 

every spirit is born again; every spirit requests the 

Father to know infinite forms of life; for nothing 

has any limits in the Father; including life itself; 

what is of the Father is not reduced to one sole 

existence; for nothing imaginable has got any limits 

in Him; those who sustained that there was only 

one life, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; 

for they by thinking in a mean way themselves, 

closed their own doors, which would conduct them 

to the Kingdom; he who sustained that there was 

just one life, shall not have others; nor shall he be 

resurrected into a child of twelve years in the year 

2001.-
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Yes little son; belief is also living; everything that 

one imagined in life, is so; Father Jehovah is a God 

of living justice; for even death is living in his divine 

presence; millions and millions of beliefs speak 

before the Father and the spirit who cultivated 

them in the remote planetary dwellings; every 

belief that was mundane cries in the presence of 

the Father; many believe for one has to believe; or 

they believe for convenience; for material necessity; 
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when they go through trials, which they themselves 

requested, they believe; or they think they believe; 

none of these hypocrites shall enter the Kingdom 

of Heavens; nor has any of them entered; either 

one is sincere with the Father or one is not; every 

sincerity is living before the Father; those who 

cultivated the belief in illustration in the Father’s 

Scriptures, are first in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

for they made the effort of searching; they cared 

and struggled against an erroneous psychology, 

which momentarily governed on Earth; they did 

not let the strange illusion, detached from the odd 

life system based on gold, totally trap them; the 

most microscopic care for what is of the Father, 

is awarded by the Father; your supreme struggle 

in the human life was to overcome such strange 

illusion; in which all were exposed to being drawn 

away from the knowledge of the Scriptures; that 

was satan’s intention; who took the form of a life 

system; a malign idea that deluded the world with 

gold; and divided it in rich and poor; the demons 
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recur to the force in order to continue perpetuating 

this division; they were blind; and blind shall they 

fall; behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of 

all of you; for there is no one who has not been 

influenced by the strange life system, whose god 

was gold; the sustainers of the so-called capital-

ism are guilty for you not to enter the Kingdom 

of Heavens; for you got to know darkness which 

you should have never get known; if these demons 

of the self-interested calculation had given you 

another more moral and fair life system, all of you 

would enter the Kingdom of the Father; even more, 

you would not have the need for a Final Judgment; 

because you got to know the violation to the law 

of God, is that you have a divine judgment; behold 

the same ones who condemned you not to see the 

Glory of the Father, shall make the transforma-

tions in this world; the Father makes use of His 

own enemies; He takes out the living light from 

darkness; for nothing is impossible to the Father; 

He even created His enemies; for there are angels 
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who become demons; and demons who become 

angels; everything is overcome by the Father’s law; 

the Father is the only one Who comes out trium-

phant; for He can do everything imaginable; He 

gives time to the light and darkness to trial their 

philosophies; for the entire Universe requests in 

its respective law, to be trialed by the Father; for 

every known and unknown law were created by 

one same God; the Father did not create darkness; 

darkness is a product of infinite free wills in their 

way to perfection; and there is no one who has 

not known some darkness; for everything costs in 

the Universe; nothing is given for free; everything 

comes out of one’s own effort; everything comes 

out of oneself; everything comes out of the knowl-

edge learnt; your future physical body comes out 

of what was learnt; each one is in the future what 

he/she thought in the present; I verily say unto you 

that he who is not born again, shall neither know 

new bodies nor new knowledge; for each existence 

one obtains new knowledge; the more knowledge 
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a spirit has, the best it understands its Creator; 

one never ceases knowing Him; for nothing imag-

inable has got any limit in the Father; there is a 

Universe because its creatures requested infinite 

forms of life; and so shall it be forever and ever; 

the entire Universe is relative and expansive; the 

worlds succeed each other as the creatures think; 

each idea gives place to a future planet; the Think-

ing Expansive Universe never stops from getting 

more and more expanded; the Creator does not 

have any problems with His infinite creation; for 

He is infinitely perfect; it is imperfection which 

causes problems; when its protagonists do not 

fulfill the laws and Scriptures of the Father; when 

they give themselves odd life systems; when they 

let themselves be influenced by a strange moral-

ity; by strange customs; I verily say unto you that 

the Final Judgment of Father Jehovah, proceeds 

in such manner that it is as if all this world had 

lived instant by instant, to the foot of the letter of 

the Father’s Scriptures; the Father does not take 
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into account, as far as awards are concerned, the 

strange and unknown life system, based on gold at 

all; for the Father supposes that this world fulfilled 

and fulfills the law of equality; just as the Father 

mentioned it in His Scriptures; behold the cause of 

the weeping and gnashing of teeth of a world which 

did not do what it should have done; it divided the 

world in nations and flags; and drew them away 

from the equality proper of the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; without having lived it in the trials of life, no 

one enters the Father’s 0Kingdom again.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THOSE WHO BECAUSE OF THEIR STRANGE AND 
LITTLE FAITH, DELAYED THE TRUTH TO THE 
WORLD, SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF 
HEAVENS; IT IS ENOUGH TO HEAR THE WORD GOD 
FOR THE CREATURE TO BECOME THE GREATEST 
INVESTIGATOR, ABOVE ALL THE INTERESTS OF THE 
WORLD.-

Yes little son; the greatest spiritual trial that one 

can request the Father, is to be the first in receiv-

ing the Father’s News, in the world where one 

is; those who saw the Rolls of the Lamb first are 

those who requested the Father such trial; I know 

little son that in your human free will, you would 

not show anything to those who have little faith; 

to those who only believe in the power of gold; 

to the deluded ones of the material life; to those 

who do not believe by illustration of the Father’s 
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Scriptures; but you did it to please the divine free 

will of Father Jehovah; for the true faith in the 

Father, annuls the own free will; for the Father 

created it; all those who saw the Rolls and said 

nothing, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; 

for they did the opposite to what was promised 

in the Kingdom; they promised the Eternal to be 

the first in divulging the Divine Revelation above 

everything; they promised to fulfill the content of 

the parable that says: He who has a mouth speak; 

he who has eyes see; he who has ears hear; they did 

nothing; they simply looked at the Revelation as 

one more newness, in their routinary lives; I know 

little son that you told them that your telepathy is 

permanent; that you would write all your life; but 

the blind did not realize it; they did not deepen into 

the consequences of such sublime Revelation; if 

they had been more profound and more investigat-

ing in God’s affairs, they would have arrived into 

the natural conclusion that a new Doctrine would 

be born from that; I verily say unto you blind of the 
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true spirituality that you despised your entrance 

to the Kingdom of Heavens; no skeptical being of 

the worlds is permitted to enter the Kingdom; I 

verily say unto you that for each second gone by 

that your silence lasted, you shall have to pay it; 

one second of silent selfishness is equivalent to 

living an existence out of the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; from the first instant in which your eyes fell 

on the Rolls of the Lamb up to the last instant of 

your repentance; if you do not repent all your life, 

the seconds are added anyway; behold the weeping 

and gnashing of teeth of those who requested to 

be the first in this world; it would have been bet-

ter for you not to have requested it; for you would 

not be under public judgment; for what is of God 

is universal; the Revelation that you despised shall 

be spread throughout the Earth; it shall be trans-

lated to all the languages of the world; and there 

would not be a translator who shall not participate 

in it; for it is a little point of light they attain for 

each translated letter; the Father awards the most 
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microscopic as He punishes the most microscopic 

too; the minimal mental effort is awarded or pun-

ished according to its intention; I know little son 

that you are thinking of the so-called religious; 

So it is divine Father Jehovah, by your divine grace is 

that I am remembering; I have never found in this life 

so much hardness and skepticism than what I found in 

their hearts! A rock has got more sensibility! So it 

is little son; the rock is in its law; it is because of 

that mental selfishness that Father Jehovah called 

them Rocks in His Scriptures; upon this rock I 

shall build my Church; I wanted to tell the world 

through the First-born Son: Upon these selfish 

beings I shall trial their own beliefs; for every spirit 

is trialed in life; the Father’s laws are equal for all 

the thinking beings; many demons of the vatican 

sect believe that the term Rock means eternity 

of the so-called Catholic Church; such profound 

error; Rock symbolizes spiritual hardness in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; mental selfishness; there is 

no rock that does not become dust; which means 
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that every so-called church passes into the dust of 

oblivion; the churches invented by men were also 

trialed; they belong to the world of trials; to the 

materialistic world; to the world which is leaving; 

in the new world there shall be no churches; for 

the commerce of faith would have disappeared; 

nothing of the material interest shall exist in the 

new world; I verily say unto you that the Father did 

not leave religions for this world; the Father left a 

Gospel; the so-called religions were invented by the 

free will of men; in an imperfect attempt for inter-

preting the Father’s free will; a free will expressed 

in the Scriptures and Commandments; men failed 

in this attempt; for the religious beings served two 

masters; they served gold, represented in the capi-

talist life system, and they served the living God; 

Why did they serve gold and its creators? Did they 

not know then that no so-called rich would enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens? Did they did not realize 

the inequality and injustice of this odd life system? 

Behold the questions which the researchers and 
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historians of the future shall make themselves; I 

verily say unto you that every religious being shall 

be called Blind, leading other blinds; for because of 

them no creature of the world of trials shall enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one 

who did not even hear others talk about religion to 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who 

heard it; the most minimal of the unknown in the 

Kingdom of Heavens, is enough for not entering 

there; no spirit divided in its mental concepts shall 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the religious beings 

divided the world in many beliefs, being there just 

one God only; only satan divides and he divides 

himself; in order to fight against the equality taught 

by the Father.-
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Yes little son; the ideas are born through all eter-

nity; in the celestial drawing it is taught that every 

idea was conceived before coming to life; for having 

the spirit a starting point, so do the ideas; no one 

is less before the Father; in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens equality reigns in such degree that it escapes 

the human knowledge; the equality taught by the 

Father is called Celestial Communism; behold 
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every human thought which in its own thinking did 

not communicate its own feelings, shall not enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; the most microscopic 

imitation to the Father, is awarded in the Kingdom 

of Heavens; and the most microscopic violation to 

His divine law, draws the creature away from the 

Kingdom; I verily say unto you that all of you prom-

ised the Father to imitate Him up to what is most 

microscopic, on the remote planet called Earth; 

one promises everything in the presence of the 

Father; but, not all the promises made to the Father 

are fulfilled; especially when the spirit requests to 

trial a life system, which includes the forgetful-

ness of the past; and when certain spirits which 

came from darkness, request the Father to know a 

world of the light; behold the human evil; behold 

the strange free will of certain spirits, who think 

selfishly; who only think for themselves; the spir-

its of evil promised the Father to overcome in life 

their own tendency towards evil; they requested an 

opportunity to the Father; for at any given instant 
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in the spirit’s eternity, it decides to trial a philoso-

phy of life; for it has free will; it has always had 

it; between the reigning free will out of the Earth, 

and the free will of those who are momentarily on 

Earth, there is an abyss of difference; on the Earth 

where you are, you are obliged by the whim of a 

few, who only see the power of gold and the force 

represented in the damned armed forces; they see 

the them as the only way to perfection; Such a 

severe blunder! Neither gold nor the force lead to 

the Father’s Kingdom; for they are contrary to the 

divine sentiments of the Father; those who thought 

that way in life, shall not enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; that way of thinking did not come out of 

Heaven; it came out of a demoniac influence of the 

spirits of darkness; of the same ones who requested 

the Father to know a kind of life, belonging to a 

world of the light; for nothing is impossible to the 

Father; every Father tries that any child who has 

gone astray, see the light; the spirits who request 

to be born again on remote planets, come from the 
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entire infinity; from infinite points of the cosmos; 

for they come in such quantities to the Father’s 

call that a number of them has never ever been 

known; certainly the number as you conceive it, 

does not count in the Father; being Him the creator 

of every number and every imagined calculation; 

what is of the Father is measured by infinity; but, 

you know nothing of what infinity is; for you are 

just recent in the universal life; I verily say unto 

you that all those who not understanding what 

infinity was, denied it to the Father, shall not enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one 

who never knew the Father to enter the Kingdom, 

than for one who having heard about Him, denied 

Him his attributes; such is the trials of life; not 

for nothing one is in a world; not for nothing one 

enjoys life; I verily say unto you that the judgment 

which is starting for you, is a judgment to your 

own life system; to your sentiments and customs; 

to everything that you are; in flesh and spirit; for 

everything was created by a same Father; and every 
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law is subordinated to Him; I verily say unto you 

that when the Doctrine of the Lamb of God gets 

extended throughout the Earth, the world shall 

get divided; the Orient against the Occident; but it 

shall not be a war of killing; it shall be an intellec-

tual rivalry; for the rock of the human selfishness 

shall be trialed once more; you shall be trialed up 

to the last instants of the divine events; for thus 

it is written in the Kingdom of Heavens; the life 

in which you are in shall be shaken by unknown 

laws up to now; and your spirit shall wake up as it 

wakes up from a dream; I verily say unto you that 

the labor which shall give place to a new world is 

starting; which means the greatest Revolution of 

this world; for everything that comes out of the 

Father is colossal; it affects infinite worlds; which 

one shall never be able to count; behold amidst 

this World Revolution, the world of trials shall 

be falling; the world that ignored for a moment, 

their own origin; and by coming what had to come, 

the Universal Judgment starts; certainly this world 
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only gets shuddered when they see a force which 

is superior to their own science; it is what is about 

to take place; and the greatest surprise shall take 

hold of every human spirit; a surprise similar to the 

surprise which is caused by a burglar; all that was 

written in the Father’s Scriptures shall be fulfilled 

in the own world; in the individuals, character, 

spirit, nations; for nothing is impossible for the 

One who created everything; certainly each par-

able, each letter, each expression that came out 

of the Father, is prophetic; it encloses facts and 

events which are fulfilled through the centuries; 

for having the Father created everything, He also 

created the future of things; He created the facts, 

before the own facts got materialized; before the 

worlds were born, the Father knows which are 

going to be born; He knows their future histories, 

their future sciences, their future destinies; behold 

everything that is coming to you, the Father’s Emis-

sary already knows it; for he shall be given every 

power; starting with the universal telepathy; the 
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telepathy between the Trinity Father and the Trin-

ity Son; the same one of the past; for the Father’s 

emissaries do not act without control; just as you 

who requested control of your feelings, in order to 

develop them in life; the difference between this 

control among you and the one sent by the Father, 

marks an abyss; for you human creatures in order 

to have the divine universal telepathy, you shall 

have to be born again in such number of times as 

the number of molehills which are contained in the 

desserts of the worlds; there is the hierarchy of the 

living knowledge; behold a truth which was taught 

to you as the Salt of Life; the fruit that remains 

after one has fulfilled one existence; the sum of 

all the fruits creates the solar hierarchy; for every 

mental fruit, every idea generated by it, shines like 

a microscopic sun; which by continuing being born 

in the eternity, becomes a First-born Sun; it is for 

that reason that it was said to you: And the truth 

shall arrive shining like a sun of wisdom; behold 

the divine telepathic complement of a parable that 
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was written many centuries ago already; so to trial 

your degree of investigation in the trials of life.- 

ALPHA AND OMEGA.- 
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MANY OF THOSE WHO REQUESTED TO BE THE FIRST 
IN SEEING THE REVELATION, CONFUSED WHAT 
CAME OUT OF GOD WITH WHAT WAS CREATED BY 
MEN; THESE BLIND AND POORLY PROFOUND OF THE 
TRUE SPIRITUALITY, DID NOT MAKE THE EFFORT OF 
STUDYING THE CONSEQUENCES OF A REVELATION 
WHICH HAS NO END; ONLY WHEN THEY SEE THAT IT 
COVERS EVERYTHING, THEN SHALL THEY BELIEVE; 
BUT, FOR NOT HAVING BELIEVED AT THE FIRST 
INSTANT, THEY SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM 
OF HEAVENS AGAIN; HAVING THEY REQUESTED 
BEING THE FIRST IN SEEING THE REVELATION, 
CONSTITUTES THE GREATEST TRIAL OF THEIR 
LIVES; BY NOT BELIEVING AT THE FIRST INSTANT, 
THEY CLOSE THE KINGDOM ON THEMSELVES; FOR 
EVERYTHING IMAGINABLE EXISTS IN THE KINGDOM 
OF HEAVENS.-
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Yes little son; the first ones who did not recognized 

what they themselves requested in the Kingdom 

of Heavens, shall be the first in the weeping and 

gnashing of teeth; it is the intellectual surprise; 

the error of the first ones was to see the Revelation 

like one human more work; they did not recognize 

the seal of God; likewise they shall not be recog-

nized when they request to enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; they requested the trial of being the first 

in seeing the Revelation; the Kingdom of Heavens 

fulfilled the request; they did not fulfill; he who 

remains silent before what was sent by the King-

dom of Heavens, does not enter the Kingdom again; 

behold the first protagonists of the divine parable, 

which for centuries was like a warning, so that no 

one would be surprised for what was to come from 

the Kingdom of Heavens; And the truth shall arrive 

like a burglar; behold the first ones who were sur-

prised by the own surprise; this shows the entire 

world what happens when the creatures are influ-

enced by a strange forms of faith; those who did 
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not recognize the Revelation, were influenced by a 

form of faith which included the mental division, 

regarding one sole and only God; not getting into 

an agreement during an entire life, so to achieve 

an egalitarian concept of a same God, conducted 

them to the tragedy of not entering the Kingdom 

of Heavens again; this disagreement influenced 

everyone, and all those who were influenced shall 

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; behold 

the odd work of the religious rock; the strange form 

of faith, which came out of the human free will, 

which included confusion and disharmony for its 

own followers; behold the blindness of the rock; 

they were so hard and selfish in their form of faith, 

that the divine Father Jehovah compared them with 

the hardness of the rock; rock means mental self-

ishness, in the Kingdom of Heavens; believing that 

one’s own faith is unique, is to become a mental 

rock; they are just one step from fanaticism; fanati-

cism stops in one reasoning, and its author limits 

himself; every so-called religion limited itself; this 
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voluntary limit is one of the causes for the religious 

fruit to get divided; the religious beings of the world 

shall have to respond before the First-born Son, on 

the basis of what cause they invented the strange 

form of faith, called religion; the divine Gospel of 

Father Jehovah does not teach such thing; for the 

divine Gospel divides no one, nor does it trade 

with anyone; all the opposite; the divine Gospel 

of Father Jehovah warns and tells that no trader 

enters the Kingdom of Heavens again; certainly the 

first ones who negated, shall curse the odd influ-

ence of the rock; for if the religious rock did not 

exist, the world of faith would not be divided; and 

the so-called christian world would have a better 

chance to enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; for 

nothing that is divided enters the Kingdom again; 

every mental division is an imitation to satan; who 

in very remote times, divided the divine Father 

Jehovah’s angels; that is why it was written: Only 

satan divides and he divides himself; which means 

that every mental division speaks before God, in its 
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law of division; just as all the creation speaks; the 

so-called religious beings did not have the mental 

ability for keeping the worlds of trials united, in 

one sole and egalitarian concept of one God only; 

their intelligences could not conceive the infinite 

grandeur of God; they were null in the true spiritu-

ality; the true spirituality unifies; the false spiritual-

ity divides and perpetuates confusion; this strange 

confusion regarding what is of God was requested 

by nobody in the Kingdom of Heavens; nothing 

unfair is requested to God, the culprits of such an 

odd confusion pay such strange work themselves; 

those who spoke more of God in the trials of life, 

are the greatest culprits in the world; for they did 

not only defend one sole master, but many masters; 

among others the master of commerce, the master 

of idolatry, the master of division, the master of the 

material adoration and the rich masters; with such 

an odd conduct it is impossible to serve the true 

God; the so-called religious did not have the true 

humility to be called God’s servants; for they do 
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not constitute the most long-suffering among the 

long-suffering; the true humility does not need the 

material adoration in order to express itself; all very 

much the contrary; the odd material adoration, by 

dividing the fruit also divides humility and all the 

other virtues of the human thinking.-

Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows that 

every world came out of the same law and the same 
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place of the cosmos; this was said when it was said: 

Everything came out of one God only; the planets 

as they are disappearing due to planetary aging, are 

leaving their inheritance in the Book of Life; also 

known as the Solar Television of the Macrocosm, 

called Kingdom of Heavens; inheritance is trans-

mitted by the own ideas which a spirit generated, 

who lived in a determined world, even if this has 

disappeared; for from the most invisible idea, a 

planet emerges; for everything imaginable of God’s 

living Universe, sprouts and gets expanded without 

ever stopping; every planet was an idea and every 

idea came out of a planet; for the creature who 

generated the idea, lived on a determined planet; 

this creative law was announced in the divine Gos-

pel of Father Jehovah; it was written: Each one 

makes his own heaven; which means that it is an 

entire universe which all have; in which each idea 

generated in the trials of life, is equivalent to a 

microscopic planet; if the creature generated ideas 

which included immorality, he/she created a future 
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hell-planet for themselves; for evil as well as good-

ness, are expansive magnetisms; if the creature 

generated ideas which included the Father’s moral-

ity, such creature created future paradise-planets; 

all have got the creative inheritance of the Creator; 

the divine Father Jehovah creates in a colossal way 

and His children in a microscopic way; what is up 

above is the same as down below; every inheritance 

that came out of Father Jehovah is expressed by 

infinite hierarchies; in which each world or sun of 

the Universe, represents a galactic hierarchy; it is 

the eternal succession of hierarchies; the Thinking 

Expansive Universe has got its own eternity; an 

eternity is always born from the own creatures; and 

the most microscopic unit of eternity is constituted 

by the own idea; the idea is like a grain of mustard 

or any element; it is born, grows, and gets extended 

in other creatures; the worlds carry their customs 

and legends to other worlds; and he who practices 

customs and reads legends, these become ideas; 

and these at the same time in microscopic planets; 
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this Revelation explains for the first time, one of 

the characteristics of the infinity of God; the fact 

that future colossal planets are born from the ideas, 

is just one of His infinite forms of creating; what 

is of God has got no limits in anything imaginable; 

that is why it was taught that God is infinite; he 

who exalted what is of God in his own thinking, 

should have never put any limit to His infinity; not 

even a molecule; those who limited their own God, 

shall not see their God; for it is enough to negate 

Him, and one does not see Him; it was written as 

a warning to the world of trials that Jehovah God 

was very zealous in His laws; even jealousy was 

created by Him; behold every negation of what is 

of God, also negates the negating spirit; for every 

mental negation speaks in its laws of negation 

before the Creator; every negation to what is of 

God, even if it is the most microscopic negation, 

always provokes weeping and gnashing of teeth 

in the negating spirits; this is infinitely inevitable 

because everything that exists was created by the 
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Father; what is known and unknown; no creature 

in the Universe has never ever been right in their 

negations; for everything imaginable exists in God; 

the mental negation to the infinite power of God 

is always a tragedy to those who request life trials; 

and who in such trials they request the forgetful-

ness of the past, which they do not know; they do 

not know the sensation of living on some remote 

planet, what they had always known by name in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; in the Kingdom the spirits 

see and listen to the experiences of other spirits 

who requested experiences in some remote world; 

and the spirits get enthusiastic and request to go 

through the same experiences which others went 

through.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO SAW OR HEARD OTHERS TALK 
ABOUT THE SCROLLS OF THE LAMB OF GOD, AND 
DID NOT TELL ANYONE, CAUSED TRAGEDY IN 
OTHERS; FOR EVERY THINKING SPIRIT PROMISED 
THE FATHER TO COMMUNICATE THE NEWS OF THE 
FATHER, ABOVE EVERYTHING; THIS INCLUDES THE 
NO ENTRANCE TO THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; SO 
IT IS THAT THE SO-CALLED CATHOLIC CHURCH LEFT 
THE CHRISTIAN WORLD WITH NO ENTRANCE; FOR 
SHE DID NOT COMMUNICATE ANYTHING TO THIS 
WORLD OF FAITH; THE RELIGIOUS ROCK HID THE 
TRUTH TO THE WORLD; SINCE MANY YEARS AGO, 
THE ROCK KNOWS ABOUT THE EXISTENCE OF THE 
TELEPATHIC SCRIPTURE OF FATHER JEHOVAH; 
EVERY HIDING OF EVERY TRUTH IS PAID BEFORE 
THE FATHER; SECOND BY SECOND OF ALL THE TIME 
IN WHICH SUCH SELFISHNESS LASTED; THE SO-
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CALLED RELIGIOUS WHO KNEW THE EXISTENCE OF 
THE ROLLS OF THE LAMB, MUST CALCULATE THE 
NUMBER OF SECONDS CONTAINED IN A MINUTE, 
ONE HOUR, ONE DAY, ONE MONTH, ONE YEAR, AND 
OF ALL THE YEARS; EVERY TIME IS LIVING BEFORE 
THE FATHER; AND EVERY TIME THAT WAS USED IN 
LIFE WITH AN INFLUENCE OF OCCULTISM, ASKS 
FOR JUSTICE TO FATHER JEHOVAH; IT IS MORE 
LIKELY FOR THOSE WHO IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE HID 
NOTHING TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, 
THAN THOSE WHO PRACTICED THE SELFISH 
SILENCE, IN ANY OF ITS MENTAL DEGREES.-

Yes little son; the so-called Catholic Church as all 

the spirits of the Universe, requested before Father 

Jehovah to be instantaneous in every truth; no one 

requested the Father to delay Him in his divine 

laws; in any imaginable way; this is why all 

requested and promised the Father, above all the 

imaginable things; behold the weeping and gnash-

ing of teeth of all those who did not tell others the 
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presence of the Revelation in this world; the gen-

erations of the future shall say that they were sur-

prised; they were surprised as a burglar does; the 

list of those who knew about the existence of the 

Revelation of Father Jehovah shall be known by the 

world; their names shall be known in all the lan-

guages of the Earth; for every thinking spirit 

requested a Final Judgment; without hiding any-

thing; for everyone with no exception requested a 

judgment which in its laws, is similar to the judg-

ments which are seen in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

every creature has the natural tendency of imitating 

in the remote worlds, what he/she saw in his/her 

place of origin; what all of you saw is not seen in 

your odd life system; yours is influenced by selfish-

ness; for the laws of your life system came out of 

a strange self-interested psychology; everything in 

your strange world is done by thinking in the self-

interest; it is not done by thinking in the Father’s 

laws; if it had been like that, you children of the 

Earth would be living a fair and egalitarian life 
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system; for as you know well, Father Jehovah 

taught you that all are equal in rights before God; 

I verily say unto you that every odd life system that 

did not want to imitate the divine teachings of the 

Father, shall not see the Glory of the Father; for 

the most microscopic imitation of the Father’s 

teachings, is infinitely awarded by the Father; the 

no imitation to what is of the Father, within the 

laws of the free will, draws one away from the 

Father; the most microscopic mental effort is 

awarded by the Father; and among all the micro-

scopic mental efforts, first is what was thought 

about the Father; behold your fall for lacking of 

imitation to the Father; imitation is living before 

the Father; all of you requested to know imitation; 

there are infinite kinds of imitation; the entire 

thinking is constituted by microscopic hierarchies; 

the greatest microscopic hierarchy is that which in 

its own thinking, imitated the Father above all 

imaginable things; for every imagination was cre-

ated by the Father; exalting the Father has got as 
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a unique cause that everything imaginable was cre-

ated by the Father; exalting the Father is to recog-

nize his infinite creation; which includes the same 

one who recognizes Him; when one is in the King-

dom before the Father, everybody promises Him 

this and that thing; but, commonly just a few fulfill 

it; the long-suffering and the humble fulfill; I verily 

say unto you that every so-called religious, who 

negated the Father in Revelation, shall not enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; just like they negated 

Him, they shall also be negated in other existences, 

in other worlds; what is up above is the same as 

down below; behold it is more likely for a worker, 

who with his philosophy of work divided nobody, 

to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for a reli-

gious to enter; who with his strange religion 

divided many; I verily say unto you that none of 

you requested the Father to divide another; in any 

imaginable way; not even in the most microscopic; 

for all of you knew in the Kingdom that satan had 

divided the angels to the Father; and none of you 
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wanted to imitate satan even in the most minimal 

way; for you knew by knowledge that every divided 

one who came from trialing lives, from remote 

worlds, would not enter the Kingdom of Heavens 

again; it is for this reason that it was written: Only 

satan divides and he divides himself; behold why 

no religious being of the world enters the Kingdom 

of Heavens; for they divided the Father’s children; 

they sowed the mental confusion in those who 

searched for the Father, in the trials of life; no one 

in this world shall defend them; for because of the 

religious rock, the so-called christian world shall 

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the light 

about the divine biblical warning: And there shall 

be weeping and gnashing of teeth; for the strange 

influence which the religious rock exerted in this 

world was great in this world; everything had to 

be fulfilled up to the last instant of every requested 

time; all the trials of life which are contained in 

having come to this world, were requested by you 

yourselves; and up to the last requested instant, 
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the religious rock negated the Father turned into 

Revelation; the own confusion created by they 

themselves, made them fall; for they looked at the 

true Revelation as one more among others; behold 

I shall divide every rock of mental hardness; for 

Rock means mental Selfishness in the Kingdom of 

Heavens; and it means spiritual Hardening; which 

means that when the creature acquires some 

knowledge, he/she gets enclosed in it; he/she does 

not keep on searching for the truth; I verily say 

unto you that all those who limited themselves, 

shall have a limited award; for it was written that 

all shall receive according to their work; he who 

made more efforts in the search, shall have more; 

he who made less effort, shall receive less; behold 

everything that your mind studied, has got no lim-

its; for it continues living after your life; just as 

your thinking spirit continues living; and I verily 

say unto you that all of you shall meet again out 

of the Earth; behold all those who progressed a 

little in the trials of life, is little in power out of 
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the Earth; and all those who searched more, are 

great in power out of their planetary dwelling; I 

verily say unto you that one is great in the eternity 

to the extent that how the own spirit searched in 

its planetary trial; the religious rock by not telling 

the truth to the world, took spiritual power off of 

each one; for from the right instant in which the 

rock knew that a Revelation was being written, 

millions and millions of seconds have gone by, 

which for every thinking spirit represents to get 

closer or to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for each 

second lived in a trial of life, draws the creature 

who requested the living trial near or far from the 

Kingdom; according to the use he/she made of 

their free will; according to their serving good or 

evil; behold this true shall shudder the world which 

got to know the strange religious influence; those 

who did not get to know this tree not planted by 

the Father, are closer to the Kingdom of Heavens; 

for throughout life, the total number of generated 

ideas was not influenced by a strange division; he 
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who followed and cultivated religiousness got 

divided, and they do not enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; I verily say unto you that none of those 

who got to know the so-called religion has been 

able to enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; since 

the world is world; the laws of the Father are from 

all eternity; behold when the new Doctrine of 

Father Jehovah gets published, the beginning of 

the total fall of one of the trees which Father Jeho-

vah did not plant starts; certainly the Father could 

leave the reign of the church, as long as it had never 

violated the law even in one molecule; but, it did 

not happen that way; the so-called religious should 

have never ever recognized the odd life system, 

which came out of the laws of gold; they, by speak-

ing in the name of God, represented the equality 

of the Father; they did nothing in order to over-

throw the great demon; the great demon took the 

form of a strange life system; behold you religious 

beings of the world should have become the great-

est revolutionaries of this world; my First-born Son 
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fought against the strange and immoral way of 

living of the Roman emperors; they ordered to kill 

him; and false prophets, Why did you not fight 

against those who sustain an immoral way of liv-

ing, which is an entire immorality before the 

Father? I verily say unto you that a revolutionary 

is worthier than you; for every revolutionary is a 

prophet in the Kingdom of Heavens; every revolu-

tionary requested and promised the Father to 

change strange and immoral life systems in the 

remote worlds, which like yours scandalize the 

divine morality of His Scriptures and Command-

ments; I verily say unto you, religious of the world, 

that you by serving two masters perpetuated injus-

tice and immorality in this world; for you said you 

were serving the living God, and at the same time 

you recognized the master of gold; you legalized 

the master of gold with your odd attitude; and you 

perpetuated his immoral reign; I verily say unto 

you religious of the world, that you shall pay up to 

the last molecule of pain and injustice, which you 
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made others feel; in this generation, in other exis-

tences, in other worlds; you should have never had 

exalted yourselves in an unknown and strange life 

system; you knew that everything which comes out 

of gold is immoral; you knew that every sin which 

was born in every mind which lived the immoral 

life system, gold was the cause; and you blinds 

leading other blinds, also built a golden calf for 

yourselves; you also got tempted and created your 

own beast of gold; Do you not have then your own 

bank? Do you not have then the biggest properties 

of the world? How much does a lavish cathedral 

cost? Hypocrites!! You have got your days num-

bered; with such immoral way of living you want 

the world to be meek; in order for others to see the 

light, it is necessary to see it in yourselves first; I 

verily say unto you that nothing shall remain of 

you; for every philosophical tree of a strange and 

dubious morality shall be pulled out from its roots 

by the new Doctrine of Father Jehovah; because of 

you who brought out a strange adoration to the 
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Father in this world, no catholic of the world shall 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for you divided 

everyone; with you no one got to know the equal-

ity taught by the Father; those who got closer to 

the equality taught by the Father, were the revo-

lutionaries of the world; and not because of that, 

They do not render account of their acts to the 

Father?! for they also requested the trials of life; 

but, their living moralities exalted the Father; for 

every revolutionary promised himself to give even 

his life, in order to give justice to others; they drew 

closer to the divine mandate: Thou shalt earn thy 

bread on the sweat of thy face; for being a revolu-

tionary costs a sacrifice, persecution, intrigues, 

deceits and they are even murdered; I ask you reli-

gious of the world, Who could be the first in the 

Kingdom of Heavens? You the so-called rich or the 

revolutionaries? Certainly the most sacrificed; 

behold no rich or easy-attitude being of the odd 

life system of gold, shall enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; for in the Kingdom no one knows either 
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rich nor easy-attitude ones; both are a product of 

an immoral way of living, unknown in the Kingdom 

of Father; and I verily say unto you that neither the 

rich nor the easy-attitude being requested the 

Father to know immorality in their own living; and 

if they requested it, they promised the Father to 

oppose a mental resistance to it; that is why your 

request of life is called the human trial of life in 

the Kingdom; every trial which included to know 

certain form of evil or darkness was requested by 

promising the Father to triumph against evil, by 

applying laws of the light; do not confuse this law; 

to request what one does not know is a normal and 

divine law in the Kingdom of Heavens; the spirits 

in virtue of their free wills, insist before the Father; 

and the Father who can do everything imaginable, 

concedes everything; laws which could seem to you 

incredible and even absurd are requested to the 

Father; according to the human concept which you 

may have of it; that is why it was written: There is 

everything in the Lord’s Vineyard; this everything 
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is infinite; for the Father created everything; the 

Vineyard is the Universe with its worlds and suns; 

behold the light for every understanding is done; 

for all of you defend the free will in any point of 

the Universe, in which you may be at; no one 

wants to be less; neither being up above nor down 

below; for what is up above is the same as down 

below; the divine equality of the Father is every-

where; even if one lives and fulfills different laws; 

behold the equality dreamed of by every humble 

and simple being shall come true in this world; 

for every world or life system reigning on the plan-

ets, have got their time; and along with the time 

one requests a limit; I verily say unto you that you 

knew neither the time nor the terrestrial limit; 

everything that one does not know, requests the 

Father to know; and every request of the children 

turns into life when the divine free will of the 

Father wants it so; this is to make the light in each 

one who requests it; behold when the Father 

makes the light, He does it in all the imaginable 
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times, spaces and philosophies; for as you were 

taught, what is of the Father has neither a begin-

ning nor an end; it is infinite; as you were taught 

that your world was created in a few days, so was 

it; for your planet was first a microbe, a microscopic 

planet; behold the light of your origin is coming to 

the world; for you requested the light; you requested 

it in the form of Doctrine; for it is one of the forms 

of understanding of your understanding; he who 

did not want to understand in this opportunity, 

shall not understand anymore in this world; for 

they shall stop living here; for everything has got 

its time and every time has got its everything; for 

no one is disinherited in the Universe; neither mat-

ter nor the spirit; the living understanding is born 

in order to understand more; for what is to learn 

in the Father is eternal; what is of the Father is not 

circumscribed to just one existence; for you were 

taught that your God is infinite; I verily say unto 

you, those who did not believe in the Father’s 

power, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; 
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nor shall they be resurrected into children of twelve 

years old; for that is the award for those who cul-

tivated the living faith; the skeptical being who had 

an entire life in order to choose, expect nothing 

from the Father; the skeptical beings have never 

been awarded; nor shall they ever be; all the Think-

ing Expansive Universe is impregnated with the 

divine faith of the Father; with a divine and infinite 

faith, your Father made all the things; matter in its 

laws and the spirit in its laws know when one does 

not believe in them, and by knowing it, they do not 

give their participation to the skeptical being; for 

matter and spirit have got free will in their respec-

tive laws; behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth 

of every skeptical being; for every skeptical being 

shall see with their own eyes how others are resur-

rected into children; behold a mantle of feeling 

shall cover the surface of the world; for millions 

and millions who did not believe, shall cry all their 

lives; behold a drama already written many centu-

ries ago; and there shall be weeping and gnashing 
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of teeth; for those who did not believe shall feel 

that death will inevitably take them; the world shall 

never witness anything like it in its planetary life; 

an era which shall be remembered by many genera-

tions; an era which came out of the strange life 

system of gold; an era which is the fruit of a dark-

ness already lived; an era which shall be seen as a 

painful warning to those who shall live in the Mil-

lennium of Peace; an era which shall remind the 

generations of the future the form which satan 

took, in order to deceive and divide the world; a 

strange form called capitalism; a strange form 

which built entire generations’ hopes up; which 

swarm out of the Kingdom of Heavens; for their 

innocences were divided; and no divided innocence 

enters the Kingdom of Heavens again; behold the 

fruit-tragedy which came out of those who took 

the licentiousness of giving the world an odd life 

system; for those who created the so-called capital-

ism in this world, did not take the Father into con-

sideration; they did not consult His Scriptures; I 
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verily say unto you that if these demons of licen-

tiousness had consulted the Father’s Scriptures, as 

they promised in the Kingdom of Heavens, this 

world would enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for it 

would not be an odd life system to the Father’s 

Scriptures; everything that is strange to the Father’s 

Scriptures, does not see the Father’s Glory; behold 

the guilt of those who got inspired in gold in order 

to give justice in this world; I verily say unto you 

that no justice with a strange influence is awarded 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; the justice of your 

world is a self-interested justice; the joy of your 

world is a joy with pain; everything is faked in your 

strange life system, for the strange psychology 

which came out of the interest towards gold, is 

constituted with shrewdness; which is the own 

demon in action; it is the own satan, who also used 

shrewdness, in order to make your first terrestrial 

parents go astray; behold satan took the form of 

an interested life system; a strange psychology 

which came out of illusion; every creature who 
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built his/her hopes up on what was strange, does 

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; no one 

requested the Father to be deluded in the trials of 

life, to the degree of forgetting Him; forgetting 

their own Creator; even illusion is living before the 

Father; there are infinite kinds of illusion; the best 

illusion that saves is faith; faith is in a certain way 

an illusion in the trials of human life; behold when 

faith is inspired in the Father, attains eternity; your 

Creator also feels and has got sentiments too, just 

as you do; what is up above is the same as down 

below; the Father awards in an infinite degree those 

who by not seeing Him, believed in Him; for such 

an act of faith is the greatest and sublime of all the 

laws of the Universe; it is more likely for those who 

believed in the existence of a Creator to enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens, than for those who negated 

the Author of their own lives; he who denies, ful-

fills his destiny; he goes to worlds in which every-

thing is denied; for each one receives according to 

their work; according to their thinking; the most 
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minimal mental effort gives origin to a new work, 

and there is no work which does not have a micro-

scopic mental beginning; everything that the eyes 

see came out of what is microscopic; for matter 

and spirit request time, space and philosophy in 

order to mature; I verily say unto you that he who 

is not born microscopic or humble, shall not see 

the greater Glory in the Father; for being the Father 

fair and perfect, gives everyone an equal opportu-

nity; no one is less before the Father; everything 

that is imagined had a microscopic beginning; 

what it was, what it is, and what it shall be; behold 

the only beginning of everything; the explanation 

of every beginning in the things has no end; for a 

microbe succeeds another microbe, in the living 

Universe of God; what came out of the Father has 

neither a beginning nor an end; that is why the 

Rolls of the Lamb do not have an end either; to 

explain how all the things were done, was requested 

by all of you; you requested the Father to know 

the origin of everything that your mind would 
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understand; for the living Universe of the Father 

is not reduced only to the human understanding; 

for no one is unique in the Creation of the Father; 

only the Father is unique; and being unique, He 

expresses Himself in infinite forms of life; every 

life of every world returns to the Father; like a son 

returns home; the creation of Father Jehovah is 

eternally successive; materially and spiritually; so 

it is that knowledge is too; every belief has got its 

time; for every belief requested to be trialed in the 

trials of life; matter and spirit are trialed in their 

respective laws; this means that everything in the 

creation has got a galactic history; for no one is 

disinherited in the Father’s creation; the living his-

tories exist and have always existed; behold exist-

ing everything imagined in the Father, all the 

Universe becomes a legend; every fantasy becomes 

a reality in the remote galaxies; what one cannot 

verify in one world, it is verified in another; the 

living legends succeed each other as a new life is 

born; materially and spiritually; every legend 
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becomes a universe; for everything imagined has 

got the divine right to know the equality taught by 

the Father; for everything imaginable was created 

by a same Father; behold in every world where a 

form of equality arrives, the Father arrives; His 

divine philosophy is implanted, I verily say unto 

you that it is more likely for the Father to visit a 

world where His divine equality is lived, than to 

visit a world where licentiousness reigns; behold 

the Father in His divine free will, awards the righ-

teous, and punishes the unrighteous; a righteous 

world is that which was governed by the Father’s 

Scriptures and Mandates; an unfair world is that 

which took the licentiousness of creating a life sys-

tem without consulting His Scriptures and Com-

mandments; your world belongs to this last 

category of world; the greatest part of your suffer-

ing came out of yourselves; they did not come out 

of the Father; because of a group of demons with 

a complex to the excessive possession of gold is 

that you undergo suffering; I verily say unto you 
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that no strange complex-ridden being shall remain 

in this world; no one requested the Father to pos-

sess to the degree of making others undergo suf-

fering; for suffering is not known in the Kingdom 

of Heavens; it is more likely for one who opposed 

mental resistance to the complex of possessing 

more than others to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, 

than for one who did not struggle in his mind 

against such possession; behold the weeping and 

gnashing of teeth of all those who had more than 

was taught; I verily say unto you that all those who 

had one more molecule than what they should have 

had, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for 

no one requested the Father to have one molecule 

in excess; for every molecule is living before the 

Father; and being living, it has got free will; and it 

accuses the spirit of illegal possession, before the 

Father; of non-concordance with the divine living 

law, taught by the Father; behold the weeping and 

gnashing of teeth of an entire world, a world that 

not fulfilling what was promised to the Father, 
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above everything, got compromised with trillions 

and trillions of molecules; for the Father’s equality 

is also in what is invisible; for God is everywhere; 

He is in what is seen and in what is not seen; you 

live a present, a present which you do not see its 

interior; you only feel it; one part of the interior 

forms a physical part of the ideas that you generate 

daily; I verily say unto you that even the ideas gen-

erated by you in the trials of life, are judged mol-

ecule by molecule; for such is Father Jehovah’s 

expansive equality; the Final Judgment which you 

requested, was requested above oneself and above 

everything; this is, above every imaginable thing; 

this means that the Revelation-Doctrine explains 

everything that the thinking being searched for in 

the trials of life; and having it explained everything, 

it makes public what is to come; and in the form 

it will come; certainly no human knowledge shall 

be able to give light in what it requested as a trial 

itself; once more it had to be a solar hierarchy; for 

thus the law is made for this part of the Universe; 
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being the Father’s law egalitarian, there is variety, 

relativity and the apparent inequality in it; but 

everything requested equality in its laws; equality 

is felt within the requested living law; each thing 

and each law constitute themselves in dimension; 

which means that everything that was created came 

out of the same point; what comes out of a point, 

returns to that point; it returns through the same 

way which made possible its appearance on a deter-

mined planet; as time passes by, every dimension 

becomes galaxies; everything matures in the 

Father’s living Universe; that everything consti-

tutes the invisible and the visible; what is seen and 

what is not seen; as everything imaginable matures, 

is that knowledge also matures; one knowledge 

succeeds another; just as the generations succeed 

each other; so it is that the own Revelation which 

came out of the Father’s free will, manifests itself 

by fulfilling the same law; divinity is the first in 

fulfilling the laws of a determined world; this is 

why it surprised the same ones who requested to 
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be the first in receiving it; this surprise with for-

getfulness towards the Father had as a unique 

cause the strange influence of a strange faith; of a 

strange humility; which came out of a strange and 

immoral life system; many of those who requested 

to be the first in seeing the Revelation did not 

believe; they looked at the Rolls of the Lamb as any 

scripture; behold the fall of these blinds; their 

names shall pass into the history of the world; and 

many shall serve as an ungrateful example, because 

of their lack of faith; their names shall be synonyms 

of skepticism; just as Judas was in his treason; 

although I verily say unto you that Judas is closer 

to the Kingdom of Heavens than the most illus-

trated among all the illustrated beings, which your 

odd life system produced; Judas did not have illus-

tration; and it is more likely for an ignorant who 

lived poorly to enter the Kingdom of Heavens than 

a wise man who was not poor; for the more a crea-

ture exalted him/herself, in an odd life system, the 

more rigorous the Father’s law of judgment is; for 
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the self-exalted is further away from the equality 

taught by the Father; the poor for undergoing pov-

erty is closer to what was said by the Father; and 

being closer to the Father, his award is greater; this 

is why your Father Jehovah, anticipating your 

appearance on this planet by centuries, prophesied: 

Every humble is first in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

every humble shall be exulted, and every big one 

despised; behold every divine parable said by the 

Father turns into reality as time goes by; I verily 

say unto you that everything expressed by the 

Father in his Scriptures, everything shall become 

materialized in this generation; for you requested 

it; everything imaginable is requested in the King-

dom of Heavens; this generation shall be called the 

Generation of the weeping and gnashing of teeth 

by the generations of the future; for the Final Judg-

ment is marked on you; the end of an odd life sys-

tem starts with you; which this humanity should 

have never ever known; for it was an immoral life 

system; no one requested the Father to be exploited 
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in any imaginable way; this only fact is an immoral-

ity before the Father; behold the weeping and 

gnashing of teeth of this world; which extolled gold 

more than the Father; which extolled one of His 

infinite creations; for gold is also living before the 

Father; gold speaks before the Father in its laws of 

gold; behold a story which shall shudder this world; 

a story which shall explain the world how it con-

ceived its own fall; it is a galactic story; a story as 

there are infinite ones in the Cosmos; a story which 

was born at the beginning of your beginning; fort 

every planetary beginning comes from another 

beginning; and every beginning is full of infinite 

beginnings; all of them coming from the same 

beginning; this means that in all the living Universe 

of Father Jehovah, there is a hierarchy in everything 

imaginable; including the beginnings; the hierar-

chies of the Universe are the Alpha and Omega of 

an infinite Galactic Organization; and you your-

selves are so; for no one is disinherited in the 

Father’s creation; behold what the Father said, was 
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sensed on Earth; many children of the universal 

knowledge have written about the Cosmos a lot; 

I verily say unto you that if what they wrote did 

not exalt the Father, above everything, you shall 

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for each letter 

and each expression of your work shall accuse you 

before the Father, of violating what you yourselves 

requested in your trials of life; the term: Above 

everything came out as a promise from your own 

selves; for you had free will when you asked the 

Father to know what you did not know; the same 

free will which you have in the human life; what 

is up above is the same as down below; behold a 

light which shall make almost all the authors of 

books of the world; for those who praised the 

Father in their work are counted with the fingers; 

counted with the fingers are those who in their 

written work wrote the first dedicatory among 

others, to the Father; I verily say unto you that 

every writer who was ungrateful towards his Cre-

ator, shall not see his Glory; nor shall they be 
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resurrected into children of twelve years old in the 

year 2001.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO CONSIDERED THE REVELATION OF 
FATHER JEHOVAH LIKE A SIMPLE IDEALISM, SHALL 
NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THE INFI-
NITE UNIVERSES EXIST FOR IDEALISM WHICH CAME 
OUT OF THE FATHER; EVERYTHING THAT EXIST 
EMERGED FROM A MICROSCOPIC IDEA; THE DIVINE 
IDEA WHICH CAME OUT OF THE FATHER STILL CON-
TINUES GETTING EXPANDED AND ALL THE OTHER 
IDEAS WITH NO EXCEPTION, CAME OUT OF THE 
IDEA WHICH CAME OUT OF THE FATHER; THE FIRST 
IDEA DIVINE-MENTAL SAID BY FATHER JEHOVAH, 
WAS: LET THERE BE LIGHT AND THERE WAS LIGHT; 
AND EVERY THINKING BEING GENERATES IDEAS 
WHICH AS TIME PASSES BY, BECOME MICROSCOPIC 
PLANETS, OCCUPYING ITS RESPECTIVE PLACES IN 
SPACE; THAT IS WHY IT WAS WRITTEN: EACH ONE 
MAKES HIS OWN HEAVEN; THE CREATION WHICH 
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CAME OUT OF ITSELF, IS EACH ONE’S WORK; AND 
BY YOUR MENTAL WORK YOU SHALL BE JUDGED.-

Yes little son; I know that you are thinking about 

the University of Tacna; you see son, that those 

who requested the Father to be the first in see-

ing the Revelation, are the first ones in denying 

it; these children confused what is of the Father, 

and what is of men; they placed the Revelation 

which came out of the Father, in the same human 

laws; it is true that the Father is everywhere imag-

inable; for everything imaginable becomes living 

before the Father; but, these children forgot that 

the Father has also got a divine free will; just as 

the children have it; what is up above is the same 

as down below; every child who denies what he 

himself requested in the Kingdom of Heavens, shall 

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for negating the 

Creator of everything is not written in the King-

dom; and what is not written in the Kingdom does 

not enter the Kingdom; I verily say unto you selfish 
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beings of the University of Tacna that because of 

you, no child who belonged to this university shall 

be able to enter the Father’s Kingdom; for before 

you came to life, you promised the Father, above 

everything, that anyone of you would receive the 

Revelation; announcing it to the entire world; all 

the spirits of that University agreed on that; and 

since you promised everything above everything, 

that includes the no entrance to the Kingdom of 

Heavens; for everything imaginable is requested to 

the Father; getting together by groups in any order 

of things, fulfills this law; because of you selfish 

beings of the intellect was it written: He who has a 

mouth speak; he who has eyes see; he who has ears 

listen; it means that one has to make the Father’s 

News known; since you requested to fulfill what is 

of the Father above everything imaginable, is that 

you shall have to pay this selfishness, second by 

second; you shall have to add all the seconds, of the 

time in which you hid the truth to the world; this 

law is for all those who saw and heard others talk 
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about the Rolls of the Lamb in that University; only 

two children fulfilled in a certain degree what they 

themselves promised the Father to fulfill; they do 

enter the Father’s Kingdom; never ever has selfish-

ness been awarded in the Kingdom of Heavens; for 

it is not known; and everything that is not known 

does not enter the Kingdom; I verily say unto you 

selfish beings of the intellect, that is spite of your 

odd opposition to what is universal, the Father 

shall extend his law anyway; your strange behavior 

is the same that you had in the era of the roman 

despotism; for if every spirit is born again, every 

spirit has lived in different epochs; you still keep 

the selfish rock; you shall soon be before the Father, 

requesting an opportunity; it has happened many 

times already; you shall have an opportunity; but, 

you shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; until 

you pay up to the last second of your selfishness; 

for each second of selfishness, you shall have to 

pay it by living an existence out of the Kingdom of 

Heavens; behold every life is so, due to debt and 
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violation to what is small; time and matter com-

plain before the Father; seconds and molecules; 

for having Him created everything, the everything 

returns to Him; just as you shall have to return; I 

know little son that you are wondering why these 

beings negated a Doctrine which was about to be 

published; I shall tell you son: These selfish beings 

were afraid of the truth; and they feared the reign-

ing philosophy; which means that they live in a 

conditional freedom; they feared who they shall 

call mundane; they are blind in themselves, who 

live in a blind system at the same time; they are 

blinds leading other blinds; and all those who were 

blind, for it was convenient to them, shall not enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for a real 

blind to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for a 

voluntary blind; the real blind did not see anything; 

the voluntary blind saw many unfair things and 

did nothing.-
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Yes little son; this celestial drawing teaches in a 

celestial psychology, the House of Father Jehovah; 

a place preferred by the Father; for being the Father 

everywhere, He also has preferences; as His chil-

dren of the Universe have them; what is up above 

is the same as down below; the House of Father 

Jehovah is the House of every child of the light; 

for no one is disinherited in the Father; the House 

of the Father is a common House for everyone; 

in the House of the Father one enters and comes 

out of it; from very remote places of the Universe, 
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one hears talking about the House of the Father; 

one lives the eternal Glory there; the creatures in 

the House of the Father have no number; for the 

House of the Father gets expanded at every instant; 

for His divine creation does not stop growing; the 

celestial time reigns there; one celestial second 

is equivalent to one terrestrial century; and it is 

so immense and infinite that you children of the 

Earth, are not known there; for none of you has 

entered the Kingdom of Heavens again; for it is an 

immutable law of every planet that made its laws 

opposing the Father’s, to not to see the Father 

again; if your planet would not have known its 

strange and immoral life system, based on the laws 

of gold, you would enter the House of the Father 

again; your covenants with all the elements of the 

world in which you are were made there; for one 

goes to the remote planets to know new lives with 

first-hand knowledge; every cause is hereditary; 

it is transmitted from sun to sun; from world to 

world; for the mandates of the Father are not just 
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for one sole world; for what is of the Father is not 

enclosed in one world; His divine mandates, are 

fulfilled as the worlds and suns are being born; for 

nothing imaginable has got any limits in the Father; 

Were you not taught that your God was infinite? I 

verily say unto you that the concept that you have 

of the infinite is a microscopic concept; for in your 

requests of life, you requested to know the limit 

of things; and even so, you promised the Father to 

extoll Him in the human life, above everything; no 

one requested their own Creator of life to belittle 

Him in anything; certainly all those who belittled 

Him in power shall not enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens again; the term: Above everything, includes 

not to enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; Yes 

little son; I know that you are thinking of Doctor 

Barrera from the city of Tacna; and you wonder 

why he denied the Revelation; I shall tell you little 

son that this child, as there are millions in the 

world, cultivated a belief which did not include 

the Revelation; for he cultivated a strange belief, 
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influenced in a great degree by the psychology of 

the odd life system, based on gold; if this child 

had cultivated in life the real Gospel of the Father, 

he would have had greater care before what his 

eyes saw for the first time; for it was written: He 

who searches shall find; which means that it is 

not enough to reject a fact; one has to investigate 

it up to its last consequences; one had to become 

in the trials of life in the greatest investigator of 

the Father’s affairs; for thus all the beings in this 

world promised it; they promised it above all the 

imaginable things; which means that above every 

human investigation, the search of what is of the 

Father was first; if it did not happen that way, it 

is because the thinking being found something 

strange on his way; just like this child of Tacna 

who remained with his mundane way of thinking, 

likewise shall he remain out of the Kingdom of 

Heavens; for being everything imaginable living 

before the Father, and having all the same rights 

before His divine presence, is that every Revelation, 
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letter by letter, do too; and the Revelation com-

plains before the Father of having been despised 

on the remote planet Earth; and since all have the 

same rights, the complaint and the accusation is 

letter by letter; each living letter has got a free will, 

different from the others; and because of these 

little ones, every despiser who saw the Revelation 

and kept silent, shall not enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; every Revelation was requested by them 

themselves; for everything that one does not know, 

is requested to the Father; every skeptical being 

who saw the Rolls of the Lamb before they were 

published, fell before the Father; certainly the odd 

religious faith spoiled them; these children dis-

trusted everything that was a Revelation; and they 

drew away from the search of it; they were deceived 

by a false belief of what is true; it is not that they 

had bad faith in life; what occurred to them was 

that the chosen way was not of the truth; if the way 

chosen by their free wills had been the true one, 

the Revelation which they requested themselves, 
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would not have surprised them; for the Revelation 

would have encountered profound investigators; 

behold the fall of not only them, but of all their 

relatives; for each spirit requested the Father com-

mon laws; which means, it was enough for one to 

know it for all to know it; that is why, because of 

certain selfish beings this world does not enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; for every common idea 

is expansive; it covers individuals, families and 

nations; what is common in the Father makes no 

exception of anybody; for it was taught that all of 

you are equal in rights, before God; behold the 

weeping and gnashing of teeth of every skeptical 

being, who let himself be surprised by the Revela-

tion; behold the tragedy that leads to a knowing 

knowledge that is strange to the faithfulness of the 

Scriptures of the Father; what is of the Father is 

infinitely perfect; what is of the children, imper-

fect; and within that imperfection, all promised 

the Father to search for perfection; all promised 

to imitate Him in the trials of life; certainly no 
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living perfection, which did not take the Father’s 

Scriptures into account, shall enter the Kingdom 

of Heavens; the own Scriptures shall impede them; 

I verily say unto you that the common law which 

you requested the Father, includes matter and 

spirit; for no one is less before the Father; behold 

another weeping and gnashing of teeth; for all 

those who making use of their free will, did not 

choose a common thinking in life, shall not enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one 

who imitated the Father in life, even if it was in a 

microscopic and imperfect way to enter the King-

dom of the Father, than for one who avoided what 

is of the Father; the most microscopic imitation 

of the Father is infinitely awarded by the Father; 

behold all those who thought with an influence of 

licentiousness, shall not see the Father’s Glory; no 

one requested to live in licentiousness in the trials 

of life; licentiousness is from darkness; it is not 

from the Kingdom of Heavens; and in this world, 

licentiousness came out of a strange and immoral 
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life system, whose cause was the illusion towards 

gold; behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of 

all those who got to know licentiousness; I verily 

say unto you that if the time in which you got to 

know this darkness was just one second, you shall 

not enter the kingdom of Heavens either; for this 

immoral second which you did not request in the 

Kingdom, corresponds living an existence out of 

the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the weeping and 

gnashing of teeth of an entire world; a world whose 

morality is strange and unknown in the Kingdom 

of Heavens; a world that build its hopes up on the 

power of gold; getting away from the real cause, 

which they should have known in the trials of life; 

certainly because of this strange illusion-sensation, 

no generation that felt it and lived it, has entered 

the Kingdom of Heavens again.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THE SCROLLS OF THE LAMB OF GOD

ALPHA AND OMEGA
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ALL THOSE WHO REQUESTED THAT THE REVELA-
TION WERE SHOWN TO THEM FIRST, AND DID NOT 
BELIEVE, SHALL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF 
HEAVENS; THE FIRST WHO DID NOT BELIEVE SHALL 
REMAIN IN THE GREATEST MISERY; THEY THEM-
SELVES REQUESTED SUCH PUNISHMENT TO THEIR 
OWN SKEPTICISM; THESE BEINGS SHALL CURSE 
THE SO-CALLED HUMAN MORALITY, WHICH CAME 
OUT OF THE SO-CALLED LIFE SYSTEM, BASED ON 
GOLD; A STRANGE MORALITY WHICH MADE THEM 
DOUBT AND EVEN DISOWN WHAT THEY REQUEST-
ED IN THE FATHER’S KINGDOM THEMSELVES.-

Yes little son; all those who requested to receive 

the Revelation, all of them fell; the world shall 

know them; their names shall pass to the history 

of the new world; behold all of them disowned the 

own promise that they made to the Father; these 
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beings shall be despised by the world; for a new 

psychology shall be extended throughout the world; 

a psychology which shall be called the era of the 

weeping and gnashing of teeth; many of those who 

disowned the Father, are in the law of damnation; 

not a single molecule of their flesh shall defend 

them in the Kingdom of Heavens; for by disowning 

as spirits, they also disowned their covenants to 

enter the Kingdom of the Father; behold the weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth of the first who requested 

in the Kingdom to have the glory of being the first 

in giving the News to the world; the Father fulfilled; 

the Rolls of the Lamb of God were shown to them 

in the instants and circumstances that they 

requested in the Kingdom themselves; for every-

thing is requested in the Kingdom; every event that 

took place in the trials of life, is requested; one 

requests; and those who requested to receive the 

Rolls, requested all the circumstances and facts of 

it; I verily say unto you that many requested it at 

home, others at universities and schools; others to 
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be told by letters; by mail; not even one told 

another; and if someone did so, he told selfish 

beings; I verily say unto you that all those who 

despise the one who speaks in the name of Father 

Jehovah, he shall also be despised here in this 

world and in others; those who despised the 

Father’s Emissary shall remain in the greatest mis-

ery; for thus they requested the Father themselves; 

no one requests the Father to be indifferent with 

His laws; all promise Him this or that; those who 

despised Him in this world, did so because they 

cultivated an odd faith in their lives; which came 

out of an odd morality; which came out at the same 

time of an odd life system based on gold; I verily 

say unto you children of despise that if you had not 

known the strange influence of such an odd life 

system, you would not have despised what is of 

the Father; and you could have entered the King-

dom of Heavens; for the Father gets moved with 

those who got moved by Him; I verily say unto you 

despiteful beings of the celestial law that by 
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despising the Father, you despised the greatest part 

of your destiny; you despised the own eternity; for 

none of you shall be resurrected into a child in this 

existence; that was your award; that was the agree-

ment written in the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily 

say unto you that by your own eyes you shall see 

what you despised; you shall see that every long-

suffering humble shall be resurrected in new flesh; 

he/she becomes a child again; for it is written that 

the new world shall be of the children; for theirs 

is the Kingdom of Heavens; every world is sur-

rounded of a heaven; behold your weeping and 

gnashing of teeth; I verily say unto you that you 

missed the divine opportunity of being the first 

chosen ones of Father Jehovah; for having you been 

the first in proclaiming what is of the Father on 

Earth, the Father would proclaim you too, first in 

heaven; for what is up above is the same as down 

below; you requested infinite awards; for the divine 

awards of the Father have no limits in anything 

imaginable; Were you not taught that your God is 
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infinite? Behold what many of you did in this life, 

you did it in other lives; in other existences and in 

other worlds you did the same; you disowned the 

Father; for every spirit is born again in many plan-

etary dwellings; to be born again is to reincarnate; 

both terms are the same law; behold your fall in 

this world, which is not the first one; imperfection 

is like that; one is born infinite times in order to 

conquer one virtue; behold one of the infinite 

meanings of the divine parable which was said to 

you: Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy 

face; for every material law and every spiritual law 

cost to earn them; every living costs; for in each 

existence one learns new knowledge; new salt of 

life; behold every strange morality always causes a 

tragedy in the creatures; for this world shall be 

shuddered by its own work; by its own immorali-

ties; for it was not inspired in the Father’s Scrip-

tures, when creating a life system; having this 

humanity promised it above everything; I verily say 

unto you that the divine Revelation comes to the 
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world, starting on the basis that all of you lived 

according to the Father’s morality; and not accord-

ing to gold’s morality; the latter one is unknown 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; for every self-interest 

is of the demon; it comes out of darkness; I verily 

say unto you that he who lived according to gold, 

shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for he is 

looked at as a stranger; I verily say unto you that 

everything that came out of such strange life sys-

tem, which recognized gold as its god, impedes you 

to enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; your free 

will should have created an egalitarian life system; 

imitating the divine expression of the Father in his 

Scriptures: All are equal in rights before God; 

behold everyone’s fall; for your spirit got to know 

division in all its virtues; which should have never 

happened; for you were told by the own Scriptures: 

Only satan divides and he divides himself; no spirit 

who got to know the influence of division, shall 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the most micro-

scopic imitation to satan impedes the entrance to 
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the Kingdom of Heavens; the most microscopic 

vice that one had in the trials of life, likewise; So 

it is little son; every skeptical being of strange 

morality made the weeping and gnashing of teeth 

of the world to be even more painful; for by hiding 

from the world what they saw, what they did was 

to add their points of darkness; for they delayed 

the own Revelation; there are trillions and trillions 

of seconds gone by, since the instant in which 

Father Jehovah reincarnated in you; trillions of 

instants in which they did not believe in you; each 

instant is living in the divine presence of the Father; 

and each instant accuses every skeptical being; they 

accuse them of belittling them with a strange 

morality; which diminishes their own philosophy 

of serving Father Jehovah all the time, above every 

time; which is equivalent to say above everything; 

the instants cry; for the spirit did not believe; and 

for each tear of every little one, it is a remote exis-

tence which must be fulfilled out of the Kingdom 

of Heavens; behold a weeping and gnashing of 
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teeth of an entire world; which cultivated a strange 

faith; a faith with an influence of an odd living; 

for the interest of every human mind is the obli-

gating possession; behold your life trials were 

falsified; for none of you should have gotten to 

know a single microscopic part of this odd life 

system; for all the human spirits promised the 

Father to do everything in life according to his 

Scriptures; and not according to gold; I verily say 

unto you that he who conceived such strange way 

of living, it would have been better for him not to 

have been born in this world; for he has got a ter-

rible accusation in the Kingdom of Heavens; such 

demon or demons shall be accused in the presence 

of the Father of having taking a humanity away 

from Him; a world which shall not enter the King-

dom of Heavens; behold those who created the 

so-called capitalism, all of them are condemned; 

all of them are damned; weeping and gnashing of 

teeth to the guilty ones; the world shall witness 

shocking events of an entire dynasty, who wanted 
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to share the world by hoarding gold; behold the 

demon of this world; and there is no other; all the 

other demons have come out of this demon; 

behold the corruptors of the world; behold the 

traffickers of innocences; behold the purchasers 

of minds; behold satan, who fights against the 

divine morality of the Scriptures of the Father, by 

using the odd morality which came out of gold; 

behold satan, fighting against the equality taught 

by the Father; I verily say unto you that equality 

overcomes the strange morality which came out 

of gold in this world.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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IF A RELIGIOUS BEING DOES NOT ENTER THE KING-
DOM OF HEAVENS, FOR DIVIDING THE WORLD IN 
MANY BELIEFS, OTHERS WHO FOR SERVING THE 
FATHER’S SCRIPTURES, ALSO DIVIDED, THESE DO 
ENTER THE FATHER’S KINGDOM; THERE ARE INFI-
NITE KINDS OF DIVISION; BETWEEN THE RELIGIOUS 
CONCEPTS AND THE DIVINE SCRIPTURES OF FA-
THER JEHOVAH, THE FATHER’S SCRIPTURES ARE 
FIRST; THE RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS REQUESTED THE 
FATHER TO BE TRIALED AND JUDGED, ACCORDING 
TO THE SPIRIT’S WORK.-

Yes little son; between what came out of the 

Father’s divine free will and what has come out 

of the free will of His children, there is an infin-

ity of difference; although all the creatures of the 

worlds are made to the image and resemblance of 

God, each child requested a free will to the Father; 
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he/she requested being responsible of their own 

acts; without the living free will which you enjoy, 

it would have been impossible to you to fulfill the 

oldest of the mandates, which came out of the 

Father: Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat 

of thy face; for you would not have responsibili-

ties of your acts; every form of interpreting the 

Father’s Scriptures came out of your free will; from 

the individual and the collective ones; certainly 

your Father Jehovah makes your trials as His own; 

Were you not taught that your God is everywhere? 

He is also in what is invisible of all your sensibili-

ties and sensations; you requested the Father to 

interpret Him according to your free will; and the 

Father conceded it to you; for everything imagin-

able which came out of you, is requested in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; one requests in the place 

in the Universe where one came out; your place 

of creation are the suns Alpha and Omega of the 

galaxy Trino; I verily say unto you that Trino is all 

the infinity that surrounds you; and you shall never 
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know any limits of Trino; for what is of the Father 

has no limits in anything; and within the galaxy 

Trino are all the names of everything that up to now 

you requested to know; for every limit known and 

requested in every trial of life, is also requested; I 

verily say unto you that even the number of your 

sighs are requested; the religious beings of this 

world requested Father Jehovah to trial a form of 

interpretation of his Scriptures, in free will; what 

they did not request the Father was to divide any-

body, not even in the most microscopic way; for all 

knew in the Kingdom of Heavens that only satan 

divides; every religious spirit saw in the Kingdom 

how satan divided the Father’s angels; and no one 

in their trial requests, requested to imitate him; all 

had the intention of fulfilling the equality taught 

by the Father in their respective forms of interpre-

tation; every religious or not religious spirit came 

out of the Father’s Kingdom, knowing that he who 

cultivated in his free will, any form of division, 

would not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; just like 
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satan was thrown out, so do his imitators; no spirit 

divided in its thinkings shall enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; nor has any of them entered; this Revela-

tion was said to you in another parable: One cannot 

serve two masters; which means that every human 

thinking should have made one sole psychology out 

of their own life, within his/her own individuality; 

and each act of their lives should have carried the 

conscious or unconscious seal of the divine man-

date of the Father; that way, each idea, each act, 

each sensation, each project, each mental destiny 

would not have anything to accuse the spirit with, 

which requested to be trialed; I verily say unto you 

that every trial of life starts from oneself; it starts 

with the cultivation of the own virtues; behold the 

Ark of Covenants; for no one is alone in the trials 

of life; each human spirit requested covenants with 

318 living virtues; behold the germ of every living 

morality expressed in every thinking; in each act, 

instant by instant, which you have made in life, 

318 free wills have intervened; which requested to 
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get united to tour spirit’s own free will; at every 

instant when one thinks in the daily work, 318 

virtues merge in one; this mental action is called 

Thinking Fire in Alpha Action in Revelation; for 

it gives way to every mental or physical act; alpha 

is the creative beginning of everything imagined; 

behold no one is disinherited at the beginning; not 

even the invisible of your thinking; the religious 

beings are judged by Father Jehovah like the rest of 

His creatures; I verily say unto you that every faith 

is trialed by the Father; and every faith requested to 

be trialed; there is no faith which has not requested 

any form of struggle; for no faith is given for free; 

every faith costs a sweat on the face; every faith 

has to overcome difficulties, doubts, uncertainties; 

for it got united to a spirit who requested being 

trialed in its entire being; in all its thinking; in 

all its virtues; behold every religious being who 

did not make the effort of investigating something 

which was uncommon regarding matters of faith, 

disowned the Father; the Father is infinite; He is 
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not absolutely in one faith; He is in every faith of 

all the thinking beings; Were you not taught that 

God is in everyone and everywhere? And did you 

not know then that the Revelation is coming to the 

world by surprise; Like the surprise caused by a 

burglar? I verily say unto you that you should have 

never looked less a humble’s work; for by humil-

ity you shall fall; through humility shall the truth 

enter the world; I verily say unto you that just as 

it was in the past, it will be humility which shall 

transform the world; not those who constituted 

themselves into rock; selfish rocks, who delayed 

the Father’s Revelation; the religious beings which 

the world shall know, requested to receive the 

Revelation of the Rolls of the Lamb, in a given 

instant in life; and when the instant of doing it 

arrived, they did not make the effort of investigat-

ing; knowing these false prophets that it is written: 

He who searches shall find; behold all those who 

despised what they requested in the Father’s King-

dom, shall be judged in a public judgment; for each 
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second of delay which was caused by their selfish 

silence, they also made the world be delayed; each 

human spirit shall have to fulfill for each second 

of silence gone by, one existence out of the King-

dom of Heavens; for the selfish religious beings 

made the light to be delayed for the rest; I verily 

say unto you that every event requested and writ-

ten in the Kingdom of Heavens, is fulfilled with a 

divine precision; for everything is perfect in the 

Father; behold a weeping and gnashing of teeth 

of an entire world who trusted the blinds of the 

faith; for no one is exclusive in their own beliefs; 

nor did anyone requested to be so; I verily say unto 

you religious of the world, that your humility is 

not the true humility; for there are many kinds 

of humility; the true humility is born among the 

long-suffering; among the most long-suffering of 

the long-suffering children; you forget very often 

that you lead the Judgment of God; for being the 

first in teaching what is of God came out of you; he 

who focuses on being the first to teach others what 
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is of the Father, is the first in being called to judg-

ment; first the Father attends him; this is a Final 

Judgment; for the humble are first to the Father; 

there are infinite kinds of being first; I verily say 

unto you that the first among the first is the one 

who was most despised among you; therefore, he 

who did not consider himself despised in life, be 

sure of not being the first in the divine presence of 

the Father; behold another weeping and gnashing 

of teeth of those who enjoyed the odd life system 

based on gold the most; for they did not know 

despise; he who requested the Father to know what 

is more painful of an existence, has got the greater 

award; and you religious beings of the world, are 

not among the first; for none of you shall know 

the Glory of the Father; for the Father is one; and 

you did not make Him one in your teachings; and 

since you did not do that, you confused the world 

with strange beliefs.-
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Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows what 

you already knew since you were a boy; all the reli-

gious ideas generated by the thought, are divided 

in space; and by getting divided they get away from 

Father Jehovah’s Kingdom; for the divine truth 

which came out of the Father has never got divided; 

the divided ideas in their mental magnetism do not 

get to their source of origin; for there is always a 

magnetic attraction between the creature and his/

her remote point of origin; this attraction would 

never contradict itself if the creature generated 

ideas of the highest morality at every instant that 

the mind can imagine; the men of this world by 

giving you an immoral life system, made all the 

number of ideas which you generated in life, devi-

ate from their source of origin; but if they had 

given you a life system in which all of you had 

kept your innocence, the ideas generated in that 

state would neither get divided nor get lost in the 

Cosmos; the innocence with which one comes out 

of the Kingdom of Heavens, has got a numerical 
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vibration; which if being kept in the remote worlds, 

would not have any inconvenience in returning 

to the same point in the Universe, where it came 

out of; when the innocence gets to know what it 

never should have known, its numerical vibration 

changes; a disharmony takes place in it; for what 

the innocence should have never known, is not 

written in the divine books of the universal life; 

and what was not written in the Kingdom,. does 

not exist; and every spirit who lost its innocence, 

gets lost in the Cosmos; wanders through eterni-

ties; and darkness tries to trap it; behold the con-

sequences when the inhabited worlds are not ruled 

by the Father’s Scriptures in their life systems; your 

life system was guided by the laws of gold; and not 

by the Father’s laws; that is why no human spirit 

who requested to know life in this world, has been 

able to enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; if 

there was another more moral and fairer life system 

in this world, you would certainly return to your 

place of origin; behold the Alpha and Omega of 
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the divine cause of every Scripture; every Scripture 

which comes out of the Father always teaches the 

highest morality; it always extols the innocence 

above everything; for without it no one enters the 

Kingdom of Heavens again; and if this was not 

enough, the divine Father Jehovah sent you proph-

ets and even His divine First-born Son; I verily say 

unto you that the tragedy of this world came out 

of every religious and every capitalist; it came out 

of the followers of the rock, and the followers of 

gold; rock for the images; gold for the exploitation; 

I verily say unto you that if the world would have 

not known these beings of strange thinking, all of 

you would have entered the Kingdom of Heavens; 

for you would not have had the need of a Final 

Judgment; the divine Father would have nothing 

against you; I verily say unto you that this world 

has fallen before the Laws of their Creator, for 

living a strange life system; for saturating their 

ideas with a strange magnetism called immoral-

ity; behold satan’s work; behold the weeping and 
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gnashing of teeth of this generation who built their 

hopes up on gold; behold a world who requested 

a form of life, which included the forgetfulness of 

their past; behold the greatest of Revelations for 

this world; who requested the Father to know all 

their past, in the Final Judgment; who requested to 

know how things were done; for every judgment is 

made with first-hand knowledge; nothing exists by 

chance in the Father; I verily say unto you religious 

and capitalists of this planet, that here in this pres-

ent you shall pay one part of your spiritual debt. 

regarding Father Jehovah; for what you have to pay, 

covers infinite future existences; what you did in 

harm and injustice is like the number of molehills 

contained in a desert; in which, each molehill rep-

resents a future existence, in which you shall pay 

some of your debt; you have got pending debts 

from other existences; from other worlds; and you 

must add this world’s too; I verily say unto you, 

demons of the world, that even the hidden sins are 

paid; and you have a lot of hidden debts; even what 
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is invisible is judged by the Father; behold demons 

just as you divided the world with an odd life sys-

tem, likewise shall the world divide you; with the 

same rod that you measured the world, you shall be 

measured; behold children of suffering, your yoke 

falls as it was written; and by the fall of this odd 

living yoke, the true happiness comes to this world; 

the Millennium of Peace comes; the world Omega 

comes; a world which came out of the darkness of 

the first; a world which shall keep the innocence 

above everything; a world which will have lived the 

terrible experience of the weeping and gnashing of 

teeth; a world which shall know how to keep the 

joy of a child in life; for in the new world Omega, 

the life system will have excluded every suffering; 

behold that it was written: Let the children come 

to me, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heavens; for 

theirs is the new world Omega; it was written too: 

Heaven and Earth shall pass, but my Words shall 

not pass; it means that this world and its life system 

shall pass into the dust of oblivion; but my Words 
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shall not pass means that from them, which are 

the own eternity, a new Doctrine shall be born to 

the world; behold a world which the ambitious 

for gold were not capable of giving it to you; for 

they always wanted the best for themselves; and 

the worst for others; behold a world which should 

have been a model of love since many centuries 

ago; and not a model of darkness; behold the end 

of the world of trials; a world requested by your 

own selves; one more world which passes into the 

infinite stories of the worlds; of the world that 

existed; for each microscopic particle, whichever 

it may be, is a world that lived its own microscopic 

time; this world called dust-planet, is not known 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; only Father Jehovah, 

the Solar Mother Omega, and certain solar par-

ents who were prophets on this Earth, know it; 

behold any self-exalted being on any dust-planet 

is not known by anyone, out of their dust world; 

behold the tremendous complex of inferiority that 

every proud and every conceited being finds out 
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of this Earth; behold the punishment that every 

self-exalted being in all the worlds which are tri-

aled receives; behold only all the meek at heart 

are known out of the worlds; for all the living 

virtues recognize them and invite them to visit 

their divine dwellings; which are the gigantic solar 

luminaries.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO CULTIVATED THE RELIGIOUS FAITH 
IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, MUST ADD UP ALL THE SEC-
ONDS OF SUCH BELIEF; AND MUST DIVIDE THEIR 
AWARDS BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RELIGIONS, 
WHICH THE HUMAN FREE WILL CREATED; IT WAS 
WRITTEN: ONLY SATAN DIVIDES AND HE DIVIDES 
HIMSELF; ONE THING IS THE DIVINE PSYCHOL-
OGY OF THE DIVINE GOSPEL OF FATHER JEHOVAH, 
AND ANOTHER IS THE STRANGE PSYCHOLOGY 
WHICH CAME OUT OF THE STRANGE RELIGIONS; 
THIS STRANGE FORM OF FAITH, WHICH EMERGED 
FROM THE ODD LIFE SYSTEM OF GOLD, DIVIDED 
THE UNIVERSAL CONCEPT OF JUST ONE GOD ONLY; 
THE SO-CALLED RELIGIONS ARE NOT WRITTEN IN 
THE DIVINE GOSPEL OF FATHER JEHOVAH; THE 
RELIGIOUS INHERITANCE CAUSES THE GREATEST 
SPIRITUAL TRAGEDY IN THOSE WHO CULTIVATED IT; 
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FOR NO THINKING SPIRIT REQUESTED THE FATHER 
TO DIVIDE ONESELF; FOR NO ONE WHO DIVIDED 
HIMSELF, NO ONE SHALL ENTER THE KINGDOM OF 
HEAVENS.-

Yes little son; so it is; when my divine Solar First-

born Son Christ said: Upon this rock I shall build 

my church, he said so by thinking in the divine 

psychology of the Gospel of Father Jehovah; he did 

not think in any mental division, for the divine 

Gospel of the Father, teaches equality in all the 

imaginable forms; for being the Father infinite, His 

divine terms also cover the infinity; I verily say unto 

you that the supreme trial of the human free will, 

was and is not to have gotten divided in a strange 

confusion, before one sole and same Gospel; if 

satan divides, what is human mental should have 

never imitated satan; not even in the most micro-

scopic way; the interpretation of the divine Gospel 

of Father Jehovah, should have been just one, 

within each human individuality; many will say 
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that no one thinks the same as another; it is very 

true; but, the experience of not getting divided 

came out of each one of you; for everything imagin-

able was requested to the Father; you did not know 

the sensation of not getting divided; you requested 

the Father to know in your own selves a free will, 

whose attribute and quality was not to understand 

each other mutually; and to share in different men-

tal sensations, the same experiences of the trials 

of life; and every experience has got at the same 

time its own reign or macrocosm; everything that 

the thinking mind generates, everything turns into 

a universe; nothing perishes; everything that was 

imagined in the trials of life, everything turns into 

cosmos or salt of life; even your palate taste, 

becomes a galaxy; the Father’s divine seal is the 

own infinity; those who divided and those who let 

themselves be divided, created future reigns in 

which they perpetuated division; behold a drama 

that begins in this world with the weeping and 

gnashing of teeth; to recognize in a given instant 
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the own inheritance divided and lost in the infinity, 

constitutes the greatest tragedy in the eternity of 

the spirit; the salt of life that came out of every 

mind, in the form of an idea, speaks in the presence 

of the divine Father Jehovah; and accuses the spirit 

who gave it the living division as an inheritance; 

inheritance tries to shake off the tragedy of not 

being able to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold 

the spiritual drama of those who let themselves be 

influenced by the odd religious faith; all the ideas 

that these creatures generated in the trials of life, 

are divided; for the ideas in their free wills are 

solidary with one another; thinking in what is of 

the Father, constitutes the supreme mandate to 

them; and if the spirit thought in religious psychol-

ogy, it influenced all its ideas with division; the 

spirits of this world should have thought of one 

sole psychology of the divine Gospel of the Father; 

if it had been that way, no living idea would have 

known division; no human mental idea would 

accuse any spirit; for all of them would enter the 
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Kingdom of Heavens; behold your accusers form 

legions or armies; calculate the numbers of ideas 

that you generated in the trials of life, beginning 

from the age of twelve, and you will have an idea 

of the number of your accusers; for it is written 

that the divine judgment of Father Jehovah, 

includes all that is imagined by the creatures; it 

includes everything; the invisible and the visible; 

what one can see, and what one cannot see; the 

spiritual and the physical; what is felt and not seen; 

what is seen and one does not know its origin; the 

everything above everything is judged by the divine 

intellectual judgment; whose complement is the 

physical judgment; which shall also be called the 

judgment of fire; behold the fruit of the so-called 

christian world; a world of hypocrisy; a world of a 

strange morality; a world not written in the King-

dom of Heavens; for no one requested the Father 

to be hypocritical in the trials of life; no one 

requested the Father to serve many masters; no 

one requested to get divided; no one requested to 
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imitate satan, who in the Macrocosm called King-

dom of Heaven, had divided the Father’s angels; 

the so-called christian world got divided in its own 

faith; they adored saints, prophets, souls, images, 

amulets, stamps, medals; and they adored them-

selves; with the strange and immoral fashions; get-

ting to the extreme of this immorality by confusing 

the sexes; Woe betide those who being from one 

sex dressed fashions from the other sex!! It would 

have been better for them not to have requested 

the trials of life; for they would be within the King-

dom of Heavens; every immorality and every 

strange inclination, which was in conflict with the 

divine morality of the divine Commandments, con-

stitutes one master; a strange master who took 

possession of a sensation called spirit in a micro-

scopic time; the divine parable that says: One can-

not serve two masters, refers to all the evil 

inclinations; behold the strange masters were cre-

ated by the strange and unknown life system, 

which came out of gold; the so-called christian 
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world let themselves be influenced by strange 

morality emerged from this strange life system; the 

only ones who did not let themselves be influenced 

by what was not written in the Kingdom, were the 

revolutionaries who gave their lives, fighting 

against the odd life system, which came out of the 

strange possession of gold; I verily say unto you 

that every revolutionary is a prophet in the King-

dom of Heavens; every spirit in virtue of its free 

will, requests the own characteristics of its requests 

to the Father; so it is that there are biblical proph-

ets and no biblical prophets; there is everything in 

the Lord’s vineyard; every prophet, whichever the 

characteristics of his requests may be, is a revolu-

tionary; at every instant, the strange and immoral 

life system, emerged from the possession of gold, 

needed revolutionary spirits; the first Revolution-

ary of this world was the First-born Son; for his 

divine hierarchy is solar; it is infinitely more ele-

vated than the human’s; the divine has always led 

every Revolution in eternity, on the remote planets; 
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for the living God is everywhere; when the revolu-

tions carry a seal of justice, they are great in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; in this world, every revolu-

tion is justified in the Father’s Kingdom; but, those 

which are justified first are those that are produced 

by the exploited; for they have got a cause before 

the Father; for no one requested the Father to be 

exploited in the trials of life; those who had in 

abundance in the trials of life, and made revolu-

tions, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; only 

those who struggled for the humble and the 

exploited, shall enter the Kingdom; it is an immo-

rality before the Father that having one had more 

than what others had, still had struggled in order 

to have more; those who acted that way in the trials 

of life, perpetuated pain and injustice in those who 

had little or nothing; I verily say unto you that this 

blindness is paid in this judgment, up to the last 

molecule; those who had more than what was man-

dated, shall remain in the greatest poverty; and 

those who had little or nothing shall be satiated; 
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for I verily say unto you that no one requested the 

Eternal to have more than another in the trials of 

life; this strange tendency of having everything is 

not a tree planted by the divine Father Jehovah; 

and it shall be pulled out from its roots, in the new 

generations’ thinking; you children of the world 

Alpha, think in a strange way; those who shall 

come after you, will not think like you; for they 

shall not have the strange influence which took 

hold of you; you were a product made into a custom 

of a strange life system; the creatures of the world 

Omega, shall not know the strange influence of 

having more than others; they shall not have in 

themselves the strange complex; a complex which 

was requested by nobody in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; I verily say unto you that no complex-ridden 

one of the trials of life shall enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; it is more likely for one who never heard 

the word wealth to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, 

than for one who heard such strange word; for not 

even the word wealth was requested by this 
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humanity; behold the end of the strangest of the 

strange life systems; entire generation since the 

beginning of the world, swarm out of the Kingdom 

of Heaven, for they lived in themselves a strange 

influence, not written in their life requests; and up 

to the last creature of this generation who got to 

know such strange way of living, shall remain out 

of the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the weeping 

and gnashing of teeth of the divine Final Judgment; 

what should have been crashes with what should 

not have been in the human trials of life; what 

should have been, was not; and what should not 

have been, was; the first cause of the fall of this 

world, in their life trials, is not to have considered 

the Scriptures of Father Jehovah when the human 

free will created a form of life; Did this world not 

know that what is of the Father was above every 

imaginable thing? The term: Above everything, 

above every initiative, of any form of life; behold 

the greatest forgetfulness of this humanity; the 

tragedy-forgetfulness; for this forgetfulness costs 
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the no entrance to the Kingdom of Heavens; behold 

no so-called christian shall see the Glory of the 

Father; the culprits are the so-called religions and 

the odd life system, which came out of the laws of 

gold; the ones to blame are those who spoke about 

legality in this world; for they defended an odd 

legality, not written in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

for the own life system is not written either; those 

who extolled the most the strange life system 

which came out of gold, are mostly guilty of the 

suffering of this world; they are the greatest blinds 

of the human intellect; for they were the ones who 

were more distant from Father Jehovah’s divine 

Gospel; the strange illusion took hold of them to 

the degree of disowning what is spiritual in the 

others; they turned into beasts; the great beast is 

the group of ambitious beings, who emerged from 

the strange life system called capitalism; the weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth shall be of these demons; 

for they shall remain in the greatest poverty; they 

shall be measured with the same rod with which 
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they measured others; this law of justice was 

requested by them themselves in the Kingdom of 

Heavens; for everything imaginable is requested 

to the Father; including all the forms of judgment; 

and the so-called religious, which came out of a 

strange way of interpreting the divine Gospel of 

the Father, shall also be divided; for they divided 

the world of faith in many beliefs; being there just 

one God only; behold the greatest culprits of the 

weeping and gnashing of teeth, which is hovering 

over this world; a strange world which should have 

never existed; a world which took the licentious-

ness of not fulfilling what is of God, above every-

thing; a strange world which has its hours 

numbered; a strange world which does not reach 

the year 2000; for the Final Judgment surprises 

them; just like a burglar surprises; I verily say unto 

you that the so-called church of this world shall be 

pulled out from its roots; for it is not a tree planted 

by Father Jehovah; the fall of this strange form of 

faith, shall bring the world a cleaner spirituality; 
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for it shall not rest on the strange material adora-

tion; the adoration which pleases Father Jehovah 

the least; for with such strange adoration, the crea-

tures go backwards in their own evolution instead 

of advancing; I verily say unto you that up to the 

last instant of going backwards in the evolution of 

my creatures, is paid in this judgment; I verily say 

unto you, children of the religious rock, that 

because of you this world has a delay of twenty 

centuries; in their moral and spiritual level; infinite 

geniuses of the planetary progress have not wanted 

to be born again in this world; for they know that 

you were the first in violating the divine Scriptures 

of Father Jehovah; they do not come to this world 

of trials because they have got their free will; and 

they do not want to run the spiritual risk of being 

accused of being accomplices in the violation of 

what is of the Father; these geniuses see the future 

of many planets and their own; for there is every-

thing in the Father’s flock; these geniuses shall 

come in the world Omega; and all of them shall be 
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subordinated to the First-born Son; I verily say 

unto you, children of the rock, that all of you were 

trialed by an instant; and you fell again in what you 

had fallen already; Were you not taught that every 

spirit is born again? That they request new forms 

of life again? You religious of the world, are the 

same pharisees of the past; you in other existences, 

in other worlds did what you have done on Earth; 

you divided and confused other humanities; you 

left planets invaded by strange material temples; 

because of you infinite generations of other worlds 

are out of the Kingdom of Heavens; to which the 

present generation of this world shall be added; 

behold the term Rock; Rock means mental Selfish-

ness of the creature; and you religious of the world 

are the greatest selfish beings of the human gender; 

you murdered many in your sinister reign; I verily 

say unto you that all those who were murdered by 

you, shall be the first in being resurrected, among 

the dead; and the murderers shall also be raised 

from dust; a divine public judgment is waiting for 
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you, religious rock; just like the judgments in the 

Kingdom of Heavens are; what is up above becomes 

a reality down below; you shall be persecuted by 

the same ones who you divided; the world shall 

flee from you just like one flees from the pest; the 

Final Judgment is Universal; and you are judged 

not as religious beings; for such strange term is 

not written in the Kingdom of Heavens; no one 

knows you in the Kingdom; you shall be judged as 

creatures of the Universe; your strange zeal of your 

strange faith, made you forget that the Final Judg-

ment starts from you; for the first stone came out 

of you; it was you who dared to talk first about the 

divine mandates of the Creator; the first cause is 

the Father; behold your weeping and gnashing of 

teeth is approaching; the world that you divided 

shall contemplate your fall; a fall that was written 

in the Gospel of Father Jehovah; I verily say unto 

you children of the rock that the divine love and 

the divine simplicity expressed in the Father’s 

Scriptures did not need either a throne of gold or 
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strange temples with images; nothing material was 

necessary; for all that is yours returns to dust; you 

children of the mental hardness, accustomed the 

world to adore the strange images; and you shall 

have to pay on yourselves for such strange practice; 

no one requested the Father to adore images; for 

everyone knew that God Father is everywhere; 

everything strange which came out of you, falls 

back on yourselves; for you are judged as the rest 

of the world is judged; I verily say unto you that 

you exalted yourselves in the error; you cultivated 

division and then you try to get united; you try to 

improve error; it is here where the Universal Judg-

ment surprises you; you always thought that you 

had done what is correct; Blinds leading other 

blinds!! Your blindness never knew how to distin-

guish the true humility; for in you selfish of the 

faith, there was never humility; what there was in 

you was a strange perseverance in keeping a 

strange materialistic faith; you were never right in 

the trials of life; for you started with error; you 
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were influenced by the strange psychology, which 

emerged from the strange life system of gold; you 

became accomplices of injustice, which this strange 

life system brought with it to the world; you 

approved the injustices of this strange life system; 

for you did not become the greatest revolutionaries 

in the world; for I verily say unto you that the revo-

lutionaries are prophets, and they are from the 

Kingdom of Heavens; and you are not; behold the 

difference which the world shall measure you with; 

it is more likely for those who struggled in the tri-

als of life against a strange life system, not written 

in the Kingdom of Heavens to enter the Kingdom 

of Heavens, than for those who got into an alliance 

with the odd life system; no so-called religious 

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor has any 

of them ever entered; behold your inheritance; all 

those who inherited it shall have weeping and 

gnashing of teeth; for none of them shall enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens again; I verily say unto you 

that the greatest tragedy that this world has ever 
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known comes out of you; the world Omega of the 

future shall study you, as someone who studies 

primitive beings; your remembrance shall be a syn-

onym of perdition to the new world; for what is 

yours does not lead to the Kingdom of Heavens; 

what is yours divides, confuses and makes the spir-

its go astray in the infinite Cosmos; all the genera-

tions who had the misfortune of imitating you, 

swarm and wander in the space, without being able 

to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the same thing 

shall happen to this generation; the last generation 

of the trials of life; for any trial of any imaginable 

dimension has got its development, time, space 

and limit end; I verily say unto you that from the 

trials of life, you religious of the world are the last 

in morality; you were the ones who lived in dark-

ness the most; for because of you, an entire world 

shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; in you 

selfish beings of faith, is the greatest sin of this 

humanity; the strange licentiousness with which 

you interpreted my divine Gospel, divided the 
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world; you were not models of morality before the 

Father and the world; you were like the world; you 

fell into the self-interested illusion of the world; 

you were influenced by the gold of the world; you 

made a strange power out of the accumulation of 

gold; you were traders of faith; you were the pros-

titute of the Father’s Scriptures; you got into an 

alliance with the strange nations, which came out 

of the division of the world; Did you not know that 

every division comes out of satan? You certainly 

knew it; and knowing it, you did nothing; I verily 

say unto you that it would have been better for you 

to have renounced to continue being religious; for 

Father Jehovah would have nothing against you; 

but you fell in your life trials; you were blinds lead-

ing other blinds; for you divided the world of faith; 

you imitated satan, who in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens took the licentiousness, like you, of dividing 

the Father’s angels; satan divided up above, and 

you selfish rock divided down below; you divided 

in the human life; I verily say unto you that neither 
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satan nor his imitators shall enter de Kingdom of 

Heavens again; behold your weeping and gnashing 

of teeth; behold your tragedy; those who exalted 

themselves the most in the strange life system, 

which came out of gold, shall feel the Father’s judg-

ment on them more; more shall be the weeping 

and gnashing of teeth; behold why the Father’s 

Scriptures mandated to be humble, above every-

thing, in the trials of life; you religious of the world 

could not have given the world the true humility; 

for you let yourselves be deluded by the strange 

material adoration; your preaching was not too 

clean; there was self-interest in your hearts; when 

one is serving two or more masters, it is impossible 

to teach the true morality of one master; for your 

honesty is divided; and your mind generates divided 

ideas; your intellectual and material selfishness 

was so immense that your Creator prophesied it, 

by calling you rocks; and the world which is start-

ing shall call you rocks of the human selfishness; 

for up to the last instant of your trials, you shall 
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deny the Revelation; the same Revelation that you 

requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say 

unto you, selfish beings of your own beliefs, that 

all of you shall be embarrassed, ridiculed and per-

secuted; amidst the weeping and gnashing of teeth 

of the world; a weeping that you yourselves caused 

with your selfishness and hardness of heart; I ver-

ily say unto you that you never tried to understand 

the true Gospel of Father Jehovah; you did not 

want to impose in the world the equality taught 

by the Father; you did not imitate what is written 

in His divine Gospel; you created a strange faith 

with strange rites; neither the Father nor the Son 

nor the Solar Mother Omega, have participated in 

your strange rituals; rituals that you have been 

repeating for centuries and centuries; I verily say 

unto you that such strange rituals which came out 

of an odd faith, are not known in the Kingdom of 

Heavens; what is known in the Kingdom is the 

purest psychology of the divine Gospel of Father 

Jehovah; for in the Kingdom of Heavens no one 
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knows self-interest; and you let yourselves be influ-

enced by it; in order to be called a representative 

of God on some planet, one has to be the purest 

that your mind can imagine; and you selfish beings 

of the beliefs, What purity do you have to have 

made yourselves be called representatives of the 

Father or of the Son on Earth? Usurpers of the 

humbles’ rights; for a humble who never recurred 

to your strange rites, does enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; you do not enter; nor has any of you 

entered; hypocrites; you are the false prophets of 

my divine Gospel; for you attributed to yourselves 

something which never corresponded to you; 

Father Jehovah permitted your strange reign, for 

you requested to be trialed in the human life; and 

every trial must fulfilled up to the end; and up to 

the last instant of your spiritual trials, you were 

rocks; you were hard towards my Emissary; you 

despised him for you did not see in him greater 

signals; you fell because you did not understand 

that one like you brought the Father’s News; you 
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let yourselves be surprised; now your indifference 

turns into weeping and gnashing of teeth; for you 

shall see signals that shall fill you with dread; 

Blinds of the world!! You never understood that 

every power which came out of the Father, sprouts 

from microscopic to greater; it is born humble and 

it develops as time passes by; just as a plant starts 

in nature; when it is a seed, nobody sees it; when 

it sprouts, it calls attention; and when it grows 

showing all its beauty, it attracts everyone’s sight; 

Blinds and hypocrites!! With tears in your eyes you 

shall know who you despised; the divine parable 

that says: And the truth shall come by surprise, 

like the surprise that is caused by a burglar; it was 

a divine prophesy of your strange indifference 

towards the Father’s Emissary; you were so deluded 

for what is mundane that you did not make the 

effort of searching and investigating the Rolls of 

the Lamb of God; many of you listened to the 

Father’s Son saying that the Telepathic Scripture 

did not have an end; what comes out of the Father 
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does not know any limits; and although you heard 

him, you were rocks; Woe betide your spirits, rocks 

of the world!! Yours shall be the whining and the 

tears of blood; it is your fruit of your despise; with 

your odd action, you remained with no God; dark-

ness is your god; behold no one shall defend you 

in the weeping and gnashing of teeth; for no one 

shall want to become an accomplice of satan; when 

the world sees a condemned one, the world aban-

dons the condemned one; that is what shall happen 

to you, rocks of the human selfishness; you shall 

curse your strange robes; for Robe means Satan, 

in remote galaxies; what is up above is the same 

as down below; I verily say unto you that all those 

who hid the Father’s News from the world, all of 

them shall be known in the world; in all the lan-

guages of the Earth, their names shall be men-

tioned; and the world shall curse them; for they 

delayed the world’s repentance; the world should 

have known the existence of the Rolls of the Lamb 

of God, many years ago; because of these selfish 
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beings, humanity is more infinitely away from the 

Kingdom of Heavens; for this strange silence of 

selfishness encloses infinite seconds of time, within 

the years; each second that goes by in the trials of 

life is equivalent to living a new existence that 

according to the attribute and quality of the second 

of life that was lived, this existence can be in the 

Kingdom or out of the Kingdom; this divine law is 

called Spiritual Community of the Kingdom of 

Heavens; this means that it is enough for the Rev-

elation to be announced to one sole creature of a 

determined world, and he/she is in charge of telling 

the rest of the creatures of the planet; this was 

violated by those who saw the Rolls of the Lamb 

of God first; they did not request the Father to be 

indifferent towards the Revelation; and since this 

indifference is not written in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens, it is called a strange indifference; everything 

that is not written is strange to the Kingdom; 

among what is strange are the so-called religions; 

an odd and unknown form of faith; strange for it 
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divided an entire world, in the universal concept 

of being one sole God only; I verily say unto you 

that no planetary psychology that divides the 

Father’s creatures, are known in the Kingdom of 

Heavens; behold no so-called religion of this world, 

none of them is from the Kingdom of Heavens; 

what is of the Kingdom divides no one; for only 

satan divides, and he ends up dividing himself; just 

as you are going to be divided, religious of the 

world; when you fall in your strange reign, the 

world shall see the light of the true spirituality; 

which does not need strange rites, proper of the 

pharaonic era; which does not need to violate the 

free will, making others confess what is intimate; 

a spirituality which does not need the strange 

material adoration; a spirituality which you selfish 

rocks, are far from imagining; for you religious of 

the world are the most backward of the human 

gender; you never ever deepened the laws of the 

true spirituality; certainly what is yours was not 

the divine Gospel of the Father; those who 
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cultivated the true Gospel of the Father, were those 

who searched for Him on their own; and they made 

one sole image with their own individualities; 

theirs is the divine celestial inheritance; theirs is 

the new world; for they did neither got divided nor 

divided others; you, mental rocks, divided your-

selves and divided those who followed you; behold 

the infinite difference between the true humble 

and those who exploited a strange form of faith; 

the divine Father awards the sincerity of His chil-

dren; there are many kinds of sincerity; the reli-

gious sincerity is the most immoral that exists; all 

shall flee from it; for it divides and makes every 

spirit go astray; he who searched for the Father in 

silence and studied Him in his free time, cultivated 

a sincerity that moves the Father; and they are of 

His divine preference; I verily say unto you that all 

those who exalted themselves, in the strange life 

system which came out of the odd laws of gold, are 

the last ones in the divine preference of the Father; 

no one should have exalted himself in a strange 
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life system, to which beforehand and with many 

centuries of anticipation was announced a divine 

Final Judgment; the only ones who got the best of 

things, were the long-suffering, the exploited, and 

the postponed.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ALL THOSE WHO DID NOT DEEPEN CAUSES WHICH 
THEY PROPAGATED THEMSELVES, SHALL NOT EN-
TER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; THEY HELPED 
THE DEMON IN HIS REIGN OF UNCERTAINTY AND 
MENTAL CONFUSION; THE SO CALLED BROADCAST-
ERS OF THE ODD LIFE SYSTEM OF GOLD, ARE CON-
DEMNED; THEY MUST PAY LETTER BY LETTER OF 
EVERY FALSENESS THAT THEY SPOKE.-

Yes little son; Father Jehovah is in the most pro-

found of every cause; the human psychology created 

deceit within itself, with a momentary forgetful-

ness of the true past; the past was all light and 

love; that past was seen by every spirit in their 

place of origin; neither deceit nor lie were known 

in the place where one came out of, the world 

which created the human free will, produced such 

plagues; the strange human psychology defended 
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possession by obligation, for the strange life system 

based on gold, was imposed to them by the use of 

force; Did they not have the so-called armed forces? 

Who knew nothing of the pain and the struggles 

of the others; for these demons were influenced by 

the god of force; whose philosophy is to impose 

and violate; covering themselves with a hypocriti-

cal morality; there cannot be morality when there 

is violation; the unique and true morality comes 

out of those who respect the divine morality of the 

Father; it is the only morality that remains in this 

world; a morality of the beginning and the end; no 

strange morality remains; for what is strange is not 

superior to the divine mandate; what is strange 

is the product of the errors of the spirits in plan-

etary life trials; I verily say unto you that the spirit 

who generated strange ideas, must be in charge 

of the eternity of what is strange; for each one 

responds for his/her own acts; each requested the 

living responsibility; to request life is to respond 

for it; for the Creator of everything also created 
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responsibility; and you who were created by the 

same Creator, inherited responsibility; each cause, 

pause idea, mental instant, requests to know who 

created them; they request to know which was the 

dwelling where they were created; there are micro-

scopic and macroscopic dwellings; small dwellings 

and big dwellings; the human body is a microscopic 

dwelling; the planet where it inhabits is a gigantic 

dwelling; it was written: Many dwelling does my 

Father have; dwellings down below and dwellings 

up above; for neither up above nor down below 

are there any limits in the Father’s creation; every 

cause as microscopic as it may be, constitutes a 

microscopic galaxy; which gets increased at every 

instant; every thinking cause is as expansive as the 

own Universe; nothing ever stops when it is gener-

ated as an invisible idea; so is the living Universe 

of Father Jehovah; what is most microscopic shall 

never stop from getting expanded; for its cause of 

origin is eternal; behold a divine law which shall 

provoke weeping and gnashing of teeth in all those 
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who generated sins; for they extended their own 

darkness; and it shall have to be them who shall 

have to transform their darkness into light; they 

shall have to go further, in eternity, to be born as 

redeemers of their own creations; to rescue worlds 

which came out of themselves; they must go to 

transform their own heavens; for each one makes 

his own galactic inheritance; each one makes his 

own living eternity; it comes out of the own knowl-

edge; it is the salt of life; every creature whichever 

his/her physical form is, has got his/her salt of life; 

for all are equal in rights before God; no one is less 

in the Father’s creation; all the beings of the Uni-

verse have got the right to get multiplied according 

to their free wills; he who did not believe in his 

salt of life, annulled himself; for he limited himself; 

no element of the Universe will want to get into a 

covenant with him/her in order to accompany him/

her to know new forms of life; for all the elements 

of the Universe are living; they have got free will; 

and they take determinations; so it is that endless 
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eternities pass by in which no skeptical spirit sees 

any opportunity to know some form of life; for 

everyone avoids him/her; no one forgives anyone 

who offends the Father out of the Earth; all praise 

Him in their respective laws; doubt, skepticism, lit-

tle and strange faith, are considered offenses to the 

Father; behold a divine law of the Universe; which 

is that everything that you did and thought in life 

is known in the Universe; for nothing is occult 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the weeping 

and gnashing of teeth of all those who made laws 

and things, behind the peoples’ backs; for none of 

them shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; no self-

ish thinking is accepted in the Father’s Kingdom; 

behold every selfish being shall weep and even 

curse to have known the odd human morality; odd 

because it came out of an odd life system; unknown 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; every exploitative life 

system is not known in the Kingdom; there no 

one exploits no one; for everything is common; 

I verily say unto you that every selfish being is 
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made to the image and resemblance of the system 

which produced him; because of those who cre-

ated a selfish life system, no selfish being shall 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor has any of them 

entered since the beginning of the world; selfish-

ness acquires infinite forms; visible and invisible; 

but, no selfishness shall remain without judgment; 

the interior selfishness shall be proclaimed in the 

exterior; for every spirit requested to be judged in 

public; without any hiding; they requested their 

judgment just as the judgments are made in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; that is why the Revelation 

shall be translated to all the languages of the Earth; 

everything shall be known; up to the innermost 

part that one should know; behold honesty in all 

its power; for the honest beings of the world shall 

cry before the real honesty; the honesty which was 

not influenced by gold; there are many kinds of 

honesty; the mundane or planetary honesty; and 

the spiritual honesty; only the honesty that did 

not get to know the strange life system based on 
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gold shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; and all 

those who delved into strange causes which did 

not extoll the Father, shall not enter the Father’s 

Kingdom; I verily say unto you, that if a broadcaster 

had just one sole false letter or pause in the truth, 

such broadcaster does not enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens.-

Yes little son; the celestial drawing is that; the same 

thing that you thought since you were a child; the 
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most microscopic scenes of the Earth are seen in 

other worlds; being there worlds everywhere in 

the infinity, is that one says that what is up above 

is the same as down below; the magnetic fluids of 

the flying saucers, had the same point of departure 

as all the spirits of the Earth had; the lower part 

of the celestial drawing is equivalent to the Ark of 

Covenants; and it represents the microscopic veins 

of the human body and of all the beings of the ter-

restrial nature; the Expansive Universe of Father 

Jehovah is not cut at any instant; everything that 

exists is united by solar cords; from the gigantic 

suns to the invisible microbes; for no one is dis-

inherited; the inheritance in the rights of equality, 

are so and were in every past, present and future; 

he who denied in life the most microscopic degree 

of perfection, what he negated shall be taken off in 

the future; for everything imaginable exists in the 

Father; behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth 

of all those who doubted the Father’s power; thus 

was the life trial; no one requested the Father to 
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belittle Him in power; your creation is neither the 

only one nor the first; only the Father is unique 

and the first; this divine law of eternity is for every 

divine mind of the Universe; for every mind was 

created by the Father; I verily say unto you that 

every mind is living before the Father; just as the 

spirit is, and the most microscopic molecule of 

flesh one had in an infinite covenant in life; mind 

and spirit are different in their living philosophy; 

the mind has got free will and the spirit has got 

free will; as each of the molecules of flesh of the 

physical body have got free will; behold no philoso-

phy of human conception has been able to explain 

the origin of life; for they were not humble in sci-

ence; they despised what is microscopic; they did 

not take into account the laws of what is invisible; 

the spiritual laws; for life is not only matter; life 

is what the mind wanted it to be; for every mind 

was requested by the spirit’s free will; by request-

ing life, one requests the form and composition 

of life; one requests a living geometry; I verily say 
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unto you that every life is connected to the own 

Universe; every life is connected to the Universe 

by invisible solar cords; whose number cannot 

even be counted by the own interested being; the 

cords are born from each pore of flesh; from each 

fiber; from each molecule; from each cell; and it 

gets expanded to the infinity; all get to the suns 

Alpha and Omega; parents suns of the Earth; and 

the suns are at the same time older children of 

Father Jehovah; for everything was created by one 

God only; behold the sublime Revelation for the 

Earth; this world enters the fascinating Era of the 

worlds that get identified; worlds that being iso-

lated from others, have fulfilled a planetary trial; 

the trial of life, requested by matter and the spirit; 

the divine term: Kingdom of Heavens, is the New 

world which emerges from the strange world which 

was born from the laws of gold; Kingdom is a New 

State of Things; a world which no materialist imag-

ined; the science of the Earth which is passing, is 

primitive if it is compared with the science of the 
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new world; the science which is coming, includes 

the resurrection of every flesh; it shall eternalize 

the beings; the new science shall overcome death; 

what the materialistic science shall never achieve; 

for its living hierarchy is microscopic; the poorly 

evolved cannot conceive another science; they were 

destined in a sole present; if the so-called materi-

alists did not believe in the science of the Father, 

they shall not receive anything from it; they shall 

not be resurrected in flesh; they themselves wanted 

it that way; nobody forced them not to believe; 

they missed their opportunity of being eternal on 

the own Earth; behold the weeping and gnash-

ing of teeth of those who thought of themselves 

as being unique in knowledge; for every proud 

one shall return to dust; their fruit is mortality; 

the fruit of every humble is immortality; it is the 

promised award which came out of one’s own self; 

for each one trialed in life what they requested 

to trial in the Kingdom of Heavens; the way they 

did it, constitutes what they attained; I verily say 
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unto you that the supreme instant of knowing 

your destiny has arrived; who is who; who was 

right; gold or spirituality; materialism or what 

one searched for beyond materialism; who was 

the blind; those who thought in one present or 

those who thought in many presents; those who 

thought in an ephemeral and limited way is what 

they shall have as an award; those who thought 

in eternity and infinity is what they shall receive; 

it is just necessary to think and one receives it; 

he who thought nothing, receives nothing; his/

her position becomes perpetuated, as long as he/

she wants to; the most microscopic sensibility 

receives what it must receive; he who thought in 

persecuting others, shall be persecuted; he who 

loved another, shall be loved; he who deceived 

another, shall be deceived; he who made the hap-

piness of another, shall find happiness; he who 

hid something from another, to him shall be hid-

den too; he who saved another, shall be saved; 

he who made another go astray, likewise shall 
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he go astray; he who fed another, shall be fed; 

he who raped another, shall be raped; he who 

protected another, shall be protected; he who 

persecuted another, shall be persecuted; he who 

dressed another, shall be dressed; he who stole 

from another, shall be stolen from him; he who 

advised another, shall be advised; he who mur-

dered another, shall be murdered; he who gave 

food to another, shall be satiated; he who exploited 

another, shall be exploited; yes little son; every-

thing that was thought and done in life, gives its 

fruit; each one should have perpetuated his/her 

good fruit; the bad fruit only brings tragedy; one 

only harvests weeping and gnashing of teeth; it is 

what is going to happen to this odd world, who 

worshipped the god gold; behold when being all 

trialed by the Father, nobody remains out of the 

events which are coming to the world; for in the 

planetary final judgments, even the microbe is 

judged; no one is disinherited, for everything that 

exists has got equal laws, within their laws; what 
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is unequal has got an equivalent in the Father, for 

all eternity.- 

ALPHA AND OMEGA.- 

Nº 107. - 
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ALL THOSE WHO REQUESTED BEING THE FIRST 
IN SEEING THE REVELATION OF FATHER JEHOVAH, 
FELL IN THEIR TRIAL; FOR THEY DID NOT KNOW 
HOW TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN WHAT IS OF THE 
FATHER AND WHAT IS OF MEN; THE REIGNING 
CONFUSION OF SO MANY BELIEFS, BEING THERE 
ONE GOD ONLY, CONFUSED THEM; AND A STRANGE 
MORALITY, WHICH CAME OUT OF A STRANGE LIFE 
SYSTEM, MADE THEM SEE THE REVELATION AS ONE 
MORE, AMONG OTHERS.-

Yes little son; all those who requested the Father to 

be the first in seeing the Revelation in this world, 

all of them fell in this trial; for every human spirit 

is trialed in the life that it requested to know; each 

human spirit requests the Father to be the first 

in extolling Him in life; the Father chooses those 

who deserve to be the first; I verily say unto you 
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that all those who requested to be the first, are 

the last; no one fulfilled what they promised the 

Father; all of them were influenced by a strange 

morality; a morality which did not give any impor-

tance to the Father’s Scriptures, above everything; 

they were surprised by the Revelation; amidst a 

confusion of beliefs; being there one God only; 

I verily say unto you that the originators of this 

confusion shall be judged for confusing others; no 

one requested the Father to confuse another not 

even in the most microscopic way; all those who 

negated what is of the Father and confused the 

world of faith, shall have weeping and gnashing of 

teeth; only satan confuses; he confuses those who 

promise the Father so to make them fall; just as it 

happened to those who requested to be the first; 

behold they were surprised, for they did not search 

in their respective individualities; they searched in 

a strange psychology; they searched in the strange 

religious form; an unknown form in the Kingdom 

of Heavens; a form of belief which served two 
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masters; it served the living God and the god of 

gold; for this form of belief got allied with the cre-

ators of the life system based on gold; and this odd 

form of belief, which came out of the free will of 

men, also traded with the faith of the world; behold 

a belief which never pleased Father Jehovah; for it 

is a hypocritical belief; this belief called religion, 

shall not remain in this world; therefore the spiri-

tual confusion shall end on this planet; a confusion 

provoked by the less evolved beings in this world; 

a confusion provoked by the blinds leading other 

blinds; a confusion provoked by the traders of faith; 

I verily say unto you that no one who participated 

in the great spiritual confusion in this world, none 

of them shall see the Father’s Glory; no one shall 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; they shall have to 

pay up to the last second of division and confusion 

that they provoked in this world; and of every mol-

ecule of flesh of all humanity; for each molecule of 

flesh that they divided and confused shall accuse 

them in the Father’s presence; for by accusing the 
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spirit for having let itself be influenced by a strange 

belief, they shall accuse the cause which provoked 

the strange belief; for if a sinner is punished, the 

one who originated the sinner is punished a thou-

sand times more; behold the great originators of 

the existence of sinners in this world are the so-

called religions, and those who created the odd life 

system, based on gold; behold the blinds leading 

other blinds; behold the ones who falsified the con-

tent of the Father’s Scriptures; behold those who 

did not take Him into account, above everything; 

behold those who forgot that they would have to 

be judged as creatures of God; and not as religious 

or as capitalists; for such things are not known in 

the Father’s Kingdom; behold the blinds in the 

faith; behold the demon who divided a world, and 

did not let them enter the Kingdom of Heavens; 

for no world that got to know division in any state 

of its forms, shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; 

only satan divides and he divides himself; and no 

imitator of satan enters the Father’s Kingdom.-
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Yes Little son; those who negated shall cry as they 

never cried in their lives; for what they negated 

shall transform the world; how mean shall they 

feel; the world shall turn against them; for by deny-

ing the Revelation, they prolonged injustice in the 

world; they made the seconds of darkness increase 

in millions and millions of beings; if in the same 

instant of seeing the Rolls, they had communicated 
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it to the world, the world would not have to add up 

such many seconds of error; seconds of darkness 

which could have been avoided if the blinds who 

negated, had had the true faith; if they had not let 

themselves be influenced by the strange morality; 

behold all those who knew the existence of the 

Rolls of the Lamb, shall be ashamed; for with their 

skepticism they condemned more those who fell in 

the trials of life; each second of silent selfishness 

is an existence, which must be fulfilled out of the 

Kingdom of Heavens; for when all of you promised 

that what is of the Father would be above every-

thing, you also compromised the seconds of time; 

the term: Above everything is for everything imag-

ined; I verily say unto you that this promise was 

very difficult for you to have fulfilled; for in order 

to have fulfilled it, you should have had another life 

system; a life system that was in a direct relation-

ship with the Father’s Scriptures; the odd life sys-

tem given to you was in a direct relationship with 

the laws of gold; it was the opposite to the divine 
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morality of the Father; a philosophy of equality 

shall never come out of gold; the centuries gone 

by lived in this odd system demonstrates it; I verily 

say unto you that each second of these centuries, 

is paid; one part on the own Earth, and the other 

part out of it; thus was requested by your own 

selves; for the judgments for their own selves are 

requested by the own creature; the divine perfec-

tion of the Father is such that He does not need 

to demand; behold the end of the false concept 

of a terrible God in this world; certainly that the 

Father who created everything, also created what 

is terrible; but in His divine free will, He does not 

choose what is terrible; the divine Father Jehovah 

chooses the divine joy; your Creator is joyful like 

a child; and he who did not cultivate in the trials 

of life the character of a child, shall not enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one who 

was joyful to enter the Father’s Kingdom, than 

for one who was an idiot; knowing this latter one 

that the bad character turned off the joy of those 
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who surrounded him; behold a Revelation that 

shall make you cry; for all this entire humanity 

requested and promised the Father to live all the 

instants in life, in joy; whichever the lived trial was; 

you requested Father Jehovah to imitate every-

thing you saw in the Kingdom of Heavens on the 

remote planet Earth; you requested to fulfill above 

everything; but, the strange life system that they 

imposed on you, created a strange morality in your 

living psychology; which drew you away from a 

healthy and disinterested morality; you got to know 

anger; I verily say unto you that no one requested 

the Father any anger; for anger is unknown in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; if you who were obliged to 

live in the odd life system of gold are surprised by 

the Father, for having exercised anger, a thousand 

times more punished is the one by whom anger 

was known; every anger has got as a cause the vio-

lation of the divine commandment of the Father; 

and there is no anger that has not got its cause in 

the same cause for which one lives; the selfishness 
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inherited from generation to generation, perpetu-

ated anger; as it perpetuated all the evils that this 

world has known; anger is darkness; for it is not 

from the Father’s light; and all those who let them-

selves be influenced by any anger, must add up the 

seconds of anger that they had in life; each second 

of anger is equivalent to living an existence out of 

the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the inheritance 

that all the odd life systems leave, which do not 

take the Father’s Scriptures into account; behold 

the work of the demons who make use of licen-

tiousness; demons who take strange attributions 

from the ones mandated by the Father; behold the 

culprits of all the human misfortunes; behold satan 

who took a strange form of living in this world; 

behold he built your hopes up for an instant, in the 

possession of gold; for all the centuries in which 

the evil reigned in this strange life system, are just 

one instant in the Father’s time; even satan falls in 

the time; for every imagined time came out of the 

Father; I verily say unto you that not even satan 
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knows what is awaiting him; for he is so micro-

scopic in the Father’s presence that he is unknown 

out of your world; behold every evil felt and lived 

shall not remain in this world; and by not remain-

ing evil in this world, the strange life system which 

worshipped and coveted gold disappears with it; 

the so-called capitalism disappears; the demon 

who fought centuries and centuries against the 

divine equality taught by the Father, disappears; 

the demon who persecuted and killed the prophet-

revolutionaries disappears; for every revolutionary 

is a prophet in the Kingdom of Heavens; every 

revolutionary promised the Father to give his life if 

it was necessary, so that others could get to know 

a fairer life system; more egalitarian, according to 

the Father’s desires in his Scriptures; behold the 

demon being exposed to the world; behold a divine 

warning to those who insist in believing that only 

gold can give a form of life; behold every gold wor-

shipper who read the Lamb of God, a living warn-

ing score is running for them; for after being trialed 
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by the Father comes the weeping and gnashing of 

teeth; the devouring fire comes; Woe betide those 

who did not repent, within the time requested 

to the Father!! For everything is requested in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; the hardness or spiritual 

hardness shall be burnt up to its last molecule; no 

skeptical being shall remain in this world; for even 

skepticism requested its time; I verily say unto you 

that the devouring fire is a spiritual-magnetic fire; 

a divine fire which shall be born from the own eyes 

of the shining Face like a Sun, of the First-born 

Son; without making a divine gesture, the skepti-

cal beings whose requested time is up, shall fall 

pulverized; behold the divine justice acting in the 

physical-living universe; behold the supreme power 

of a Solar Trinity; behold the weeping and gnashing 

of teeth of children who never made any effort in 

order to understand Him in what they themselves 

requested; having them come from remote dark-

ness in order to request Father Jehovah, to know 

the laws of the light; to know a form of life that 
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they did not know and which they requested to 

trial; and when trialing the human life, they fell 

in the life trial; many of them had already passed 

the divine judgment of fire; for every spirit is born 

again; and by being born again, they had had many 

existences; all request the Father new opportuni-

ties; all promise Him not to fall again in their own 

trials; for the divine Glory of the Father impulses 

every creature of the Universe, to be more perfect 

than what they are at that instant; behold the end 

of demons who momentarily requested to know a 

new form of life, on a planet called Earth; a planet 

with a strange form of life; which contributed in 

a great manner that these demons do not under-

stand the divine laws of the Father; for they built 

their hopes up on a metal called gold; they deviated 

them from the true morality, the morality of the 

Father’s Scriptures; and they led them astray with 

the false morality, which came out of the posses-

sion of gold.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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ONE THING IS THE BELIEF THAT ONE CULTIVATED 
IN LIFE, AND ANOTHER THING IS THE FORM OF THE 
FINAL JUDGMENT, REQUESTED IN THE KINGDOM 
OF HEAVENS; THE FIRST COMES OUT OF THE FREE 
WILL OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT; THE SECOND ONE 
COMES OUT OF THE DIVINE FREE WILL OF FATHER 
JEHOVAH; MANY BELIEFS MADE THE SPIRIT FORGET 
ITS OWN JUDGMENT REQUESTED IN THE KINGDOM; 
IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR ONE WHO IN HIS BELIEF 
DID NOT FORGET WHAT HE REQUESTED IN THE 
KINGDOM TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, 
THAN FOR ONE WHO FORGOT IT.-

Yes little son; the trial of life is such; the divine 

warnings of the Father’s Scriptures also requested 

Father Jehovah to be trialed in the life of the spirit; 

for they also belong to the Ark of Covenants; each 
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letter of the Father’s Scriptures, requested to be 

trialed in their divine philosophy of expression; so 

it is that he who did not search for the Father in 

his own Scriptures is accused in the Kingdom of 

Heavens by a multitude of living creatures; those 

multitudes are the divine letters which came out 

of the divine free will of the Father; they are an 

entire army; each letter of the Father’s Scriptures 

talked to each one of you, before you came to the 

trials of life, each letter of the Father’s Scriptures 

represents a promise; just as your everything above 

everything represents it; each pore, each cell, each 

molecule of your body of flesh are also living prom-

ises, which took place in your respective place of 

origin; in the suns Alpha and Omega of the Galaxy 

Trino; for molecules and the spirits were initiated 

in a determined point of the Universe; there are 

infinite points of departure; for nothing imaginable 

has got any limits in the Father’s creation; and all 

the infinite points of departure are reduced into 

just one; the expansion of the Universe has been 
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eternally multiplying the points of origin or depar-

ture; so it is that every request of life, including 

the form of judgment, also fulfills the expansive 

law; and all those who having requested a divine 

Final Judgment, forgot it, likewise his spirit shall 

be forgotten from the celestial remembrance; it 

shall be forgotten when it returns to its point of 

origin; behold that millions and millions of you, 

shall curse the own cause of this forgetfulness; you 

shall curse the strange morality which came out of 

an odd life system; you shall curse every custom 

from such strange life system; which only desired 

and exalted gold; I verily say unto you that all those 

who desired gold more than the Father’s Scrip-

tures, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; 

the trials of life consisted and consists in pleasing 

the Father in His laws; and not in strange laws 

of strange life systems; I verily say unto you that 

nobody in this world got prepared in order to pass 

the requested judgment successfully; all of you are 

deluded in mundane laws; ephemeral laws; laws 
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which came out of gold; laws which are enclosed 

in one sole present; and since you exalted what is 

limited, you shall come back to what is limited; 

you shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for 

nothing is limited there; everything is infinite and 

eternal there; certainly each one makes his own 

heaven; each one’s heaven comes out of the own 

concept that your spirit had of eternity, in the tri-

als of life; he who believed that glory constituted 

in just having gold, condemned himself; for such 

belief does not exist in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

gold as well as every spirit is judged in its own 

laws; in the divine equality of the Father, matter 

and spirit are equal; in their respective laws; I verily 

say unto you that your gold, which you coveted so 

much in life, is accused before the Father of tempt-

ing and corrupting a world; but, as the human spirit 

advocated of being exclusive in intelligence, and 

proclaimed itself king of creation, as a result the 

spirit is guiltier than gold; in the divine presence of 

the Father, matter and spirit defend themselves by 
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asserting their own laws; for matter and spirit have 

got the same rights before the Father; Who created 

everything; behold that your strange life system 

has not got any rights in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

for no one requested the Father to become a slave 

of gold in the trials of life; nor did anyone request 

the Father to become slaves of one’s own desires; 

behold no one requested to be divided in anything 

microscopic; neither materially nor spiritually; no 

one requested to become either rich or poor; nor 

did anyone request to know many beliefs in their 

living faith; for all of you saw one God only; no 

one requested the Father to imitate satan; who had 

divided His angels in the Kingdom; behold every 

cultivation of every belief has got a germ of divi-

sion; behold all those who cultivated a belief which 

came out of the so-called religions, got divided and 

shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; only those 

who cultivated an individual belief, shall enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens; for they divided no one; and 

that belief should have been the Father’s Scriptures; 
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the Father gets moved when a child searches for 

Him from the most intimate; the search on the 

part of an individuality is pure spirituality in its 

attribute and quality; the search through religions 

is not pure; almost all belong to them, for others 

also belong to them; others belong to religions for 

fear of what people would say; what is religious has 

never been spirituality; what is religious is mun-

dane; for one trades with faith; and every com-

merce came out of men; it did not come out of the 

Father; commerce is unknown in the Kingdom of 

Heavens; no one requested the Father to become 

a trader; for it was opposite to His divine Com-

mandments; it was opposite to His divine equal-

ity; behold every form of interpreting the Father’s 

Scriptures, is judged by the Father; but, be sure that 

no form of material adoration pleases the Father; 

when the creature tries to understand the Father, 

through knowledge, that please the Father; I ver-

ily say unto you that the material adoration is a 

sign of the little evolved creatures; you in your life 
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trials requested to know such experience; what 

you did not request was the mental confusion of 

so many beliefs in the faith; there is just one God 

only; a God who divides no one; a God who unifies 

everything; I verily say unto you that no religious 

spirit shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; they 

should have never allowed so many beliefs; they 

are the culprits of so much spiritual confusion in 

this world; and they shall have to pay up to the last 

second of provoked spiritual confusion; I verily say 

unto you that every so-called religious shall have 

their weeping and gnashing of teeth; they should 

have created another form of interpretation of the 

Father’s Scriptures; it would have been better for 

them not to have been religious; for they would 

not be accused in the Revelation of the Father; 

they would not have to confront the judgment of 

a world; behold the judgment to false humility; 

behold the judgment to the false prophets of the 

Father; behold those who trialed a strange form of 

what was of the Father; behold the blinds who did 
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not realize that with such way of understanding, 

they were struggling against the Father’s equal-

ity; perpetuating the world’s division; behold the 

demons who bless the damned arms; knowing that 

one kills with them; knowing that one violates with 

them the divine Commandment that says: Thou 

shalt not kill; that is why whoever let himself be 

influenced by any religious being, shall not enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; he is accused before the 

Father of complicity in the violation of the law; 

no one requested the Father to violate His Com-

mandments; nor did anyone request to back up any 

violator; I verily say unto you that it is more likely 

for those who did not get to know religions even 

by name, to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than 

for those who got to know them; any kind of cus-

toms which came out of an odd life system, is null 

in order to be able to enter the Father’s Kingdom; 

as microscopic as this may be.-
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So it is little son; the world cultivated many beliefs; 

but only the beliefs that had as an intention to 

search and find the Father, shall enter the Kingdom 

of Heavens; every belief is living before the Father; 

and every belief speaks before God and the spirit 

who trialed it; belief has got free will and free will 

has got the spirit; the divine free will of the Father 

determines who is right; all the beliefs are full of 

shame when the spirit trialed his own philosophy 

of belief and did not exalt the Father in it; for hav-

ing the Father created everything, He also created 

the beliefs; every belief recognizes its own creator 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; every belief forms its 

own galaxies and universes; everything imagin-

able is eternally expansive; it does never stop; for 

everything that came out of the Father never knows 

any limit; I verily say unto you that you coexist 

with the elements of your world, which are older 

than your own selves; you shall see this reality on 

the own Earth; you shall see it in what is material 

and in what is spiritual; for man does not live on 
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bread alone; this latter one means that every belief 

is just a microscopic part of the truth; every belief 

has got the same influence of the own evolution 

that generated it; every belief has got the same 

rights, within its laws of belief; just as your spirit 

has it; no one is disinherited in living laws; no one 

is less before the Creator of everything; neither 

matter nor spirit is less; for all of you are the same 

in rights before the Father; an equality which the 

one who preferred gold as a form of life did not 

want to imitate; without caring for the injustices 

which this strange form of life system has brought 

to the world; I verily say unto you that all those 

who were indifferent to the injustices which came 

out of this strange form of life, shall not enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens; no one requested the Father 

to be indifferent to others’ long-suffering; he who 

was indifferent to the long-suffering of others in 

this life, likewise shall he find indifference before 

his pains and suffering, in future existences; you 

yourselves shall request it to the Father when you 
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request to know another form of life; the children’s 

repentance when they find themselves before the 

Father’s Glory is such that they promise Him to pay 

their errors an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth; 

molecule by molecule; cell by cell; idea by idea; for 

being before the Father everything comes into life; 

matter and spirit are living; every spirit who has 

committed evil sees that what he/she did affects 

the everything above everything; he/she sees that 

no one is unique; only the Father is so; behold one 

of the causes of the immense variety of destinies; 

behold the law of inequalities in the spiritual living; 

the other inequality in what is material was created 

by man himself; this inequality came out of the 

own odd life system, based on gold; this inequality 

in the daily living represents the greatest pride in 

this world; it is a challenge to the Father’s teaching; 

it is a defiance to His divine equality; it was written 

that all are equal in rights before God; the provoked 

inequality is paid in the own life as well as out of 

it; the authors of this strange inequality, shall pay 
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up to the last second of the reign of inequality; 

and three quarters of the sins of this world shall 

be paid by them themselves; the cause of every evil 

is more severely punished than the own evil; for 

the cause obliged everyone to live under a strange 

life system, unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

behold why was it written: The humble shall be 

exulted; and every powerful one shall be despised; 

for every big and powerful of this world justified 

themselves by the use of the force this strange life 

system; if there were no armed forces, the powerful 

people would not be known; I verily say unto you 

that every powerful shall envy every humble; for 

the celestial, points of every humble are infinitely 

greater than the points of a powerful being; this 

why it was written: Every humble is great in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; the so-called powerful are 

not known in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold 

no unknown being enters the Father’s Kingdom; 

everything unknown is not written in the solar 

books of the eternal life; what is unknown starts 
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from the own life system, and its products; these 

odd products are the so-called kings, bankers, mil-

lionaires, magnates, tycoons; none of them shall 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for their strange 

philosophies were not created in the Kingdom 

either; behold the era of future darkness; behold 

each demon extends his reign according to his 

thinking; from each idea that these demons gener-

ate daily in life, a future unfair world is born; future 

creatures shall think selfishly; just as the thinking 

cause thought; the thinking cause is expansive, as 

the Universe itself; what is up above is the same as 

down below; each idea that contained the evil, is 

a future hell-planet; and each spirit is responsible 

of the future of their own thoughts; for no one is 

disinherited; not even the own ideas; which are felt 

but not seen; so humble they are; a humility which 

the demons who requested to know a form of life 

that came out of the divine light did not know how 

to understand.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THE SCROLLS OF THE LAMB OF GOD

ALPHA AND OMEGA
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ALL THOSE WHO STOLE, SHALL NOT ENTER THE 
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; EVERY THIEF MUST ADD UP 
ALL THE SECONDS OF TIME OF THE CONCEALMENT 
OF THE THEFT; UNTIL THE STOLEN OBJECT BECOMES 
DUST; THOSE WHO STOLE IN A LIFE SYSTEM WHICH 
DID NOT HAVE THE FATHER’S MORALITY, HAVE TO 
APPLY ON THEMSELVES ONE THIRD OF THE TOTAL 
POINTS OF DARKNESS, THE OTHER TWO THIRDS 
ARE FOR THOSE WHO CREATED SUCH LIFE SYSTEM.-

Yes little son; to become a thief was due to having 

created selfishness first; those who attributed 

themselves the right of having more than others, 

are the ones who provoked a tragedy in the spirits 

of those who were thieves; it is true that no one 

requested the Father to be a thief; and it turns 

out that having more than what a humble had in 
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this world, constitutes a theft before the Father; 

therefore, those who had more in this life are the 

first thieves in this world; Did the divine Father not 

mandate you to exercise equality? When the Father 

said to you: All are equal before God, I meant: No 

one is less in their rights; for all have one same 

destiny; he who usurped in life, marginalized 

himself from the destiny offered by the Father; I 

verily say unto you that in the divine justice a rich 

is the greatest thief, for he invented a life system 

based on gold; and in such life system he made the 

thieves of the world germinate; if the rich would not 

have been the first thief, there would not be other 

thieves; if the rich had not casted the first stone, 

there would not be other selfish stones, first it was 

the immorality of having more than was mandated; 

then, in second place, the immorality of stealing 

those who had more appeared; the rich is a thief 

with violation to the law of God; the mundane thief 

fell into immorality, for the rich thief offered him an 

unfair world; the ordinary thief has got an excuse, 
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and the rich has got nothing; that is why it was 

written: It is more likely for a camel to pass through 

a needle’s eye, than a rich to enter the Kingdom 

of Heavens; for nobody defends a rich; nobody 

defends one who led another to tragedy; a thief is 

born requesting to overcome being a thief; he is not 

born requesting to be tempted in becoming one; a 

rich is born requesting to overcome the complex 

of having more than another; he is not born to 

be tempted and attain the condemnation of not 

entering the Kingdom of Heavens; because of the 

rich was it written: It is more likely for a camel to 

pass through a needle’s eye than a rich to enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens; for in the Father’s Kingdom 

where equality exists, no one knows the term rich; 

no one knows your odd life system, based on gold; 

everything unknown which did not come out of 

the Father, does not enter the Kingdom; never has 

a rich of this world, since it is world, entered the 

Kingdom of Heavens; nor shall any of them enter; 

behold the tragedy of the weeping and gnashing of 
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teeth of all those who exalted themselves because 

of the power of gold; for they shall not see the 

Glory of the Father; behold the greatest epoch of 

weeping and whining that shall exist in this world; 

behold the fall of satan; the one who subdued you 

to an unfair life system; the one who took away 

from you the equality taught by the Father; the one 

who stole your happiness; behold the evil spirit 

dividing the world; just as he divided the angels 

in heaven; behold the arrogance turned into a life 

system; behold the beast; behold the end of the 

beast’s reign; behold the end of materialism; for 

a new world is born from the one that is leaving; 

behold the end of injustice and suffering, which 

came out of a life system created by men; proud 

creatures who invented a immoral life system by 

making use of their free will, whose god was gold; 

Why did they not invent another system? It is what 

the creatures of the future shall wonder; behold a 

group of little evolved beings condemned an entire 

world not to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold 
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the originators of your weeping and gnashing of 

teeth; behold the law of your work; for you worked 

in life by the influence emanated by them; from the 

so-called capitalists, who imposed a life system 

by the use of force; because of them, none of you 

shall see their place of origin; your life trial was 

falsified by customs which had the seal of the 

Father’s morality; you lived a strange morality 

unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens, and along 

with the odd morality, your spirit is also seen as 

being odd; I verily say unto you that nowhere in 

the Universe, shall they know you; for wherever 

you go, they shall read your mind; and they shall 

see in it that your god was the self-interest called 

god-gold; they shall not see the living God in you; 

the only God who created all your sensations; the 

only God who created everything; including the 

gold which tempted you and built your hopes up 

in a microscopic instant called life.-
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Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows what you 

have been seeing since you were a child; the fly-

ing saucers observe the behavior of each molecule 

of the planet; creatures and planets are projected 

on screens of solar television; the planets of the 

Universe are observed in a succession which has 

no end; divine orders cross the Universe; for the 

Thinking Expansive Universe of Father Jehovah is 

organized in planetary families; being the Universe 

infinite, the divine terminology of universal fam-

ily is also infinite; just like among you there are 

millions and millions of kinships and names; like-

wise happens in other planetary dwellings; what 

is up above is the same as down below; for no 

world is unique; only the Father is unique; your 

planet Earth as infinite others, receives the visit 

of the Solar Trinity; manifested in infinite forms; 

for what is of the Father has got neither end nor 

any limits; it has never had it; the Solar Trinity 

manifests itself according to the evolutions of the 

worlds; according to their sciences and degree of 
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knowledge; for this planet Earth the Solar Trinity 

manifests itself once more in a living Doctrine; just 

as it was in the past; in the past Father Jehovah gave 

you the Mosaic Law and the Christian Doctrine; 

now it gives you the Third Doctrine; the Doctrine 

of the Lamb of God; which shall also be called the 

Celestial Science; the first Telepathic Scripture of 

the world; I verily say unto you that by means of 

the Rolls of the Lamb, Father Jehovah shall com-

municate with this world; for thus wants His divine 

free will; the forms of manifestations of the Father 

in the infinite worlds is of a divine exclusivity of 

the Father; for the Father has got free will; just like 

you have it; what is up above is the same as down 

below; you have got a way which distinguishes your 

characteristics of manifesting yourselves; in other 

words, you have got an individuality; your Father 

has also got it; even more, as what is of the Father 

has got no end, His divine individualities are infi-

nite; and within this infinity, He chooses one: Were 

you not taught that your God is infinite? Behold 
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the light of the divine manifestation; behold every 

uncertainty is finished; behold a mystery turned 

into understanding; behold a world astounded by 

surprise; for it is surprised in its mundane chores; 

behold the living wonder which shall shine like 

a sun of wisdom; behold the Alpha and Omega; 

behold the first and the last; behold the end of 

your odd life system based on gold; behold the 

beginning of the Final Judgment; behold the fall of 

all the governments of the strange living; behold 

the beginning of the weeping and gnashing of 

teeth; behold the death of every demon who hav-

ing requested to know the light, did not respect 

its law; did not respect either the Scriptures or the 

Commandments of the Father; I verily say unto you 

that all those who sinned in whichever degree, is 

as it is a demon; thus is he called in the Kingdom 

of Heavens; behold when the Doctrine of the Lamb 

of God gets extended, this world shall be entering 

the greatest Revolution, which comes out of the 

human spirit; for everything that comes out of the 
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Father is infinite; if a determined Doctrine comes 

out of the Father, for a determined world, that 

world gets transformed in its totality; for the Father 

is everywhere; behold the difference between the 

revolution which came out of men, and the Revolu-

tion which came out of God; behold by the fruit of 

every doctrine, one can deduce whose the doctrine 

is; I verily say unto you that many false christs 

have there been in the world; the greatest among 

the false ones is the Christ of religion; I verily say 

unto you that your God did not leave you either 

religions or any philosophy, in which His children 

get divided; your Father Jehovah left you a Gospel; 

the Word religion is not in the Father’s Scriptures; 

what is of the Father divides no one; only satan 

divides, and he divides himself; for just like the so-

called religions which came out of man’s free will, 

divided the world, likewise shall they be divided; 

they shall be measured with the same rod that they 

measured; with the own Scriptures of the Father 

they shall be judged; for all of you shall be judged 
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by the same God; and you shall be judged as crea-

tures of the Universe; I verily say unto you that the 

so-called religions are unknown in the Kingdom 

of Heavens; the divine Gospels are known in the 

Kingdom of Heavens, which are given to infinite 

planets Earths.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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THE THIEVES OF THE WORLD WERE CREATED BY 
THE IMMORAL AND UNFAIR LIFE SYSTEM BASED ON 
GOLD; A FEW HAD MANY AND MANY HAD A LITTLE 
OR NOTHING; EVERY MORAL PAIN PROVOKED IN THE 
SPIRIT OF THE THIEF, FALLS ON THE SUSTAINERS 
OF THE LIFE SYSTEM BASED ON GOLD; IT IS MORE 
LIKELY FOR A THIEF TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF 
HEAVENS THAN FOR A RICH.-

Yes little son; so it is; neither of them enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens; neither the rich nor the thief; 

but, the thief is closer to the Kingdom; than what 

a rich could be; for the thief was a thief because of 

the rich; if there were no rich in the world, there 

would not be thieves; for one would not know the 

bad example of usury; of opportunism of having 

everything without a minimal effort; the rich of 
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the world casted the first stone; the replica was 

the thief; both were trialed in life; as the entire 

humanity is trialed; the rich represents in life the 

greatest pride in living; the rich never wanted to 

know the meaning of equality stated by the Father 

in his Scriptures; Were you not taught that you are 

all equal in rights before God? Behold the first and 

the oldest of temptations; the temptation of hav-

ing more, or having everything; behold the fall of 

every rich; for their spiritual struggles consisted in 

opposing resistance to the weakness of having more 

than what was taught; and the thief requested the 

Father to attain the material possession by strug-

gling; by effort; honoring the divine mandate that 

says: Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy 

face; neither the thief nor the rich enter the King-

dom of Heavens; for they fell in their respective 

weaknesses; they fell in the trials of life; they fell 

in what they requested the Father; I verily say unto 

you that it is more likely for a thief to be admitted 

in the Kingdom of Heavens than for a rich; in the 
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divine case in which the divine Father decides to 

choose between one and another; for there was an 

award in advance in the rich; in the thief there was 

a punishment in advance; an advance so to speak; 

in the attribute and quality of what both were, the 

thief is first; for the principle of stealing in life was 

not in him; it is true that it depended on the thief to 

contain himself; as long as his understanding knew 

that others did not have more than him; or less 

than him; the own life system which is illegal in 

the Father’s presence, raises his attribute and qual-

ity; it gives him mundane points; but not divine; 

for with such points he does not enter the King-

dom of Heavens; his own virtues had an influence 

of darkness; for he struggled for life by despising 

honesty; the rich lived in a living immorality; not 

even darkness awards him, nor the Kingdom of 

Heavens; for he has obtained his award in advance; 

the rich is a greater demon, for he led the destinies 

of a philosophy that requested to be trialed; he led, 

ordered and imitated capitalism; these spirits are 
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the most deluded ones in the human evolution; 

they only conceive a present; and what is of the 

Father is neither reduced to just one present nor 

to just one world; what is of the Father has got no 

limits; the rich thought that they would never ever 

render account on Earth; they have never imagined 

that a power infinitely greater than the power of 

gold, would judge them; that power is the same 

one that created them and gold; and created what 

exists; behold the demon of this world, who seeing 

how unfair the life system of gold is, they are indif-

ferent to it; behold the hardness of the rock; the 

selfishness of their spirits; behold the yoke of this 

world; a yoke which shall undergo the weeping and 

gnashing of teeth; for the time of trials has been 

fulfilled to them; the trial consisted in exalting the 

Father’s laws; not in exalting oneself.- 
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Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows what I 

have already explained to you by direct telepathy; 

the black lines represent the magnetism of every 

destiny; each mental scene that took place in life, 

is a magnetic vibration; it is an electricity which 

makes itself be felt; and by letting itself be felt, it 

does it in a geometrical beating way; the 318 vir-

tues of the human thinking participate in this 
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magnetic vibration; the group of this number of 

virtues constitutes the Ark of Covenants; which is 

the materialization of the acts which came out of 

the spirit; each mental act comes already destined; 

for it was taught that everything was written in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; behold a justice to many 

ignorant and little evolved beings; who expressed 

themselves with the term luck in life; I verily say 

unto you that luck has no destiny; for luck does 

not recognize the Father’s laws; the philosophy of 

luck is fate; no one who expressed the word luck 

in life shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; no one 

knows luck in the Kingdom; laws are known there; 

luck is a psychological term which came out of your 

strange form of living; strange because the so-

called capitalism proclaimed gold as its god; I verily 

say unto you that gold, which you made use in life, 

is also called to judgment, in the divine presence 

of the Father; for the unique and living God created 

everything; everything that the eyes see and do not 

see; everything that you imagine and do not 
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understand; behold the guilt of those who created 

capitalism, and their followers; theirs shall be the 

weeping and gnashing of teeth; for this world got 

to know injustice by them; it got to know pain, 

exploitation, immorality; because of them many 

innocent beings got corrupted; because of them 

this world shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; 

behold the wrath of Father Jehovah shall fall on 

them; Why did they not conceive another life sys-

tem? It is the question which shall be asked by the 

studious beings of the new world; the generations 

of the future; I verily say unto you that your strange 

form of life, shall be called by the geniuses of the 

future, the living complex; the spiritual weakness 

of an entire world, who requested the trials of life 

in order to overcome such complex; the complex 

of possession; a proper complex of imperfection; 

the complexes pass away; perfection remains; for 

every spirit is eternally passing from one life to 

another; for everything that comes out of the Father 

is eternal; the most painful complex of this world 
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is constituted by its own way of living; the spiritual 

distrust among the beings, arms itself with power; 

it arms itself in order to survive; no one who lived 

by being armed in order to survive, shall enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you that 

none of you requested in the Kingdom the capital-

ist life system; for no one was thinking of any 

immorality; immorality in all its forms is not 

known in the Kingdom of Heavens; immorality was 

born on Earth; for men drew away from the Father’s 

Scriptures; they were deluded by the less evolved; 

they were deceived by the capitalists; who in order 

to govern the world with their unfair life system, 

recurred to the use of force; they shielded them-

selves in the so-called patriotism; a demoniac con-

ception of the human worthiness; no one who 

spoke of patriotism shall enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; for the so-called patriotism of this world, 

violates the Father’s law; Do they not teach to kill 

then, for patriotism? And where does the divine 

mandate of the Father stand, which says: Thou 
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shalt not kill? Certainly those who gave more 

importance to the laws of men than to the laws of 

God, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for 

the Heavens are of the Father and not of men; he 

who followed the laws of mortals, his inheritance 

shall be mortality; he who in his thinking free will 

preferred the Father’s law, his inheritance is eter-

nity; behold the difference between mundane and 

spiritualists; between blinds and those who see; 

for he who showed himself blind to the Father’s 

Scriptures, by his own will shall not enter the King-

dom of Heavens; it is more likely for one who was 

physically blind to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, 

than for one who was intellectually blind; even 

more, the blind is also demanded to have spiritual 

interest for the things and laws of the Father; but, 

he has less difficulties in entering the Kingdom, 

than those who having eyes did not search for the 

truth; I verily say unto you that all those who 

searched shall be found; for being there infinite 

individualities, there are also infinite searches; and 
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the Father is in every search; for you were taught 

that your God is everywhere; He is in every form 

of thinking; in their attribute and quality; in what 

is the highest and in what is  the most primitive; 

in every living intuition; behold every skeptical 

being belongs to darkness; for by not believing the 

light, darkness claims for them; for one cannot 

serve two masters; for one of them is false; truth 

is one; your God one; behold a divine truth; every 

individuality is a living number; which while life 

goes on, its number varies; the numerical varia-

tions are his/her own ideas; for every idea is a 

calculation with an intention; the intention is the 

attribute and quality of an intentional number; 

intention is philosophy and it is a number; the 

spirit’s intention reverberates in its everything 

above everything; matter and spirit attain a destiny 

of the living intention; I verily say unto you that 

just as every individuality is a number, you shall 

be judged by number; up to the last number of your 

sins, is paid; just as the last number of your good 
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deeds, are awarded; behold that every mental and 

material calculation become a number; as they 

came out of the Father as numbers, they return to 

Father as numbers; every spirit when vibrating in 

thoughts, transforms the numbers of its reincarna-

tion; each pore, each cell, each molecule, each hair, 

each virtue is a number that has its own free will; 

being one independent from another; and all of 

them subordinated to the spirit’s free will; with 

which they make a sole one; behold the numerical 

trinity in the flesh and the spirit; the trinity of 

reincarnation; multitudes of numbers, whose 

divine essence is the magnetic line of the suns; 

behold you are solar fire which got matured in free 

will; each of you represent a solar fiber; which at 

the same time is one eighth part of a trillionth of 

solar line, in infinite expansion; the trillionth is in 

its attribute and quality, a divine term, which runs 

parallel to the sciences of the worlds; the solar line 

starts from the little solar point, it gets expanded 

linearly and it arrives to the solar circle; behold the 
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Alpha and the Omega; the point, the line and the 

circle; the starting point, the geometry turned into 

space, time and philosophy; and the light which 

closes a cycle in the human knowledge; Alpha 

teaches a terrestrial beginning; Omega the begin-

ning of another beginning; within the same begin-

ning; Alpha is represented by the materialistic 

world; the world that requested to be trialed in its 

living philosophy; Omega is the result which comes 

out of Alpha; for according to the acts of each one, 

comes the respective world; one requests to be 

born in a living beginning in order to achieve the 

circular perfection; worlds and suns are circles; and 

even though they are eternal, they just represent 

a microscopic eternity, in the Father’s eternity; I 

verily say unto you that even eternity is relative; 

for every eternity is transformable into infinite 

time; Alpha and Omega shall be the divine slogan 

of the First-born Son; Alpha and Omega shall mark 

an unforgettable and immortal epoch in this world; 

this world is about to enter the Galactic Era; not 
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only for its science but for its life style; I verily say 

unto you that neither science nor philosophy of 

the materialistic world shall remain; all the world 

of trials shall pass into the dust of oblivion; for you 

came out of dust, and to dust you shall return.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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EVERY LAWYER OF THE ODD LIFE SYSTEM BASED 
ON GOLD, WHO DID NOT CONSIDER JUSTICE IN 
A UNIVERSAL SENSE, SHALL NOT ENTER THE 
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; IN ANY POINT OF THE 
PLANET, THE TERRESTRIAL JUSTICE SHOULD HAVE 
BEEN THE SAME ONE.- 

Yes little son; the divine equality taught by the 

Father means that the human creatures, should 

have imitated the Father, as much as they could; 

all without exception, should have molded and 

remodeled the attributes of their individualities, to 

the divine mandate; men did not fulfill the divine 

law: Thou shalt adore thy Lord and Creator, above 

everything; behold the fall of every intention in 

the living; your lives were molded and remodeled 

not according to the equality taught by the Father; 

you remodeled yourselves according to the laws 
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of gold; according to the illusion of what is mun-

dane; of what is of the world and its influences; 

not of what is of God; that is what you have to 

distinguish in your way of living; either one is of 

the Father’s laws or one is of darkness; for you 

were taught that one cannot serve two masters; 

either you serve the mundane influence, which 

came out of gold, or you serve the Father hon-

estly; behold they deceived you; for no one who 

served two or more masters shall enter the King-

dom of Heavens; it is more likely for one who did 

not request to know the human life to enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who requested 

it; one who did not request such trial, than for one 

who requested it; I verily say unto you that every 

custom, idiom, gesture, habit, norm, which came 

out of a mundane influence, is judged instant by 

instant; second by second; fiber by fiber; molecule 

by molecule; idea by idea; for even the most micro-

scopic thing that has come out of you becomes 

living before the Father; and by becoming living, 
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they claim for justice to the Father; and every spirit 

has to respond for everything that came out of 

him/her; even what came out of them and could 

not understand on Earth; what is understandable 

and what is not understandable is judged all the 

same; for the divine term: All are equal in rights 

before the Father is for everything imaginable and 

not imagined; if you do not understand something, 

be sure that in that something is the equality of 

the Father; and being the equality of the Father in 

everything is that you were taught through Scrip-

tures that all of you should imitate Him; even in 

your way of living; you preferred licentiousness 

of your individuality; for the real freedom is so 

when one lives in the Father’s laws; licentiousness 

is the product of the illusion for gold; for there is 

no licentious one who does not think of becom-

ing rich; he/she prefers it even over the Father’s 

Word; there is licentiousness for life system and 

for tendency in the individuality; the licentiousness 

created by the influence of the life system, falls 
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on the creators of such system; the licentiousness 

which came out of the own individuality, falls on 

the own spirit; both who created influence have to 

pay the debt; for they did not imitate the Father’s 

equality; he who does not imitate the Father in the 

most microscopic, does not enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; it is more likely for a spirit who requested 

in its form of life, not to know either the Father’s 

Scriptures or His mandates to enter the Kingdom 

of Heavens, than for one who requested Scrip-

tures, Revelations, prophets; and who requested 

to have news from beyond; the first one justifies his 

faults, the second one has no justification; for he 

requested trials from beyond; I verily say unto you 

that everything that is requested in the Kingdom 

of Heavens, everything is subjected to judgment; 

for all those who request have got less knowledge 

than the Father; if they had the same knowledge, 

there would not be a judgment; behold the one who 

had more illustration in this world, the divine jus-

tice is greater on him; and the Father’s equality is 
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always maintained; I verily sat unto you that every 

lawyer of the terrestrial justice, shall be accused 

in the presence of the Father of not defending the 

equality taught by the Father above everything; 

they taught a justice which came out of the calcu-

lation of gold; for they defended better those who 

paid them more; behold the weeping and gnashing 

of teeth of every terrestrial lawyer; no one who 

was false of the true justice shall enter the King-

dom of Heavens; just as they traded with a justice, 

likewise shall they be traded in other existences 

in other worlds; for every spirit is born again; it 

requests to know new lives; for the requests to 

the Father have no limit; nothing that comes out 

of the Father has it; I verily say unto you that every 

second that every prisoner lived in this world, falls 

on every judge, lawyer, warden; for no human spirit 

requested the Father to imprison another; for no 

one wanted to have debts with the Father; I verily 

say unto you that two thirds of a total of seconds, 

in which a creature of this world was to live, fall on 
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the originator or originators of the imprisonment; 

behold many lawyers reach the law of damnation; 

for they surpassed a score of darkness, to the own 

number of molecules of their own bodies of flesh; 

for the number of accusers is greater; and the 

defenders are less; behold the Father’s law; which 

judges matter and spirit; for matter and spirit were 

created by a same God; behold what the human 

eyes do not see, the Father sees; for the Father cre-

ated what is visible and invisible; behold the differ-

ence between the terrestrial justice and the divine; 

the terrestrial justice was trialed by the Father; 

for every spirit requested to be trialed; and every 

thought that came out of a spirit who requested 

to be trialed, is judged by the Father; behold the 

entire life system of this world is judged up to 

what is the most microscopic; it is judged in that 

which they lived and felt but did not understand; 

the free will which you requested the Father is 

judged; a free will which requested to imitate Him 

in this world, above everything; but the human 
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free will imitated the demon represented in the 

odd life system, based on gold; behold no free will 

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor have any 

of them entered; for all of them got to know the 

strange law of gold; the so-called capitalism is not 

known in the Kingdom of Heavens; nor did anyone 

requested it, as a form of life; for one cannot serve 

two masters; one cannot serve or live in a life sys-

tem that is an entire immorality, before the Father’s 

Scriptures; and say at the same time that one is 

serving the Father; the living God; the only God; 

behold all this humanity shall be accused before 

the Father of being hypocritical; they requested the 

Father a planetary time to imitate the Father, above 

everything, which would come out to meet them 

on the unknown planet; and they did not fulfill the 

promise; instead of imitating what is of the Father, 

they imitated the way of living of the capitalists; of 

those who divide the worlds in order to trial their 

ways of thinking.-
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Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows that every 

justice that comes out of the Father is geometric, 

according to the geometry of the intention of the 

thinking creature; the intention is a generation of 

invisible magnetism; its color varies according to 

the conscience of the thinking being; each inten-

tion reflects a nascent philosophy; an attribute and 

a quality are born there which as the eternal time 

passes by, it shall become a colossal planet; there 
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is nothing which has not been a magnetic inten-

tion; all the Universe that surrounds you came out 

of an intention; the Thinking expansive Universe 

came out of what is invisible; for when an intention 

emerges from your mind, not even you who are the 

authors of it, can see it with the eyes of flesh; you 

only feel that your reasoning gets expanded in an 

expression; each expression shall form a future gal-

axy; it shall be a future cumulus of familiar worlds; 

for each letter expressed is united to the other, by 

a microscopic solar cord; what the Universe that 

surrounds you has, you also have it; what is up 

above is the same as down below; no one is disin-

herited; the solar cord constitutes the solar Alpha 

line; for you are lines; a line which momentarily 

requested an expansion in the flesh; your attribute 

and quality is the flesh with a destiny of searching 

in the eternity; in the celestial drawing one can 

see the angles of the solar magnetic line; behold a 

divine Revelation; behold the angle of your think-

ing geometry; the beginning Alpha in expansion 
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of its free will; behold every mental calculation 

which came out of the suns Alpha and Omega; 

behold your place of origin in the living Universe 

of Father Jehovah; behold the greatest Revelation 

for the terrestrial humanity; for this divine galactic 

origin, shall remain in this world until the consum-

mation of it; Alpha and Omega is from the begin-

ning to the end; behold every theory that tried to 

explain the origin of this world, shall not remain; 

for every theory that did not consider the Father’s 

Scriptures, is also unknown in the Kingdom of 

Heavens; it remains without the celestial inheri-

tance; certainly everything exists; but, laws and 

Commandments were given to this world which 

they had to fulfill above everything; which excludes 

all the others; he who lived a life of abandonment 

of the Knowledge of the Father’s Scriptures, shall 

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; he shall not see 

his place of origin; for he does not deserve it; seeing 

the place of their divine origin, is one of the most 

sublime awards for the creature; there he meets 
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many loved ones again; friends and relatives; who 

starting from the same starting point, request the 

Father to gather together in some form of life of 

a remote planet; the emotion of every spirit when 

seeing its place of origin, cannot be described in 

the human knowledge; for even knowledge gets 

moved when it contemplates its starting point; 

Divine Father for many years I have seen that the flying 

saucers transport multitudes; what is that? Yes little 

son; I knew that the instant of this question would 

arrive; I shall tell you little son; the flying saucers 

among other infinite missions have the glory of 

transporting the Father’s elected ones; who come 

from infinite worlds of His creation; for the egali-

tarian right to aspire for a same destiny is in every 

world; although the beings have requested to think 

in life in a different way; the silvery vessels go on 

leaving these creatures in their respective places of 

origin; they travel from sun to sun; from dwelling 

to dwelling; for the human creature, it corresponds 

the suns Alpha and Omega of the galaxy Trino; but 
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I see that none of you shall be taken; for you lived 

in a strange life system, whose god was gold; it is 

said god, because you preferred it in your free will; 

and you left aside the Father’s Scriptures; in order 

to become an elected one, you had to have learnt 

in life from the first to the last letter of the Father’s 

Scriptures; above every other knowledge; Were you 

not taught, thou shalt adore your Lord and Master, 

above everything? Understanding Him through the 

Scriptures, constitutes the greatest adoration to 

the Father; it constitutes the most sacred search of 

the creature; for He is pleased being understood by 

means of work and knowledge; for He has got free 

will; I verily say unto you that all those who earned 

their bread on the sweat of their faces, found the 

Father with that; for the Father takes it into account 

for them; for they fulfilled His divine law; having 

each one free will to do it; I verily say unto you that 

the Father neither begs nor forces anyone; men 

receive the Father according to their acts; those 

who did not take Him into account in life, expect 
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nothing; it is the fruit of the ungratefulness; he 

who took Him into account receives a new light 

of life; it is the fruit of gratitude; he who searched 

for Him by worshipping images, went backwards 

in his evolution; the molecules of the own images 

shall accuse him in the Kingdom of Heavens; for 

each molecule knows in its law of molecule that 

only the Father is unique; no one is worthy of rep-

resenting Him; His divine forms are infinite; every 

image becomes dust; I verily say unto you that the 

material adoration has never been of Father Jeho-

vah’s pleasure; for the creatures go backwards; the 

mind rambles due to very materialistic psycholo-

gies; the real adoration to the Father is mental; for 

He is in every mind; in the past, there certainly was 

material adoration on the planet Earth; for they did 

not know it; their law was in their evolution; you 

were told: Thou shalt not worship any image nor 

temple nor any resemblance; for you requested it 

in the Kingdom of Heavens; you wanted to imitate 

the own Kingdom; for the material adoration is 
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unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; seeing the 

Father at every instant, one does not need to retain 

Him in images; the respect to the Creator of the 

Universe is so infinite there that no one dares to 

represent Him in any material form; behold, every 

material form of adoring the Father, is criticized in 

the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one 

who never saw a material image of the Father or 

the Solar Mother Omega to enter  the Kingdom 

of Heavens, than for one who saw them; noth-

ing odd to what was requested in the Kingdom of 

Heavens enters the Kingdom of Heavens; behold 

a law, that every promise made to the Father must 

be fulfilled completely; not a minuscule part of it 

must remain unfulfilled; worlds of darkness are 

born from the most microscopic violation made to 

the living law; in fact, every evil or fault whichever 

it may be, constitutes darkness; what comes out of 

the Kingdom, should return intact to the Kingdom; 

what comes out as a whole from the Kingdom, 

must return as a whole to the Kingdom; nothing 
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divided enters the Kingdom; neither matter nor 

spirit; for only satan divides in order to combat 

against the equality taught by the Father; behold 

every human philosophy that divided others, does 

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; even if it was a 

philosophy which led to goodness; for the Father’s 

teachings are first, and then what is of human con-

ception; what is human should wait; for they were 

mandated to be humble above everything; he who 

did not think that way in life, shall not enter the 

Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one who 

gave the first importance to what is of Heaven to 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who 

gave more importance to the illusion of the world;  

a world which he/she requested to know in order 

to exalt the Father, above everything; including the 

own illusion, which came out of an odd life system 

based on gold.- 

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-

Nº 87. – 
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EVERY REVOLUTIONARY IS A PROPHET IN THE COR-
RESPONDING HIERARCHY; THE REVOLUTIONAR-
IES REQUESTED FATHER JEHOVAH TO STRUGGLE 
AGAINST THE INJUSTICE OF THE WORLD; EVERY 
INJUSTICE OF THIS WORLD IS BORN FROM THE 
STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM BASED ON GOLD; AND ALL 
THOSE WHO STRUGGLE AGAINST SOMETHING, 
WHICH DID NOT COME OUT OF THE FATHER, ARE 
GREAT IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS.-

Yes Little son; the struggle against the demon was 

requested by the entire humanity; the demon takes 

many forms in the worlds; in this world it took the 

form of an odd and immoral life system; whose 

master was gold; I verily say unto you that all those 

who protested against a life system which did not 

come out of Father Jehovah, is awarded in the King-

dom of Heavens; passivity which is a relative of 
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patience, is less awarded; for it is further away from 

the divine mandate that says: Thou shalt earn thy 

bread on the sweat of thy face; this divine mandate 

means that every imaginable form of struggle or 

effort, is great before the Father; there are many 

kinds of struggles in the human life; in its attribute 

and quality; in its intention; the most sublime of 

the struggles is that which defends what pleases 

the Father; it is that which thought of his Com-

mandments; in his Scriptures above everything of 

the world; behold the reason of the greatness of 

every revolutionary; behold the beginning turned 

into a struggle; for the First-born Son constituted 

himself into the First Revolutionary of the world; 

for  his divine solar hierarchy is above the entire 

humanity; the revolutionary who struggled against 

the so-called capitalism, struggled because it had 

nothing of being fair; Are there not some who have 

more than others? Where did capitalism leave the 

equality taught by the Father? I verily say unto 

you that all those who did not defend the equality 
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taught by the Father, no one shall enter the King-

dom of Heavens; And many of these blind ones call 

themselves Christians! They are false Christians; 

for they are Christians by mouth; and not Chris-

tians by spirituality; behold the world called the 

right; behold the losers of the trials of the human 

life; behold the followers and sustainers of a life 

system based on gold; behold the deluders of the 

world; behold the creators of the false happiness; 

for none of them shall see the Father’s Glory; for 

it would have been better for them not to have cre-

ated a life system, which carries in itself the germ 

of ambition; for all those who got to know capital-

ism, all remain out of the Kingdom of Heavens; 

behold the own weeping and gnashing of teeth of 

this world came out of the own men; of the same 

one who dared to rule the destinies of this planet, 

without taking the Father’s Scriptures into con-

sideration; behold the harvest of the trials of life, 

which they themselves requested; behold in what 

those who preferred gold than the living God ended 
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up; behold those who let themselves be influenced 

by a life system, which came out of the spiritual 

weakness; which came out of the complex of ambi-

tion; a complex which they promised the Father 

to overcome in the trials of life; but, the complex 

beat them; for the moral resistance they opposed to 

temptation was weak; so weak was it that an entire 

world who requested to be trialed, once more shall 

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens.-
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Yes Little son; the colored circles of the celestial 

drawing represent the ideas of humanity; every 

thinking being generates ideas; which he/she only 

knows the mental action of them; they do not know 

the physical form of the idea; nor do they see them 

when they rise to the infinity; every idea detaches 

from the mind in a linear way and ends up in a 

circular form; it has got an Alpha beginning and 

an Omega end; each mental act done in life, 

becomes a reality out of the Earth; this law is ful-

filled on infinite planets of the Universe; and it has 

been being fulfilled since times which shall never 

be calculated; I verily say unto you that just as you 

see the Earth in a colossal size, thus your ideas 

become materialized in the Universe; a future 

planet is born from each of your ideas; behold with-

out knowing it, you create worlds just as the Father 

creates them; what is up above is the same as down 

below; you create in a microscopic way and the 

Father in an infinite form; behold the common 

inheritance between parents and children; behold 
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the spiritual communism; the same communism 

which every human spirit promised to make fulfill 

on Earth; for every child who goes to remote plan-

ets in order to know some form of life, promises 

the Father to sow the seed of the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; and the seed of the Kingdom of Heavens, is 

the Celestial Communism with a philosophy of a 

child; the seed of the Kingdom divides no one; not 

even in the most microscopic way; the seed of the 

Kingdom does not know private property; and it 

does not know any form of selfishness; I verily say 

unto you that all those who defended the material 

possession, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; no one of this world requested the Father to 

defend what is ephemeral; which turns into dust 

as time goes by; for everyone knew that only the 

time of the Kingdom of Heavens is the only eternal 

one that exists; the times lived on the planets are 

relative times; they are so until the own planet 

turns into dust; time and planet are a little less 

than a sigh before the eternal time; that is why it 
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was written: From dust you are and to dust you 

shall return; for the spirit keeps being born from 

world to world; whose existences go on disappear-

ing from space; I verily say unto you that all those 

who making use of their free wills, were individual-

ists in the trials of life, none of them shall enter 

the Kingdom of Heavens; for by choosing such way, 

they did not fulfill what they promised the Father; 

all with no exception promised Father Jehovah to 

defend the rights in equality; they promised to 

struggle against their own individualistic tenden-

cies, if it was necessary; for a multitude of indi-

vidualists perpetuate division; just as it has been 

happening from century to century; behold a false 

concept of the real justice; error starts from oneself; 

it starts from the own individuality; this error has 

been being transmitted from parent to child; that 

is why it was written: Blinds leading other blinds; 

with such individualism, all drew away from the 

Kingdom of Heavens; all drew away from the truth 

taught by the Father; behold when the world got 
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divided, satan took advantage of it; who took the 

form of a life system; whose symbol is gold; I verily 

say unto you that the entire humanity is accused 

in the Father’s Kingdom of being accomplices of 

this immoral life system; for this life system based 

on gold is not known in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

money is not known; money is immoral; for it 

makes some rich and others poor; neither rich nor 

poor are known in the Kingdom of Heavens; for 

such immorality does not come out from equality; 

I verily say unto you that only the revolutionaries 

are not accused of complicity before the Father; for 

with sweat, blood and tears they intended to give 

a fairer equality to all the others; I verily say unto 

you that every revolutionary enters the Kingdom 

of Heavens; for the celestial points that correspond 

to them is equivalent to the entire humanity; for 

they struggled for them; for them they were per-

secuted; for them they were defamed; for them 

they were tortured and murdered; And the easy-

attitude ones of the world, for whom they fought? 
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What merit could an easy-attitude being present, 

who promised in the Kingdom to struggle against 

injustice? I verily say unto you that no easy-attitude 

one being shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; nor 

has any of them ever entered; they shall be accused 

before the Father of having been indifferent before 

the struggle of others; behold the weeping and 

gnashing of teeth of the easy-attitude and blinds 

of the world; easy-attitude and blinds who came 

out of an odd life system, unknown in the Kingdom 

of Heavens; behold every easy-attitude one shall 

curse his/her inheritance; they shall curse father 

and mother; for because of them they shall not 

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; and the parents 

shall curse their parents; I verily say unto you that 

there is no greater tragedy than knowing that one 

shall not be able to enter the Father’s Dwelling; 

the spirit continues through eternities searching 

for the Father without finding Him; behold the 

weeping and gnashing of teeth of all those who 

declared themselves impartial before the struggles 
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of life; struggles which they themselves requested; 

no one requested the Father to be a mere spectator 

before the demon’s action; for no impartial being 

shall enter the Father’s Kingdom; nor has any of 

them entered; behold a world divided in two; but, 

only one of them was right; that is the Communist 

World; the world that lost before Father Jehovah 

is the world that was fascinated with gold; it is the 

capitalist world; for such world struggled against 

the equality taught by Father Jehovah; Were you 

not taught that all are equal in rights before God? 

If all are equal in rights before the Father, why did 

you not imitate the Father, above everything? 

Behold the first fall of this odd life system; for the 

Father is the first cause in every existence; I verily 

say unto you that when you asked for terrestrial 

free will, you requested at the same time to imitate 

the celestial communism on Earth too; for every-

thing that you saw in the Father’s Kingdom, was 

the most perfect of the Universe; behold a universal 

question which the First-born Son shall ask you: 
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Where did you get this odd life system from? They 

are not in my Father’s Scriptures; It is not known 

in the Kingdom of Heavens either; where did you 

get it from? Behold a tree which Father Jehovah 

did not plant; and which shall be pulled out from 

its roots from the human evolution; the attribute 

and quality of this strange life system, is calculation 

and deceit; the same damned psychology of the 

serpent, which deceived Adam and Eve; behold 

satan disguised in a life system; behold life’s illu-

sion is a demoniac illusion; for it is not inspired in 

the Father; it is inspired in gold; behold every capi-

talist shall cry tears of blood; for the majority is in 

the law of damnation; to be in the law of damnation 

is to be condemned to live alone the rest of one’s 

life; the damned beings are drawn apart from the 

world of the living; for I verily say unto you that 

every damned one shall envy the dead; behold the 

weeping and gnashing of teeth of every ambitious 

being; of every miserly being; of every illusory 

being; of every blind of spirituality; of every little 
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evolved; of every mundane being; for the gold 

which one serves, is a slave in the worlds; out of 

the worlds, gold is worth nothing; as the spirit who 

served gold is worth nothing; for he/she did not 

attain the glory of returning to the Kingdom of 

Heavens; behold the disinherited beings; those 

who must be born again in order to mend what 

they did not fulfill; I verily say unto you that the 

quantity of future births which the violators of the 

Father’s laws must fulfill, out of the Kingdom of 

Heavens, is infinite; there are so many existences 

as the total number of pores that every human 

creature who stepped on this planet had and has; 

I verily say unto you that the greatest culprits of 

the injustices of this world, are the so-called capi-

talists; therefore, they shall fulfill the greatest pun-

ishment known; they shall pay every human pain 

that took place in every generation that passed 

through their reign; even the most microscopic 

moral pain is paid; thus the capitalists spirits 

requested Father Jehovah; and so shall it be; behold 
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every pain caused to another is paid in the eternity; 

what one pays in life represents just a microscopic 

part of the spirit’s debts.- 

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE WHO PERSON-
ALLY PARTICIPATED IN THE REVOLUTIONS THAT 
EMERGED FROM THE STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM, WHICH 
CAME OUT OF THE LAWS OF GOLD TO ENTER THE 
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS, THAN FOR THOSE WHO 
WERE CONTEMPLATIVE AND DID NOTHING BEFORE 
THE STRUGGLES OF OTHERS; NO INDIFFERENT OF 
THE TRIALS OF LIFE HAS ENTERED THE KINGDOM 
OF HEAVENS; NOR SHALL ANY OF THEM ENTER; THE 
DIVINE MANDATE THAT SAYS: THOU SHALL EARN 
THY BREAD ON THE SWEAT OF THY FACE, INCLUDED 
EVERY FORM OF EFFORT AND STRUGGLE; FOR THE 
OWN HEAVEN COMES OUT OF ONESELF, AND THE 
OWN FUTURE BODY OF FLESH; WITHOUT SPIRI-
TUAL MERIT ONE MARKS THE SAME STEP WITH 
WHICH ONE ARRIVED TO THE TRIALS OF LIFE, ON 
THIS PLANET.-
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Yes little son; all the contemplatives of the strug-

gles that emerged during the trials of life, which 

emerged from the strange life system of gold, they 

themselves requested the Father such struggles; 

for everything imaginable is requested to God; 

if no one is disinherited, all have got the inher-

itance of the request; in every Revolution there 

have been beings who opposed to such events, for 

they are selfish; and they are influenced by certain 

ways of living, which they do not want to change 

because of comfort; even though they know that 

such change brings justice to others; I verily say 

unto you easy-attitude beings of the world that 

just as you were in a revolution, likewise shall they 

be with you in this judgment, and in other new 

births; when once more you request the Father 

to be born again in another existence, in another 

world; for if what is up above is the same as down 

below, what you did down here on your planet, 

you shall find it up above in the infinite space, 

sowed with worlds; yours, indifferent beings to the 
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struggles of others, is the weeping and gnashing 

of teeth; for you shall be called renegades by the 

Third World; a world which remains governing this 

planet; for only the long-suffering, the persecuted, 

the defamed children remain in this world; in the 

new world which is at the gates, there shall be no 

place for you; who were trialed in a life of struggles, 

which everyone requested equally; what nobody 

requested was inequality and injustice; the revolu-

tions are justified in the Kingdom of Heavens; for 

the odd life system, which came out of gold, does 

not have the Seal of God; for it did not consider 

the Father’s divine Gospel, when they created a 

life system; the strange licentiousness of certain 

ambitious beings, created such life system; if this 

life system had the Seal of God, the revolutions that 

emerged, would not be recognized in the Kingdom 

of Heavens; behold the weeping and gnashing of 

teeth of all those who intrigued against the revo-

lutions; for having them themselves requested a 

fair life system, they opposed to achieving it; and 
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they opposed to others; knowing about the injus-

tices of the own system; I verily say unto you that 

it is enough to know or see something, and the 

spirit is compromised to his/her God; no indif-

ferent shall remain without his punishment; as 

no fighter or revolutionary shall be stopped from 

seeing his award; light and darkness are the experi-

ences that the spirits requested the Father; if you 

requested to struggle against evil, called darkness, 

you requested it because you preferred the light; 

and he who preferring the light opposed to it, in 

the trials of life, got himself divided; for one cannot 

serve two masters; one cannot be hesitant and be 

wishing a philosophy of light; for from the fruit and 

social accomplishments of the revolutionaries, the 

indifferent beings eat too; they also benefit; I verily 

say unto you indifferent beings of the world that 

every benefit enjoyed by you, shall become tears of 

blood; for many revolutions shed blood in search of 

justice; the revolutions were requested to the Eter-

nal as a determination, before a possible injustice 
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in the trials of life of the remote planet; for when 

you request a form of life, what you requested, you 

saw it in the Kingdom of Heavens; each act, each 

event, each success, second by second, you saw it 

on the colossal solar televisions; for one comes to 

life with first-hand knowledge; one comes to life 

with a responsibility, which is within oneself; and 

if you do not remember the cause, is because you 

yourselves requested to know the oblivion of the 

past; for you did not know such sensation, which 

had to be carried out on the remote planet Earth; 

that is why your form of life is called the trial of 

the human life in the Kingdom; there are lives in 

the Universe with and without the oblivion of the 

past; for everything imaginable becomes a uni-

verse; the infinity of God is expressed in the most 

microscopic expression, turned into a colossal one; 

the everything above everything is born from an 

everything which was not seen, but was felt; you 

generate ideas, and you do not see them; the future 

planets which shall constitute galaxies, universes, 
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cosmos, of your own heaven are born from your 

invisible ideas; the fruit of the indifferent beings 

are worlds of indifferent beings; the most back-

ward worlds in the divine concert of the worlds; 

the indifferent being is a spirit who requested 

to know indifference, and not violate the law of 

God; he actually requested something difficult to 

achieve, in the trials of life; but, in every request 

of life, the spirit makes use of its free will; and in 

virtue of that, the spirits insist to know what they 

do not know; this law is in everything imaginable; 

for everything imaginable requested the Father to 

know equality; matter and spirit requested it in 

their respective laws; that is why it was written 

in the divine Gospel of the Father: All are equal in 

rights before God; this equality covers everything; 

for everything comes out of one same God; the 

odd human psychology acquired from the strange 

life system, which came out of calculation to gold, 

believed that this equality was only for the human 

beings; the human beings are not the only creation 
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of the Father; for no one is unique in the Universe; 

only the Father is unique; he who thought that 

way, limited the Creator’s divine power; and he 

who diminished what is of God in his own con-

cept and beliefs, shall not enter the Kingdom of 

Heavens; nor have any of them entered again; it 

is more likely for one who recognized the Father’s 

infinite power to enter the Kingdom of the Father, 

than for one who belittled his power on the remote 

planet; I verily say unto you that every indifferent 

one to the revolutions, in the human experience, 

belittled the infinite power of the Creator with his 

way of being; for the indifference which came out 

of them is not known in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; there are infinite kinds of indifference; those 

which are indifferent to the struggles and pain of 

others, is one of the most painful to the one who 

let him/herself be influenced by it; for not even in 

the events of the judgment, which is at the gates, 

nor out of the Earth shall these indifferent beings 

find understanding; it is more likely for an ignorant 
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or primitive being to find it, than for one who was 

illustrated and who got to know the odd influence 

in the trials of life.- 

Yes little son; it is just like you have been see-

ing it since you were a child; the flying saucers 

observe on their screens of solar television, every-

thing that happens on Earth; and everything that 

has happened; for when a world is born, it has its 

protective angels; they are the protective angels of 

planets; just as those which requested to have them 

in their trials of life; if there are protectors up above 
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and there are protectors down below, is that what 

is up above is the same as down below; every event 

that took place in this world, have been registered 

by the flying saucers; they are writings, replicas 

of those which are in the Kingdom of Heavens; 

the law of what is up above is the same as down 

below is fulfilled in these own vessels; they know 

more than what you know of the world in which 

you are; for they saw and participated in their cre-

ation; every baby-planet has got older beings who 

take care of them; just as when you were human 

babies; everything is written in these vessels of 

prodigious power; all the generations which have 

passed through this world; and the present one; 

they know who the awarded beings are and who are 

the condemned ones; behold they are just waiting 

for the divine order of Father Jehovah in order to 

participate in the divine Final Judgment; a judg-

ment requested by the entire humanity; the flying 

saucers initiate the epoch of the open heavens of 

the world Omega; the promised world to all those 
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who requested to be trialed, in a form of life; for 

the trials of the human life comes to an end; there 

shall be infinite kinds of end; according to the con-

science that one had in the trials of life; the world 

shall contemplate unknown powers; the elements 

of nature shall come to life in the presence of the 

First-born Son; all that the human beings do, the 

elements shall tell the Son of God; He shall know 

everything occult; what is visible as well as what 

is invisible; it is his divine Glory and Majesty; the 

beast which came out of the power of gold shall be 

full of dread; for the first time it shall not be able 

to send someone to kill the adversary, as it was 

always its custom; the power of the beast shall be 

abandoned; thousands of warships, thousands of 

war tanks, thousands of rockets, hundreds of bar-

racks, training camps, thousands of war airplanes, 

huge factories where the armament is made, shall 

remain abandoned; the beast without the force is 

nothing; behold the war of Armageddon, is a war 

with no arms; Armageddon means in Revelation, 
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people who get armed; each one shall get armed 

with his own ideas, which were generated in the 

Trials of life; for every act is composed of ideas; 

and you were told by divine Scriptures that by your 

acts you would be judged; your judgment which 

were requested by you above everything imagin-

able, is idea by idea; beginning from the age of 

twelve; the term: Above everything, requested by 

you, means that your being judged with the great-

est rigor an severity came out of you; you wanted 

nothing to be left out without its justice; you were 

severe with your own selves; behold the light of 

why your judgment; for everything imaginable that 

you lived in the trials of life, was requested by 

you; every request of life, includes its own judg-

ment; some requested it on Earth, and others out 

of her; some requested to pay some of the debts of 

the past; others to pay them all; others requested 

awards in advance; others paid their awards; oth-

ers postponed their awards; everything imagin-

able is requested to the Father; for the spirit has 
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got free will; each one’s experiences came out of 

themselves; what nobody requested was inequal-

ity; not even the rich requested the odd wealth; 

nothing that does not exist in the Kingdom was 

requested by you; that is why the Final Judgment 

also judges your strange and unknown life system, 

which came out of the laws of gold; your odd life 

system, by not being requested by anybody, is not 

written in the Kingdom of Heavens; everything that 

is not written is called strange in the Kingdom of 

Heavens, this odd life system whose characteristic 

was injustice and inequality, came out of a group of 

demons, who coming from remote galaxies of dark-

ness requested the divine Father Jehovah to know 

the laws of the light; for in the requests of life, no 

one is exclusive; light and darkness have got the 

same rights before the divine Father; if you were 

taught to struggle against darkness is because you 

were born from the light; you included good and 

evil in your forms of life; if you requested to know 

evil, it was as an experience to your spirit; what 
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you did not request was to be influenced by evil; 

for one cannot serve good and evil simultaneously; 

for goodness gets divided; and by being goodness 

divided, your fruit gets divided; the fact that one 

cannot serve good and evil simultaneously, was 

written in the divine parable that says: One can-

not serve two masters; goodness is a Master in the 

Macrocosm, called Kingdom of Heavens; darkness 

is another master; and you requested a trial of life 

in order to enter into the light again; the trials of 

life have two ways: Either one attained the light, 

or one attained darkness; in divine planetary judg-

ments there is no happy medium; either one is or 

is not; behold the honesty in the determination of 

all your acts, in the trials of life; you requested it 

along with the other virtues; I verily say unto you 

that the divine judgment contains the same psy-

chology and morality, which you requested in the 

Kingdom of Heavens; if another strange psychology 

and another strange morality dwells in you, the 

blame for this lies with those who imposed the odd 
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life system, which came out of the calculation of 

gold, on you; there is no other culprit in your trag-

edy; for your strange psychology and your strange 

morality shall crash in an emotional impact against 

the psychology and morality of the final judgment; 

this emotional crash was announced to you in the 

divine parable that says: And there shall be weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth; the virtues burst when 

they feel that the vibration of the free will of the 

spirit has surpassed its own psychology, which it 

was accustomed to; I verily say unto you that this 

sensation of the weeping and gnashing of teeth 

shall get spread across the face of the Earth; for all 

requested the Final Judgment equally; it shall be 

an epoch of seismic movements led by the First-

born Son; and supported by the flying saucers; the 

divine intervention of these celestial vessels was 

announced to you in the divine parable that says: 

Signs in the skies; the presence of the flying saucers 

in the divine Final Judgment, shall fill the beast 

with dread; for the beast always negated them, and 
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even ridiculed them; for I verily say unto you that 

these celestial creatures shall read your mind; and 

all those who negated them shall not have the res-

urrection of their own flesh; they shall not become 

children again; they shall fulfill the known mortal 

law; behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of 

all those who negated what existed in the infin-

ity; without knowing the infinity; it would have 

been better for these skeptical beings not to have 

requested the trial of the unknown skepticism to 

the Father; for they would have become children 

again on the same planet.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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Luis Antonio Soto Romero, whose pseudonym is: Alpha and 
Omega, is the Author of the New Doctrine of the Lamb of 
God, called Telepathic Scripture or Celestial Science, dic-
tated by living telepathy by the Divine Father Jehovah.
Once written they were rolled up, hence the biblical term: 
The Scrolls of the Lamb of God. The Author has the Mission 
of opening them, that is, writing them. Revelation 5.
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THE PLAN WHICH WAS COMMENDED TO THE 
EMISSARY ALPHA AND OMEGA

The Rolls of the Lamb of God. 
3,000 Rolls of the Origin of Matter. 
300 Rolls of the Origin of the Ideas. 
300 Rolls of the Origin of the Most Holy Trinity. 
300 Rolls of the Origin of the Flying Saucers. 
500 Rolls of the subject about the beast. 
The Origin of Matter; it shall be a work of 3,000 
Telepathic Rolls … 
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The Idea is a work of 300 Rolls … 
The silver ships shall be explained in 300 scrolls; 
but that is not the limit; it is the beginning; and the 
Translation of the Holy Scriptures, shall be 6,000 
rolls of cardboard; each roll represents a parable 
of the Scriptures; the telepathic scripture has no 
end; for the universe does not have it; the living 
word of God does not have it either … Here there 
is material to talk about for years; they are 4,000 
Rolls … and another one is born each day.

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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https://www.facebook.com/RevelacionAlfayOmega/

Please visit https://www.alfayomega.com
and read WHAT IS TO COME, CELESTIAL SCIENCE 

and DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE THINGS.

Listen to the Reading of the 
Scrolls, with a click on several 

Podcast platforms
anchor.fm/alphaandomega

Celestial Science by Alpha and Omega


